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Biological fouling of surfaces, occurring through the attachment and accumulation of
microorganisms, is an extensive problem affecting the marine, biomedical, building,
and food processing industries. Commercial coatings that are applied to surfaces
to reduce or prevent biological fouling frequently rely on the incorporation of toxic
antimicrobial chemicals, where their release from the surface is uncontrolled and can
have undesirable secondary effects. New approaches to prevent fouling focus on the
development of surfaces or coatings with tailored physicochemical properties which
inhibit the interaction and attachment of fouling species. Despite advances in the use
of nanomaterials for antifouling applications, many emerging coating technologies
are complex, expensive, and unable to be scaled-up for industrial applications. In
this thesis, functionalised silica nanoparticles (SiNP) are explored as an emerging
platform material for the development of hydrophilic antifouling coatings. SiNPs are
common additives to surface coatings as they are cheap, highly processable, and able
to be simply functionalised through silane coupling chemistry. In this work, particles
were functionalised with zwitterionic and cationic quaternary ammonium chemistries
to investigate the effect of chemistry on the nanoparticle coating hydrophilicity and
antifouling behaviour.
In Chapter 2, two methods of preparing hydrophilic low-fouling surface coatings
were explored through reaction of SiNP suspensions and pre-deposited SiNP films with
zwitterionic sulfobetaine (SB). SiNP suspensions were functionalised with SB across
three pH conditions and deposited as thin films via a simple spin-coating process to
generate hydrophilic antifouling coatings. In addition, coatings of predeposited SiNP
were surface functionalised via exposure to zwitterionic solutions. Quartz crystal
microgravimetry with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) was employed as a high
throughput technique for monitoring and optimising reaction to the SiNP surfaces.
Functionalisation of nanoparticle films was rapid and could be achieved over a wide
pH range and at low zwitterion concentrations. All functionalised particle surfaces
presented a high degree of wettability and resulted in large reductions in adsorption
of bovine serum albumin (BSA) protein. Particle coatings also showed a reduction
in adhesion of fungal spores (Epicoccum nigrum) and bacteria (Escherichia coli) by
up to 87% and 96%, respectively.
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In a similar manner, Chapter 3 investigates zwitterionic carboxybetaine (CB) as
an alternative low-fouling chemistry for the functionalisation of SiNP dispersions
and SiNP coatings. This work demonstrated three methods of coating prepara-
tion via direct tethering of CB to pre-deposited particle films, a two-step surface
functionalisation process, and deposition of CB functionalised particle dispersions.
Functionalisation pH was found to drastically influence the mechanism of CB attach-
ment and affect the protein resistant properties of the resultant coatings. Depending
on the method of coating preparation, protein binding to functionalised particle
coatings was reduced by up to 94% compared to unfunctionalised SiNP control
surfaces. As a result, all three methods offer simple and scalable fabrication routes
for the generation of hydrophilic, zwitterionic interfaces with improved inhibition to
protein fouling.
In Chapter 4, the effect of nanoscaled coating topography on the antifouling
behaviour of particle coatings was examined through the preparation of coatings
from different size SiNPs functionalised with zwitterionic chemistries. Zwitterionic
SB was reacted to SiNPs ranging in size from 7 to 75 nm. Particle stability and
grafting density were confirmed using dynamic light scattering and thermogravimetric
analysis. Thin coatings of nanoparticles were prepared by spin-coating aqueous
particle dispersions. The resulting coatings were characterised using scanning electron
microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and contact angle goniometry. SB functionalised
particle coatings displayed increased hydrophilicity compared to unmodified particle
coating controls while increasing particle size correlated with increased coating
roughness and increased surface area. Coatings of zwitterated particles demonstrated
a high degree of nonspecific protein resistance, as measured by QCM-D. Adsorption
of BSA and hydrophobin proteins were reduced by up to 91 and 94%, respectively.
Adhesion of bacteria (E. coli) to zwitterion modified particle coatings were also
significantly reduced over both short and long-term assays. Maximum reductions
of 97% and 94% were achieved over 2 and 24 h assay periods, respectively. For
unmodified particle coatings, protein adsorption and bacterial adhesion were generally
reduced with increasing particle size. Adhesion of fungal spores (E. nigrum) to SB
modified SiNP coatings was also reduced, however no clear trends in relation to
particle size were demonstrated.
Finally, Chapter 5 presents an investigation into the antifouling and antimicrobial
behaviours of quaternary ammonium silanes (QAS) grafted from coatings of SiNPs;
independently and in combination with zwitterionic (SB) chemistries. The binding
of QAS to SiNP coatings was monitored using QCM-D under varied pH and solution
concentrations. Adsorption of BSA protein was reduced on QAS modified SiNP
coatings prepared under alkaline conditions due to the proposed generation of a
pseudozwitterionic interface, where the underlying SiNP surface presents an anionic
vi
charge at high pH. Significant reductions were achieved even at low concentrations
(0.5 mM) and short modification times. Additionally, SiNP coatings modified with a
combination of QAS and SB chemistries were investigated. Surface modifications
were performed sequentially, varying silane concentration and order of addition,
and monitored using QCM-D. Dual-functionalised surfaces presented enhanced
resistance to protein adsorption compared to QAS modified surfaces alone, even at
low functionalisation concentrations. The antiadhesive and antibacterial properties
of functionalised surfaces were investigated by challenging the surfaces against E.
coli. All dual-functionalised coatings showed equal or reduced bacterial adhesion
compared to QAS and SB functionalisations alone, while high concentrations of
combined chemistries reduced adhesion of bacteria by up to 95%. None of the
prepared coatings elicited a dramatic bactericidal effect, either due to the presence
of zwitterionic SB or due to the pseudozwitterionic effect of cationic QAC in close
proximity to the negative surface charge of the silica nanoparticles.
The work presented in this thesis offers a significant contribution to the development
and fabrication of simple and scalable antifouling coatings for widespread applications.
In addition to establishing SiNPs as a platform material for coating fabrication,
this thesis details how particle size and conditions of particle modification with
hydrophilic chemistries can be used to tune the properties of SiNP coatings, offering
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1.1 Schematic of the marine biofouling process. An organic conditioning
layer adheres within seconds of immersion. Microorganisms rapidly
attach to the conditioning film and adhere irreversibly via cellular
appendages and exopolymers. Mature biofilms develop and facilitate
attachment of larger marine organisms. Reproduced from [10]. . . . . 2
1.2 Schematic of the bacterial biofilm cycle illustrating the following dis-
tinct stages: individual cells interact with and populate the surface
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Biological fouling or ‘biofouling’ is a dynamic and complex process involving the
undesirable attachment and build-up of microorganisms on surfaces. Microorganisms
are ubiquitous, being found in almost all environmental settings, and therefore have
the potential to impact a wide range of industries. Artificial surfaces submerged
in an aqueous or marine environment are quickly inundated by fouling species,
compromising the form and function of these surfaces. This is associated with huge
financial penalties across the shipping, offshore oil, and aquaculture industries.[1] In
medicine, bacterial contamination of implantable devices as well as surgical tools and
hospital surfaces increase the risk of patient infection and the spread of nosocomial
diseases.[2] Within the food industry, biological contamination during food processing
and packaging can result in food spoilage, transmission of pathogenic microorganisms,
and ultimately endanger consumers’ health.[3] Additionally, bacterial and fungal
colonisation of terrestrial or ‘unsaturated’ surfaces, including concrete and polymeric
coatings, can result in their biodeterioration and biodegradation.
Biofouling of surfaces is a multi-stage process that is heavily influenced by the
environmental conditions to which the surfaces are exposed. Initial sections of this
review detail the processes involved in marine biofouling, the formation of bacterial
biofilms and their relevance within the field of medicine, and the fouling of terrestrial
surfaces. Later sections describe past and present coating technologies designed to
inhibit biofouling processes, progressing from rudimentary release-based coatings, to
sophisticated responsive coatings, contact killing surfaces, and surfaces with tailored




Within the marine environment, vessels and submerged structures are constantly
inundated by aquatic species attempting to adhere and colonise these artificial sur-
faces.[4] Organisms such as bacteria, algae, and barnacles accumulate on submerged
surfaces, compromising function and integrity.[5] The build-up of algal slimes onto
ship hulls increases hydrodynamic drag resulting in loss of maneuverability, increased
fuel consumption, and greater greenhouse gas emissions.[1, 6, 7] The primary cost
associated with fouling is overwhelmingly due to increased fuel consumption, however,
significant financial penalties are also attributed to hull coating and cleaning costs.[8]
Additionally, fouled hulls can facilitate the translocation of invasive or non-native
species to new environments.[5, 9] Marine biofouling is generally described in terms
of the adsorption and adhesion processes that occur during the formation of a biofilm
(Figure 1.1). Fouling of marine substrata begins with the rapid adsorption of dis-
solved organic material onto the submerged surface.[9] This layer of organic material
forms what is known as a conditioning film, and is comprised of glycoproteins, humic
acids, proteins, aromatic amino acids, carbohydrates, and uronic acids.[10–12] The
conditioning process is governed by physical forces such as electrostatic interactions,
Brownian motion and van der Waals forces.[13]
Figure 1.1: Schematic of the marine biofouling process. An organic conditioning
layer adheres within seconds of immersion. Microorganisms rapidly attach to the
conditioning film and adhere irreversibly via cellular appendages and exopolymers.
Mature biofilms develop and facilitate attachment of larger marine organisms.
Reproduced from [10].
Conditioning films have been found to develop within seconds of immersion and
lay the foundation for primary surface colonisation by bacteria, diatoms (microalgae),
and other unicellular microorganisms.[7, 12] Fouling species firstly adsorb to the
surface, again through physical processes,[9] and then adhere irreversibly through
secretion of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) that envelope and anchor the
colonising microorganism to the substrate.[4] The next stage of biofilm formation
involves the organisation of cells into matrix-enclosed microcolonies that facilitate
the transportation of nutrients and waste through an interconnected network of
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water channels.[14] Subsequent stages involve settlement and growth of larger marine
invertebrates and microalgae, and finally, biofilm maturation and dispersal.[15] Whilst
the marine biofouling model is often described as a successional process involving a
number of discrete stages, in reality, fouling is a highly dynamic process with biofilm
formation depending heavily on the species present, substratum properties, season,
and geographic location.[7]
1.1.2 Bacterial Biofilms
The prevention of bacterial biofilm development is a major challenge within the health
and biomedical industries. Bacterial and fungal contamination of surfaces such as
countertops, surgical tools and medical devices contribute to the spread of potentially
deadly hospital-acquired (nosocomial) infections.[2, 16] A US study showed that of 1.7
million hospital-acquired infections, approximately 99,000 of these were associated
with patient death.[17] The risk of infection associated with implanted medical
devices remains a leading cause of device failure and the need for surgical removal,[18,
19] while the emergence of antibiotic resistant microorganisms has prompted further
investigation into infection resistant materials and coatings.[20] In addition to the risk
posed by the spread of medical pathogens, there is growing concern within the food
industry to prevent the spread of food-borne infectious diseases. There is increasing
demand for coatings that exhibit antimicrobial properties for the processing and
packaging of foods. Such coatings could reduce premature food spoilage, extend food
shelf-life, and prevent the spread of food-borne infectious diseases.[3, 21, 22]
While biofilm formation in the marine environment often develops from multiple
microbial species adhering to surfaces, singular bacterial species may be responsible
for colonisation of unsaturated (non-aqueous) surfaces, including the contamination
of medical devices and biomedical implants.[23] Bacterial biofilm formation is again
considered to follow a successional fouling model consisting of multiple stages (Figure
1.2). Bacterial cells interact with abiotic surfaces though physicochemical, van
der Waals, hydrophobic, ionic and polar interactions.[24] The presence of a pre-
formed conditioning film consisting of biomolecules (proteins, glycoproteins, plasma
components etc.) has also been shown to mediate bacterial attachment to surfaces.[25]
Once a particular threshold of bacteria is present, cells will signal that this site is
suitable for colonisation.[26] This form of communication, known as quorum sensing,
assists regulation of bacterial physiological activities in response to fluctuations
in cell-population density.[27] As cell populations increase, bacteria assemble into
cellular aggregates or ‘microcolonies’, which become more firmly adhered to the
substrate through secretion of EPS. EPS makes up the bulk structure of the biofilm
and consists of polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids, and phospholipids.[14] As
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the biofilm matures, the EPS develops an interconnected network of water channels
that facilitate the transport of oxygen and nutrients to cells growing deep within the
biofilm.[28] Bacteria protected within the biofilm (EPS matrix) present increased
tolerance to biological, chemical or physical stresses,[29] and are drastically more
resistant to antibiotics and biocides than unattached planktonic cells.[18, 30] The
final stage of the biofilm cycle is the detachment and dispersal of cells from the
biofilm itself, providing the bacteria with an opportunity to colonise other favourable
surfaces.[14]
Figure 1.2: Schematic of the bacterial biofilm cycle illustrating the following
distinct stages: individual cells interact with and populate the surface (1), irre-
versible attachment through EPS production (2), biofilm architecture develops (3)
and matures (4), cells are released and dispersed from the biofilm (5). Image ©
Creative Commons Library.
1.1.3 Terrestrial Fouling
The focus of microbial contamination of surfaces is often their impacts on human
health; however, there are broader implications in terms of the compromised func-
tionality and appearance of surfaces that have been colonised by microorganisms.
Microbial growth on surfaces in low water environments is termed unsaturated
or terrestrial fouling.[29] Terrestrial fouling may arise from a range of organisms,
including bacteria, fungi, algae, and protozoa,[31] and can result in the degradation
of the underlying substrate.[32] Fungal growth in particular is a major biodeteri-
ogen, reposonsible for degradation of paintings,[33, 34] wooden artefacts[35] and
cultural heritage.[36, 37] Additionally, fungi and algae are the primary colonisers of
human-built structures, responsible for the ‘greening’ of surfaces by photosynthetic
cyanobacteria or algae, and the ‘blackening’ of surfaces by inhabiting fungi.[38] The
growth of these microbial colonisers can also result in biodeteriorative processes, via
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physical and biochemical mechanisms, such as the penetration of cracks, the expan-
sion and contraction of biomass, and the secretion of degrading chemical metabolites
(Figure 1.3).[39]
Figure 1.3: Examples of biodegradation, bioweathering, and biocorrosion of
terrestrial surfaces brought about by microorganisms. Reproduced from [39].
Discoloration of exterior building materials by biological fouling is an increasingly
recognised problem in the growing field of environmentally friendly architecture
and the development of energy efficient buildings. Fouling of materials designed
to maximise thermal efficiency reduces their capacity to reflect thermal energy,
resulting in increased costs associated with the maintenance of internal building
temperature.[40, 41]
The process of fungal colonisation is initiated by airborne spores settling and
attaching to appropriate host surfaces. Upon contact, spores may attach through
purely physical interactions or chemically through the secretion of adhesive pro-
teins.[42] Following adhesion, spores begin to germinate with the generation of a
‘germ tube’ that elongates in contact with the surface.[43] If conditions are favourable,
the germ tube will differentiate into appressorium, which can penetrate into the
substrate to which it is bound.[42] Alternatively, germ tubes develop into vegetative
hyphae that grow through apical extension and colonise the surface via establishing
elaborate interconnected networks known as mycelium.[44, 45] A highly branched
mycelial structure increases the colonies ability to spread over a substrate, enabling
sensing of the local environment and facilitating nutrient uptake and transport.[44,
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45] In this way, fungal species are well adapted to adhering to a range of different
substrates, and thus present a significant challenge in preventing their attachment
and colonisation of terrestrial surfaces.
1.2 Biocidal Coating Development
To date, fouling resistant coating developments have primarily focused on biocidal
coating technologies which exhibit an antimicrobial effect through the slow release
of toxic compounds over time. Such strategies may rely on the release of toxic
metal ions, antibiotics or organic antimicrobial agents, to inhibit microbial fouling
through species specific or sometimes broad-spectrum mechanisms. The effectiveness
of different biocidal coatings is discussed below.
1.2.1 Early Strategies
Techniques used to prevent marine fouling date back to as early as the 3rd century
B.C., where lead and possibly copper sheathing were used to protect ship hulls.[9,
13, 46] Ancient cultures were also credited with coating hulls in wax, pitch, tar, and
asphaltum to improve water-tightness and to protect against ship worms.[10, 46]
The first antimicrobial paints emerged around the mid-19th Century and contained
copper, arsenic, or mercury oxide.[13, 47] Commercial coatings that have been
developed since have typically been divided into three categories based on their
release mechanism: insoluble matrix (contact leaching coatings), soluble matrix, and
self-polishing coatings (Figure 1.4).[9, 13] Contact leaching coatings were developed
by incorporating high amounts of toxicants into paints comprised of high molecular
weight insoluble polymer binders.[10] As seawater spreads through pores in the
coating, it dissolves the toxic species and enables its release from the coating matrix.
However, as the surface toxicants are depleted, the rate of release gradually decreases
over time as seawater is forced to penetrate further into the coating to facilitate
release.
Due to the rapid depletion in efficiency of water insoluble paint matrices, water
soluble matrix paints were developed to extend biocide release by utilising seawater
soluble binders (e.g. rosin).[48] Upon immersion in seawater, the biocide and soluble
binder are dissolved and released simultaneously from the coating.[10] While soluble
matrix paint formulations have improved efficiencies compared to contact leaching
coatings, they also suffer from uncontrolled dissolution rates making coating lifetime
difficult to predict.[47]
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Figure 1.4: Biocide release from: contact leaching coatings (A), soluble matrix
coatings (B), and self-polishing copolymer coatings (C). Reproduced from [6].
The emergence of self-polishing paints in the 1960s revolutionised the antifouling
coating industry. Self-polishing paints containing organotin compounds were found
to be highly effective at preventing biofouling accumulation with an increased degree
of control over biocide release and coating erosion.[49] A coating matrix composed of
tributyltin (TBT) and acrylic or methacrylate copolymers are gradually hydrolysed by
seawater, providing a slow and controlled release of the toxic TBT species and leaves
behind a polished coating surface with reduced drag.[6, 13] However, self-polishing
organotin systems have since been shown to have detrimental environmental effects
on non-target organisms including the development of imposex in sea snails,[50]
stunted growth in mussels,[51] and shell-defects and reduced reproductive capability
in oysters.[52] As a result, the use of TBT in antifouling paints was banned by the
International Maritime Organisation in 2008.[53] Tin-free antifouling systems em-
ployed today typically contain copper compounds and organic boosters,[49] however,
uncertainties regarding the toxicity and bioaccumulation of these compounds has led
to their increased scrutiny and environmental regulation.[9]
1.2.2 Biocidal Coatings
There are large numbers of biocidal coatings, functioning through the release of
toxic species or chemical agents, which have been shown to be effective at killing or
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deterring growth of fouling microorganisms. The applications of such coatings vary
widely from food packaging, to crop protection, and implantable medical devices.
1.2.2.1 Organic Biocides
The ban of TBT has led to the search for alternative biocides for marine vessel
protection. Copper and zinc have again been increasingly used in the formulations
of controlled depletion coatings and self-polishing coatings.[9] Metallic inclusions
have also been coupled with organic booster biocides to improve the scope of fouling
protection through synergistic effects. While increased copper concentrations in the
aquatic environment have not been considered to have significant effects on marine
ecosystems due to high degrees of speciation (reduced bioavailability),[54] toxicity
to non-target organisms is still a large concern and has increasingly led to their
restriction in the use of marine antifouling coatings.[55, 56]
Figure 1.5: Chemical structures of common biocides.
Common booster biocides added to antifouling paints include Irgarol 1051, diuron,
chlorothalonil, dichlofluanid, copper and zinc pyrithione, and zineb (Figure 1.5).[54,
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57] Irgarol 1051 and diuron were previously among the most popular biocide booster
additives to coatings but have since been found to accumulate in recreational wa-
terways at high concentrations.[58] These biocides are not readily biodegradable,
persisting in the water column and causing damage to non-target marine organisms
through inhibition of natural photosynthetic pathways.[59]
The use of organic biocides is not limited to marine coatings, such compounds
also have agricultural uses in the form of pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides.[54]
Benzimidazole based compounds including thiabendazole, carbendazim, and fuberi-
dazole (Figure 1.5) have been applied as fungicidal agents to control fungal diseases
affecting field crops and for the prevention of crop spoilage during transport and
storage.[60, 61] Whilst generally effective, the fungicidal action of benzimidazoles can
be hindered by their low water solubility. The use of cyclodextrins to form inclusion
complexes has provided a method of encapsulating benzimidazole compounds to
improve their solubility, stability and bioavailability.[62, 63]
In recent years there has been a growing demand for the use of natural antimi-
crobials to protect and preserve foodstuffs due to health and safety concerns over
synthetic chemical preservatives. The use of inherently antimicrobial substances
produced by plants to control fungal growth have been considered as an alternative
to synthetic pesticides and food preservatives. Essential oil components (EOC) are
natural bioactive compounds that possess antimicrobial, antiparasitic and insecti-
cidal properties.[64] Despite the well documented antifungal properties of EOCs,
their application as antimicrobial agents is hindered by their high volatility and
hydrophobicity. Encapsulation of EOCs with β-cyclodextrin or loading of EOCs into
mesoporous silica scaffolds has been shown to reduce volatility of EOCs allowing for
sustained antifungal activity.[65] Further studies are required to investigate EOCs as
broad-spectrum biocides and to develop suitable methods of application.
1.2.2.2 Antibiotics
The prevalence of post-surgical bacterial infections has driven investigation of coatings
that can either kill or prevent attachment of bacteria to the surface of implantable
devices. Coatings that contain or release antibiotics at the sight of implantation
have been developed to prevent bacterial infection.[48] Catheters are medical devices
with some of the largest volumes of use and consequently their protection from
microbial contamination is required to reduce infection.[66] Kohnen et al. were able
to impregnate ventricular silicone catheters with a combination of rifampin and
sparfloxacin antibiotics to produce a long lasting device with a broad antimicrobial
spectrum (Figure 1.6).[67] While the device suffered from a decrease in release rate
after an initial burst release of the antibiotic, it was found to still prevent colonisation




Antibiotics have also been grafted directly from bulk polymers to produce antimi-
crobial coatings. The attachment of penicillin to poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE), a
general antiadhesive polymer with a low surface energy, was described by Aumsuwan
et al.[68, 69] Modified PTFE surfaces exhibited high antimicrobial activity toward
Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus bacteria. The effectiveness of these materials
was partially attributed to the presence of a poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) spacer.
The PEG spacer was found to facilitate the mobility of the immobilised penicillin
molecules, preventing the proliferation of microbes. This study was extended to
examine attachment of the antibiotic ampicillin to PTFE and a strong antimicrobial
effect was observed across a range of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.[70]
Figure 1.6: Antibiotic release from a catheter impregnated with rifampin and
sparfloxacin (top), and catheter colonisation by S. epidermidis (bottom). Repro-
duced from [67].
Sophisticated methods of antibiotic release have been developed to account for
the widely differing timescales of device infection. Biodegradable polyelectrolyte
multilayers incorporating the antibiotic gentamicin have been fabricated to allow
precisely tunable dosages of antibiotics to be released as the coating gradually
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degrades.[71] The dosage of encapsulated antibiotic could be precisely controlled
by the number of deposited layers, while the release rate could be controlled by
varying the film architecture and polymer chemistry. Antibiotic gentamicin has
also been loaded into chitosan hydrogels to produce a biocompatible coating with
combined antibacterial and osteogenic activities.[72] Adjusting levels of the hydrogel
cross-linker (genipin) was reported to tune the release of the gentamicin antibiotic
species.
Despite the novel techniques emerging in the field of antibiotic containing and
releasing biomedical coatings, there are still two main issues that will largely affect
their in-field performance. The first is the depletion of the antibiotic species over
time resulting in reduced efficiency (particularly for late onset infections), and the
second, and potentially more alarming, is the emergence of antibiotic resistance
amongst bacterial strains.[20, 73] As a result, alternative antimicrobial coatings are
increasingly sought after to reduce the proliferation of antibiotic resistant bacteria.
1.2.2.3 Metal Release
Metals, such as Na, Mg, K, Ca, Mn, Cu, Zn and Fe, play a vital role in cell functioning
and are essential for normal physiological cellular processes.[74] However, an excess
of these essential metals can be lethal to cells and their concentrations must be
constantly regulated. A number of non-essential metals, including silver, tellurium
and mercury, have also been shown to exhibit intrinsically antimicrobial properties,
with strong biocidal activity exhibited at exceptionally low concentrations.[66, 75] The
use of bulk metals for antimicrobial applications is generally not feasible and alternate
methods of incorporating metals into coatings and onto surfaces are currently being
explored.
Metal Ions As mentioned previously, metal sheathing of ships and metal inclusions
to paints have been used for many years within the marine industry to prevent or
reduce the build-up of biological fouling. Metal ions leached from these surfaces are
available for uptake by marine organisms, often resulting in their death. Copper
(Cu2+) ions have known toxicity to a range of marine species including tube worms,
barnacles and a number of different algae.[54] Additional to marine applications,
copper has been utilised for centuries for the sterilisation of water and treatment of
wounds.[76] In recent years, the use of copper in the health care industry has gained
renewed attention due to the rapid killing of bacteria, viruses, and yeasts that come
into contact with metallic copper surfaces.[77] The contact killing effect exhibited by
metallic copper is due to the release of copper ions from the metal surface. An early
study by Beswick et al. found that the valence of copper affects its antimicrobial
activity, with Cu+ ions exhibiting a stronger bactericidal effect than Cu2+ ions.[78]
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This study was supported by Mathews et al., who demonstrated that Cu2+ ions
on iron surfaces would be reduced to Cu+, producing an enhanced antimicrobial
effect.[79]
While the exact mechanism of contact killing copper surfaces has not yet been
fully elucidated, a number of mechanisms have been tentatively proposed (Figure
1.7). Copper ions have been demonstrated to generate reactive oxygen species
(hydroxyl radicals), causing oxidation of proteins and lipids, and resulting in cellular
damage.[80] Copper alloys and copper (I) complexes have also been shown to actively
degrade bacterial DNA, causing widespread cell death.[81] Studies indicate that DNA
is rapidly destroyed, preventing the transfer of genetic material and reducing the
likelihood of genetic resistance developing.[82]
These reports contrast with recent findings by Santo et al. who demonstrated
that bacterial cells suffer extensive membrane damage and loss of cell integrity
within minutes of exposure to copper surfaces.[83, 84] These findings suggest that
membrane damage may be the primary mechanism behind cellular death and that
DNA damage or damage by reactive oxidative species is a secondary event. Similar
findings were reported by Ma et al.,[85] who demonstrated that Cu2+ and ZnO
species adsorbed to the surface of clay particles changed the cellular morphology of
pathogenic Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium bacteria, destroying the
bacterial wall and resulting in an efflux of intracellular nutrients.
Figure 1.7: Tentatively proposed mechanisms of contact killing on copper
surfaces: cell damage caused by dissolved copper (A), cell membrane rupture
leading to loss of cytoplasmic content (B), cell damage from generation of reactive
oxygen species (C), and DNA degradation (D). Reproduced from [77].
Silver is another intrinsically antimicrobial metal that has been used for many
years in the treatment of burns, application of wound dressings, and in the coating
of medical devices and catheters to prevent infection.[18, 48, 86] Silver exhibits
broad spectrum antimicrobial activity, with demonstrated toxicity to bacteria, fungi,
and some viruses.[87] Silver containing surfaces have attracted particular attention
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due to their strong bactericidal effect against prokaryotic cells, while exhibiting a
far less pronounced effect in eukaryotes.[88] Nanoscopically smooth thin films of
silver prepared by magnetron sputtering are reported to exhibit bactericidal activity
towards both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.[89] A less pronounced
effect was observed against Gram-positive bacteria due to increased thickness of the
peptidoglycan cell wall; a finding consistent with previous reports.[86]
Similar to copper, the exact mechanism of action of silver is not yet fully understood
but is generally thought to be associated with the ionic form and not the elemental
metal.[66] Silver ions have previously been claimed to form complexes with a range
of biological molecules including RNA, DNA, and amino acids with P, S, N and
O donors.[90] Gordon et al. have since reported that silver relies primarily on
its interactions with sulfhydryl (thiol) groups in amino acids for its antimicrobial
activity.[91] Binding of Ag+ to thiol groups was demonstrated to inhibit enzymatic
activity of proteins and promote the liberation of iron from iron-sulfur protein clusters
with subsequent generation of hydroxyl radicals via Fenton-type reactions.[74, 91]
Treatment of bacterial cells with Ag+ has also been shown to transform DNA
molecules into a condensed form, impeding its ability to replicate and ultimately
leading to cell death.[92]
Metal Nanoparticles Metal and metal oxide particles in the size range of 1–100
nm have been heavily investigated in recent years for their unique antimicrobial
properties. Metal nanoparticles exhibit increased chemical activity compared to their
bulk counterparts owing to their large surface area to volume ratios.[93] They are
also highly processable and have potential uses across a multitude of applications
ranging from agriculture to textiles, food packaging, and healthcare.[74, 76, 94] The
antimicrobial activity of silver nanoparticles is largely attributed to the generation of
silver ions at their surface, an effect which is enhanced by their large specific surface
area. Smaller sized silver nanoparticles present a larger surface area to volume ratio
and hence exhibit enhanced antimicrobial activity through increased release of Ag+
ions.[86] Some studies have indicated that the toxicity of silver nanoparticles relies on
particles penetrating bacterial membranes; increasing their permeability and resulting
in structural changes and membrane degradation.[93, 95] However, later studies have
argued that generation of silver ions must be the primary mechanism contributing
to cellular death as antimicrobial activity is not observed under anaerobic conditions
(silver ion generation requires the presence of both water and oxygen) Figure 1.8).[96–
98]
Silver nanoparticles are considered promising materials for the development of
antimicrobial coatings. Coatings for implantable medical devices have been devel-
oped by impregnating silicone with silver nanoparticles to impart a high degree of
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antimicrobial activity.[99] However, washing of the impregnated silicone was shown
to decrease the antimicrobial activity of the polymer indicating removal of surface
deposited silver nanoparticles. Interestingly, the antimicrobial effect was not abol-
ished completely, suggesting that some silver nanoparticles buried deeper within the
polymer matrix were still able to be released and provide some antimicrobial affect.
Figure 1.8: Colonies of S. aureus on blood agar plates under argon and air
atmosphere. Silver nanoparticles at concentrations of 30 and 50 µgmL−1 were
far less toxic to bacteria under argon conditions than those stored under air.
Reproduced from [98].
Sophisticated nanocomposite materials have been designed for widespread appli-
cation and to try and increase coatings antimicrobial lifetime. Hydrophobic silver
nanoparticle polymer composites have demonstrated long-term bactericidal activity,
eliminating bacteria even after storage in water for 100 days.[96] This result was
attributed to the hydrophobic polymer limiting diffusion of water, and thus hindering
the generation and release of silver ions. Similarly, the release of silver ions from
polymer nanocomposites can be tuned through the application of a hydrophobic
polymer overcoat, providing controlled rates of silver ion release from the polymer
matrix.[100] Silver nanoparticles loaded into paints have also demonstrated antifungal
activity, outperforming commercial fungicides when prepared at concentrations of
2–3% (10–15 ppm).[101] However, extensive use of silver has led to the emergence of
bacterial strains with silver resistance.[102, 103]
Copper nanoparticles are being investigated as a replacement for traditional copper
sulfate disinfectants for control of fungal crop diseases. Copper nanoparticles offer
enhanced antimicrobial activity compared to copper salt due to their large surface
area to volume ratio. They have demonstrated promising antifungal activity against
a range of plant pathogenic fungi, outperforming a commercially available fungicide
(bavistin).[104] Polymer-copper nanocomposites capable of releasing quantifiable
amounts of copper, have also demonstrated biostatic activity against eukaryotic
microorganisms.[105] Metal dissolution of Cu2+ species was observed from copper
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nanoparticles embedded in polyvinylmethylketone (PVMK), polyvinylchloride (PVC)
and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) matrices, with a strong correlation observed
between nanoparticle loading, Cu2+ release, and antimicrobial effect. A follow up
study by Cioffi et al. demonstrated the effectiveness of polymer-copper nanocom-
posites against a range of bacteria, mould, and yeast.[88] Despite the promising
antimicrobial properties of metal nanoparticles, their use in biomedical applications
are limited due to interactions with proteins which lead to particle increases in
size and agglomeration. Nanoparticle aggregation is also a problem during coating
preparation and application, usually resulting in decreased specific surface area and
a lowering of antimicrobial activity in the resultant coatings.[106]
Metal nanoparticles have been investigated as antifungal additives for indoor
paints.[107] The incorporation of silver, copper, and zinc oxide nanoparticles into
acrylic paints did not drastically alter the colour or gloss of the paints (except at
the highest silver concentrations) and imparted a degree of bio-resistance across
the three particles studied. Inhibition of fungal growth was most improved on the
silver inclusive coating, where decreasing the silver particle size generated a more
pronounced antifungal effect. Only minimal reductions in fungal growth were achieved
by the copper and zinc oxide nanoparticles. Nano-metals have been added to other
conventional building materials in an effort to improve biological resistance. Addition
of silver, copper, and zinc nanoparticles to eight different building materials produced
some reductions in fungal growth but failed to provide complete protection against
fungal fouling.[108] More work is needed in this area to ensure coating function
and appearance is not drastically altered by inclusion of metal nanoparticles and
antimicrobial activity is retained after coatings are subjected to prolonged exposure.
1.2.2.4 Photocatalytic
Materials that present photocatalytic properties have been employed in applications
requiring the removal of organic contaminants and in the disinfection of surfaces, air,
and water.[109] Photocatalytic nanomaterials, particularly TiO2, have been increas-
ingly investigated for their ability to inactivate a wide variety of microorganisms
under photoillumination. TiO2 can be activated by photon energies that fall within
the solar spectrum, meaning exposure to sunlight can promote an electron from the
valence band to the conduction band, and in the process leave behind a positively
charged hole in the valence band.[109] The electron and hole may recombine or may
react with molecular oxygen and water to give reactive oxygen species (ROS) such
as superoxide, hydroxyl and hydroperoxyl radicals, and hydrogen peroxide. ROS are
capable of destroying cellular membranes, causing damage to DNA and proteins, and
disrupting electron transfer processes.[110] As a result, photocatalysts are effective




The addition of TiO2 to commerical facade paints have resulted in improved
antifungal efficiencies,[116] while TiO2 coatings of polypropylene films for food
packaging show large reductions in E. coli bacteria after irradiation with UVA
light.[117] Similarly, TiO2 treated wood has demonstrated antifungal activity when
irradiated with UVA light,[115] however, fungal regrowth was observed when the
light source was removed. This indicates that TiO2 could successfully suppress fungal
growth under irradiation but was not sufficient for total disinfection of the underlying
wood.
Figure 1.9: Schematic of TiO2 irradiation, electron hole separation, and genera-
tion of reactive oxygen species.
Applications of TiO2 based coatings may be limited due to the need to expose
coatings to UV light (only a small proportion of total solar energy) in order to
generate an antimicrobial effect. Additionally, TiO2 suffers from rapid electron/hole
recombination and low photocatalytic efficiencies.[118] In an effort to overcome these
issues, TiO2 has been paired with photosensitive materials that present a plasmon
resonance response. Plasmonic photocatalysts, such as noble metal (Ag, Au, and
Pt) nanoparticles, exhibit strong absorption in the UV-vis range due to surface
plasmon resonance; the collective oscillation of surface electrons upon interaction
with electromagnetic radiation.[119] Additionally, antibacterial activity is enhanced
through promotion of more efficient electron/hole separation and prevention of charge
recombination.[120]
While numerous studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of TiO2 based ma-
terials as promising antimicrobial agents, they are unable to be incorporated into
traditional organic coatings as ROS generation will degrade the coating matrix.[48]
Further work in the area of photocatalytic antimicrobials is ongoing, with a focus on
developing stable coatings for long-term applications.
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1.2.2.5 Polymeric Antimicrobials
An alternative strategy to release-based mechanisms of imparting antimicrobial
activity is through covalent attachment of antimicrobial agents to surfaces. Cationic
antimicrobials such as quaternary ammonium compounds, guanidine polymers or
phosphonium salts, either embedded in coatings or immobilised on surfaces, have
demonstrated broad-spectrum antimicrobial activity through a contact killing mech-
anism.[121–123] Unlike the release-based mechanisms described earlier, cationic
coatings possess a long-lasting antimicrobial effect and do not result in unwanted
secondary contamination of the environment.[122, 124] Arguably the most widely
explored polymeric antimicrobial coatings are composed of or contain quaternary
ammonium compounds (QAC). The antimicrobial activity of QACs were initially
attributed to penetration of bacterial or fungal cell membranes by sufficiently long
and flexible cationic polymer chains.[125] This form of membrane disruption would
result in cell lysis and eventually lead to cell death. However, this mode of action
does not explain the antimicrobial activity exhibited by low molecular weight QACs
with insufficient length to fully penetrate the cellular membrane.
An alternative hypothesis proposed by Kugler et al., involved loss of membrane
integrity due to ion exchange occurring between structurally critical mobile cations
within the cellular membrane and the cationic surface.[126] In order for this exchange
to occur, the number of available cationic sites must exceed a charge-density threshold.
While this threshold is known to vary between microbial species, it has been reported
that surfaces with cationic density greater than 1015 quaternary amine units/cm2 will
result in an antimicrobial surface. A study by Murata et al. demonstrated that both
QAC polymer chain length and chain density play a role in the antimicrobial activity
presented by functionalised surfaces.[127] They observed that short chain length, high
density QAC brushes exhibited bactericidal effects that were not associated with cell
penetration. While lower grafting densities of QACs required increased chain length
to exhibit effective bactericidal activity. Interestingly, surfaces that presented charge
densities in excess of 3 × 1015 charges/cm2 were found to kill bacteria regardless of
initiator density and chain length (Figure 1.10).
The antimicrobial mechanism of two common biocides, one QAC and one tertiary
amine, used in commercial contact lens cleaning solutions were investigated against
a range of ocular bacteria and fungi.[128] This study found that the quaternary
ammonium species showed pre-dominantly antibacterial activity, through induced K+
leakage, while the amine species showed activity against all the studied organisms
but exhibited stronger antifungal and antiprotozoal activity.
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Figure 1.10: Quaternary ammonium functionalised glass slide with varied poly-
merisation time and initiator concentrations: live/dead staining of E. coli on the
slide (a), superimposed with the polymer layer thickness (b), and charge density
presented by the surface (positive charges/cm2 × 1015) (c). Reproduced from
[127].
Ahlstrom et al. investigated the effect of hydrocarbon chain length on the fungicidal
effect of a series of amphiphilic quaternary ammonium surfactants.[129] Antimicrobial
action was found to be strongly related to binding affinity. The longest chain studied,
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), was found to have the highest degree
of binding and the strongest fungicidal affect at concentrations below the critical
micelle concentration (CMC). This result was attributed (in part) to the CTABs
higher degree of hydrophobicity and thus increased tendency to interact and bind
with hydrophobic structures at the cell surface.
Similarly, Vieira and Carmona-Ribeiro investigated the mechanism of action of two
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antimicrobial QAC surfactants, dioctadecyldimethylammonium bromide (DOD-AB)
and CTAB against the fungus, Candida albicans.[130] They found that DODAB
required lower concentrations than CTAB to kill 50% of C. albicans cells and again
this was attributed to the larger hydrophobicity of the DODAB molecule. In contrast
to other published work, this study demonstrated that cell lysis did not occur for
either chemistry and that cell death occurred at submicellular concentrations when
cell electrophoretic mobility shifted from positive to negative.
This area of work is not restricted to only QAC type surfactants; great success
has also been shown by cationic polymeric materials. Low molecular weight water-
soluble chitosan,[131] and quaternised polyethyleneimine (PEI) derivatives[16] have
also demonstrated promising antimicrobial action through the rupture of cellular
membranes. However, the biocompatibility of quaternary ammonium polymers
remains an issue, as their antimicrobial properties are often also accompanied with
haemolytic behaviour.[132] Additionally, QAC functionalised surfaces can become
fouled by the accumulation of dead microbes, which then block surface functional
groups resulting in loss of antimicrobial activity.[48]
1.3 Antifouling Coating Development
Increased awareness of the potential environmental impacts posed by antimicrobial
coatings has stimulated the development of alternative coatings that do not rely on
the incorporation or release of toxic components. Antifouling coatings that focus
on inhibiting initial surface interactions and prevention of microbial adhesion are
an attractive substitute to traditional contact killing coatings. This approach relies
on tailoring surface chemical and physical properties to limit adhesion strength of
biocontaminents and minimise overall surface colonisation.
1.3.1 Physicochemical Strategies
Interactions between microbial species and surfaces are primarily influenced by the
intrinsic physicochemical properties of the substrate. Strategies involving alter-
ation of surface physicochemical properties through chemical functionalisation and
polymerisation, or through tuning of surface roughness and wettability, have been
employed to develop novel non-fouling surfaces. Substratum surface energy plays an
important role in determining the extent to which an organism can interact with
and attach to a given surface.[133] There exists a relationship between the critical
surface free energy and the relative amount of bioadhesion that is likely to occur.
This relationship is described by the Baier curve (Figure 1.11) and illustrates the
minimum in relative adhesion is most likely achieved at a critical surface tension in
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the range of 22–24 mN/m.[134]
Figure 1.11: Baier curve of minimal adhesion in relation to critical surface
energy. Reproduced from [134].
In addition to surface energy, surface wettability is also known to influence inter-
actions with fouling species. Wettability, measured by the contact angle made by
a sessile droplet on the surface of a substratum, relates the interfacial energies of





While this relationship holds true for chemically homogenous and atomically
smooth surfaces, roughness has been demonstrated to either promote wettability
(θ < 90°) or reduce wettability (θ > 90°), depending on the chemical nature of the
substratum.[135] An early study by Wenzel reported a correlation between surface
wetting and topography, proposing that a roughened surface will have magnified
wetting characteristics.[136] In order to account for differences between the geometric
surface area and the actual surface area of the substratum, a new expression was
devised that included a ‘roughness factor’ (r):
cos θ∗ = r cos θ
where θ is the angle described by Young’s equation and r is the ratio of actual
surface area to geometric surface area. The work of Wenzel was extended by Cassie
and Baxter to including the wetting behaviour of porous surfaces. The model
proposed by Cassie-Baxter describes the two wetting regimes observed on porous
surfaces: air entrapment and wicking.[137] Air entrapment between topographical
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surface structures increases surface hydrophobicity, with water droplets forced to
rest partially on the surface and partially on pockets of trapped air. In the case of
hydrophilic surfaces, water is drawn down into topographical cavities in a process
called wicking. Water droplets on the substrate now rest on a combination of the
contactable surface and the liquid trapped in the pores of the material.[12] The
following equations are used to describe the Cassie-Baxter wetting model:
for air entrapment,
cos θ = −1 + φs(cos θ + 1)
and for wicking,
cos θ = 1 + φs(cos θ − 1)
where φs is the fraction of the surface in contact with the liquid.
These findings show the dramatic effect that topography has on the surface energy
and wettability of a substratum, and indicate the potential for manipulation of
topography to generate enhanced wetting characteristics.
1.3.1.1 Foul-Release Coatings
Since banning the use of many self-polishing coatings to protect commercial ship-hulls,
the most prevalent coating replacement has come in the form of ‘fouling-release’
(FR) coatings. These FR coatings have been developed from materials that possess
a critical surface tension within the foul-release zone described by Baier.[134] Low
surface energy FR coatings do not prevent organism settlement but instead minimise
adhesion strength of fouling species. Weakly adhered species are dislodged from
the coated surface through hydrodynamic shear forces generated by a ships motion
through water or can be removed by gentle mechanical cleaning.[56]
Typically, FR coatings are composed of silicone or fluorine based elastomers.[138]
Such coatings present a hydrophobic interface with low surface energy, low elastic
modulus and exhibit excellent fouling-release properties. Poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) based coatings present FR properties as a result of their chemical structure;
combining a flexible Si-O-Si backbone with low surface energy side groups, allowing for
high polymer mobility to facilitate surface migration.[47] Studies have demonstrated
that PDMS coatings reduce adhesion strength of fouling species such as mussels[139]
and barnacles,[140] however, they are inefficient against primary colonisers such
as bacteria and diatoms which are responsible for the development of microbial
slimes and facilitate attachment of larger macrofoulers.[141–143] Additionally, FR
coatings can be difficult to apply to surfaces, they are typically mechanically weak
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or easily damaged, and they are unsuited for applications where shear forces are not
present.[144]
1.3.1.2 Bioinspired Topographies
For many years, scientists have drawn inspiration from the environment to try and
replicate self-cleaning surfaces that are present in nature. Current developments in
antifouling coating design have focused on the generation of biomimetic surfaces that
possess self-cleaning properties or are capable of resisting colonisation. Inhibition of
microbial fouling has been linked to the presence of micro- and nano-topographical
features. The presence of appropriately scaled topographies has been shown to reduce
cellular attachment by limiting the contactable surface area available for the fouling
organism to adhere.[66, 145]
The Lotus leaf (Nelumbo nucifeara) is a classic example of a self-cleaning surface.
It presents a rough surface comprised of convex epidermal microstructures with
small hair-like protrusions emanating from the leaf surface and combines this with
the secretion of a waxy-type substance that increases surface hydrophobicity.[135,
146] This results in air-entrapment and extremely high contact angles. Water beads
on the leaf surface and will roll across the surface, collecting contaminants. A
number of studies have been carried out to try and replicate the self-cleaning effect
displayed by the lotus leaf. Lotus leaf substructures have been recreated through
a nanocasting technique, where the surface of the lotus leaf is used to generate a
negative template.[145, 147, 148] Coatings of polyurethane, poly(vinylchloride) (PVC)
and PDMS prepared using this technique were found to be extremely hydrophobic,
presenting high water contact angles and potential self-cleaning properties (Figure
1.12).
In addition to self-cleaning surfaces, other natural surfaces demonstrate the ability
to prevent surface colonisation by fouling species. Appropriately scaled surface
topography can effectively deter organism attachment, however, the height and
spacing of topographic features has been shown to influence the degree of organism
interaction and attachment. To examine the effect of topographical feature size,
Scardino et al. prepared three hydrophobic coatings with varied physical architecture
and investigated adhesion of five marine fouling species.[149] While all three surface
coatings were superhydrophobic (contact angles > 155°), large variations in the degree
of microbial attachment were seen between the different coating architectures. This
result indicated that settlement responses were indeed strongly influenced by micro-
and nanoscale topographic effects. Furthermore, many other artificial surfaces have
been prepared that mimic the topographic features of antifouling surfaces present
in nature. Carman et al. generated topographical patterns that were inspired by
the naturally antifouling surface of shark skin (Sharklet AFTM).[150] Patterns of
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pillars and ridges prepared from low surface energy PDMS elastomer were shown
to significantly reduce settlement of Ulva zoospores due to the feature dimensions
being smaller than the spore body, and thus reducing the contactable surface area.
Furthermore, this work demonstrated that by increasing the spacing between the
ridges that the density of settled spores also increased, approaching that of the
settling observed on smooth PDMS surfaces.
Figure 1.12: Left: SEM images of a fresh lotus leaf (a,b), a PDMS negative
template of the lotus leaf (c,d), the positive template super-hydrophobic PVC film
(e,f), and a dried natural lotus leaf (g,h). Right: Schematic diagram of the PVC
film preparation process (top), and water droplets on lotus-leaf mimic PVC film
(a) and smooth PVC film (b) (bottom). Reproduced from [147].
Cao et al. prepared a surface mimicking the morphology of the skin of a pilot whale
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using polyelectrolyte self-assembly.[151] The structuring of this surface decreased
interactions with spores of the green alga Ulva, with minimal settlement observed
for structures on the same scale as the topographical features present on the skin
of the pilot whale. The results from these studies indicate that both the scaling of
topographic features and the size of the fouling organism play a role in determining
the degree of microbial fouling. This means it would be necessary to prepare multi-
scaled topographies to repel multiple organisms simultaneously. With that in mind,
Schumacher et al. designed coatings in PDMS with multiple length scales to inhibit
fouling from two marine species: barnacle cyprids of Balanus amphirite and algal
zoospores of Ulva linza (Figure 1.13).[152] By superimposing smaller Ulva-specific
topographies onto larger barnacle repellent features, coatings provided effective
multi-species fouling resistance. However, for complex fouling environments, it
would be impossible to scale topographies to prevent attachment of all available
microorganisms.
Figure 1.13: Left: Top-down (A) and cross-sectional (B–D) SEM images of
Ulva-specific Sharklet AFTM prepared in PDMS. Right: Top-down (A,D) and
cross-sectional (B,C,E,F) SEM images of barnacle specific topographies engineered
in PDMS. Reproduced from [152].
1.3.2 Hydrophilic Coatings
In recent years, hydrophilic coatings have been increasingly investigated for their
ability to inhibit biofouling. Hydrophilic polymers physisorbed or covalently bound
to surfaces have been demonstrated to significantly reduce protein adsorption and
bacterial adhesion. Interactions between fouling species and hydrophilic surfaces
are prevented by the presence of an interfacial water layer. This layer of structured
water molecules at the air-surface interface forms a physical and energetic barrier
preventing nonspecific protein adsorption and cell adhesion.[153, 154] Adsorption of
fouling species to the surface is energetically unfavourable due to disruption of the
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hydration layer and dehydration of the surface hydrophilic groups, leading to strong
repulsive forces acting on the approaching biomolecule.[155, 156]
Water may be bound to surfaces via hydrogen bonding or through ionic solvation.
The degree of surface hydration is determined by the physicochemical properties of
the material, including: surface chemistry, film thickness, packing density, and chain
flexibility.[153] Polymer chain length and mobility also play a role in preventing
nonspecific protein adsorption. Short polymer chains inhibit fouling interactions
purely through the organisation of a tightly bound water layer at the interface, while
long chain hydrophilic polymers combine the effect of a hydration layer with a steric
repulsion effect (Figure 1.14). Compression of longer chains causes a decrease in
conformational energy and subsequent rejection of any incoming fouling species i.e.
proteins and bacteria.[19, 56]
Figure 1.14: Inhibition of protein fouling by surfaces grafted with hydrophilic
polymers due to steric repulsions presented by long polymer chains (left) and the
presence of a tightly bound hydration layer surrounding short polymer chains
(right). Reproduced from [157].
Over the years, a number of methods of attaching hydrophilic polymers to sur-
faces have been devised. Details of surface modification, via functionalisation and
polymerisation approaches, and commonly investigated hydrophilic polymers for
antifouling applications, are outlined below.
1.3.2.1 Surface Functionalisation
The preparation of hydrophilic coatings requires covalent attachment of hydrophilic
polymers onto a substrate. While hydrophilic coatings can be prepared via ph-
ysisorption of polymers onto surfaces, covalent attachment is generally preferred in
order to generate stable and robust polymer interfaces. Functionalisation of surfaces
with hydrophilic polymers can typically be achieved through either “grafting-from”
or “grafting-to” methods (Figure 1.15). “Grafting-to” involves the attachment of
pre-formed polymers to a surface through reaction with complementary surface
chemistries. This technique results in the spontaneous organisation of polymer
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chains into well-ordered arrays, generating what are known as “self-assembled mono-
layers” or SAMs.[158] “Grafting-to” reactions can be performed onto a variety of
substrates with examples including gold-thiol coupling and reactions of chlorosilanes
and methoxysilanes onto glass and silica,[157] with cross-linking of silanes known
to increase stability within coatings of SAMs. Ordering within SAM assemblies is
highly dependent upon interactions between the substrate and adsorbate, and the
type and strength of intermolecular interactions between assembling molecules.[158]
Whilst generally effective at preparing organised polymer coatings, this method can
result in lower than desirable grafting densities as a result of steric crowding.[159]
Figure 1.15: Different methods of immobilising hydrophilic polymers onto solid
surfaces i.e. physisorption, “grafting-to” and“grafting-from” methods. Reproduced
from [160].
The “grafting-from” method typically involves radical polymerisation, where
polymer growth propagates from an initiator molecule covalently bound to the
reaction surface. This technique generally achieves higher grafting densities and
denser polymer brushes than those prepared via the “grafting-to” method. Recent
advances in controlled polymerisation reactions has resulted in increased control
over polymer length and grafting density, making possible the preparation of highly
controlled and reproducible hydrophilic polymer coatings. Probably the most widely
used “grafting-from” technique is atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP).
ATRP is a controlled polymerisation process that has been used to prepare uniform
polymer brushes with high grafting density, well-defined architecture, and precisely
controlled molecular weight. ATRP reactions require a monomer, initiator, and
catalyst (composed of a transition metal complexed by suitable ligand(s)).[161]
Initiators are typically alkyl halides (R-X), where the R-group is similar in structure
to the monomer. Vinyl momomers, including styrenes, acrylates, and methacrylates,
are commonly utilised in ATRP reactions but acrylonitriles, and (meth)acrylamides
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have also been investigated. As shown in Figure 1.16, ATRP reactions are dependent
upon the equilibrium between propagating radicals and dormant species, namely
the initiator alkyl halide/macromolecular halide species.[162] The dormant species
will periodically react with transition metal complexes, causing metal oxidation and
abstraction of the halogen atom. This in turn, generates an organic radical that can
propagate with vinyl monomers (Kp), return back to a dormant organic halide species
through abstraction of the halogen, or terminate polymerisation through reaction
with another radical.[163] For ATRP reactions, the steady-state concentration of
radicals is small, and thus termination reactions are limited. This makes ATRP a
useful tool for the production of precisely controlled block and graft copolymers,
as well as a valuable technique for the functionalisation of surfaces where reaction
initiator molecules are immobilised on a substrate.
Figure 1.16: Transition metal catalysed ATRP. Reproduced from [162].
Utilising “grafting-from” and “grafting-to” functionalisation techniques, surfaces
have been modified to present hydrophilic monomers and polymers for antifouling
applications. The two main classes of hydrophilic polymers that have been investi-
gated for their low-fouling properties are non-ionic hydrophilic polymers (primarily
poly(ethylene glycol)) and zwitterionic hydrophilic polymers.
1.3.2.2 Poly(ethylene glycol)
For many years, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) has been considered the gold standard
for preparing hydrophilic coatings with antifouling characteristics. The protein
repellent properties of PEG are well documented. Early studies by Prime and
Whitesides investigated SAMs of oligo(ethylene oxide) (OEG) on gold, revealing
resistance to non-specific adsorption of four different proteins.[164] They found that
monolayers containing high mole fractions of OEG groups showed good protein
resistance, regardless of chain length. Later studies have shown increasing the
grafting density of PEG, both covalently bound and physisorbed to surfaces, also
results in decreased protein adsorption.[165]
Early theoretical studies of PEG by De Gennes and co-workers identified steric
repulsion as the key mechanism inhibiting protein adsorption.[166] Compression of
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polymer chains were shown to result in unfavourable entropy loss leading to protein
repellency. This effect was proposed to be enhanced with increasing chain length
and higher surface grafting densities. This theory was later improved by Szleifer,
who used single-chain mean-field theory to demonstrate that protein resistance was
independent of the molecular weight of the grafted chain, and instead relied on grafted
surface coverage.[167] This model explains why high levels of protein resistance have
been observed for self-assembled monolayers of low molecular weight OEG.[168, 169]
In the aforementioned modelling studies, adsorbed water was treated as continuous
medium and conformational changes of both the adsorbing protein and polymer
chains were not accounted for. More detailed molecular simulations were carried out
by Zheng et al. that included explicit solvent water molecules and optimal protein
orientation on SAM surfaces.[170] This study found that improved resistance to
protein binding was observed for SAM surfaces generated from mixed OEG and
CH3-SAMs between the ratios of 0.5–0.8. At these ratios, SAMs displayed the highest
degree of hydration (hydrogen bonding) and also higher flexibility than surfaces of
densely packed pure OEG-SAMs or dilute mixed OEG-SAMs. They concluded that
OEG-SAMs containing a large number of hydrogen bonds with water have improved
non-fouling properties or that a higher degree of flexibility of hydrated chains is
responsible for protein repellency.
Figure 1.17: Molecular simulation of lysozyme protein interacting with OEG-
SAM (left) and OH-SAM surface (middle). Solvent water molecules are shown
explicitly (green wire frame). Comparison hydration forces on lysozome as a
function of the distance normal to OEG-SAM and OH-SAM surfaces (right).
Reproduced from [171].
A follow-up study compared protein interaction forces with surfaces composed of
OEG-SAM, OH-SAM, and CH3-SAMs.[154] Their simulations demonstrated that the
repulsive forces acting on proteins decreased in the order of OEG-SAMs > OH-SAMs
> CH3-SAMs. The repulsive forces observed were shown to be generated from
interfacial hydration water not from the SAM surface itself, with the force becoming
more repulsive with increasing hydrogen bonding between the water molecules and
the SAM surfaces. Further work was carried out by the same group comparing the
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interfacial hydration of OEG-SAM and OH-SAM surfaces to elucidate the origin
of repulsive forces acting on proteins (Figure 1.17).[171] They found that water
molecules had a stronger association with the OEG-SAM surface (with a longer
residence time) and confirmed that the strong repulsive forces acting on the protein
arose from the hydration layers above the OEG-SAM surface; an effect that was not
observed for the OH-SAM surface.
The presence of an internal ether oxygen has been the subject of many investigations
to try and elucidate its effect on promoting antifouling behaviour. Computer simula-
tions have been carried out to investigate the relationship between surface hydration,
surface kosmotropicity (molecular level water-structuring) and antifouling behaviour.
Studies found that both internal and interfacial hydrophilicity/kosmotropicity must
be displayed in order for superior antifouling behaviour to be achieved. Sheikh et al.
carried out a systematic investigation, comparing surface hydration of mono(ethylene
glycol) (MEG) grafted SiO2 surfaces to other structurally related organosilane adlay-
ers.[172] The radial distribution function was used to describe the probability of water
molecule organisation at certain distances from the silane adlayers. They found that
the fully alkylated OTS adlayer was unable to organise water, while all other adlayers
possessed the ability to coordinate interfacial water to various extents (Figure 1.18).
Furthermore, O-OTS, MEG-OMe, and MEG-OH adlayers were shown to absorb and
organise water about their internal ether oxygens, displaying both interfacial and
internal water coordination. Disturbance of water embedded in the organosilane
adlayers by adsorbing proteins was found to carry an increased thermodynamic
penalty. This was thought to explain the improved protein resistance exhibited by
surfaces with both internal and interfacial hydrophilicity and kosmotropicity.
Supporting the findings of molecular simulation models, self-assembled monolayers
of simple mono(ethylene glycol) (MEG) based organic films on quartz have demon-
strated that the presence of a single internal oxygen atom can have a profound effect
on the surfaces antifouling behaviour.[173] Follow-up studies using gold substrate
modified with MEGylated thiol molecules have revealed clear reductions in protein
adsorption and reliance on surface hydration to impart antifouling behaviour.[174]
Similarly, glass surfaces modified with silinated PEG produced reductions in fibrino-
gen adsorption by more than 95% compared to control surfaces.[168] In addition to
preventing nonspecific protein binding, PEG surfaces also show resistance to other
fouling species. Cao et al. have demonstrated that micro- and nano-structured
surfaces grafted with PEG polymers were able to significantly reduce the settlement
of Ulva zoospores compared to the same surface morphologies grafted with other
hydrophilic and hydrophobic chemistries.[151]
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Figure 1.18: Organosilane adlayers used by Sheikh et al. for molecular dynamic
computer simulations (left), and radial distribution of water for the examined
organosilane adlayers (right). Reproduced from [172].
Concentrated PEG polymer brushes have also been grafted from surfaces via
ATRP to produce antifouling surfaces. This method produces a thicker polymer
brush and increased control over polymer length. Surfaces produced using this
method have a high hydration capacity and demonstrate almost complete inhibition
of protein adsorption, with a demonstrated size-exclusion effect.[175] ATRP prepared
polymer surfaces grafted with oligo(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (OEGMA) show
vast improvements in resistance to adsorption of 100% human plasma compared to
OEG SAM surfaces.[176, 177] Additionally, fouling of PVDF membranes that are
employed in micro-, ultra-, and nanofiltration, can be significantly reduced through
grafting of hydrophilic poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA) brushes via
ATRP.[178]
Recently, interest has grown in the preparation of nanoparticle materials that
show biofouling resistance for biomedical applications including drug encapsulation,
medical diagnosis, and analysis measurements inside biological systems. PEG coated
silica nanoparticles have been developed that show enhanced colloidal stability, good
biocompatibility, and reduced nonspecific protein binding, making them suitable for
biomedical application.[179] Functionalisation with PEG reduces particle surface
charge (negatively charged silica particles are stabilised by mutual repulsion between
particles) but introduces steric stabilisation that provides particle stability over a
broader pH range.[180] Additionally, PEG functionalised silica nanoparticles provide
improved resistance to protein adsorption, and reduced phagocytosis and hemolysis
compared to ungrafted silica nanoparticles.[181] Silica nanoparticles grafted with
PEG have also been used to develop mechanically robust nonadhesive coatings that
demonstrate inhibition of protein adsorption and bacterial adhesion.[182] The pre-
pared coatings presented comparable hardness to conventional anti-scratch coatings
and could be useful in the design of biocompatible surfaces for both biomedical and
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everyday coating applications.
While PEG has shown much promise as a standard non-fouling material that can
be grafted from a range of surfaces, it is susceptible to oxidation in the presence
of transition metal ions, making it unsuitable for applications requiring long-term
stability. For this reason, more intrinsically stable hydrophilic polymers are being
investigated for their potential application in broad-spectrum antifouling coating
design.
1.3.2.3 Zwitterions
Zwitterions have been increasingly investigated in recent years due to their unique
antifouling behaviour. Zwitterions belong to an interesting group of materials that
contain both cationic and anionic functionality but are overall electrically neutral.
Zwitterions can be further classified into the following subgroups: monomeric and
polymeric betaines (carrying alternate charges on the same monomer unit), and
polyampholytes and mixed charge complexes (carrying alternate charges on separate
monomer units) (Figure 1.19).[183]
Figure 1.19: Schematic illustrating self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of short
chain zwitterions and mixed charge systems, and polymer brushes prepared from
polybetaines and polyampholytes. Reproduced from [153].
The antifouling behaviour of zwitterionic materials arises from its ability to promote
the formation of a surface hydration layer through solvation of charged terminal
groups.[153, 184] Unlike PEG, which binds water solely through hydrogen bonding,
zwitterionic polymers bind water even more strongly through electrostatically induced
hydration.[185, 186] The high degree of ionic solvation presented by zwitterions means
displacement of highly ordered and tightly bound water molecules by biomolecules
is energetically unfavourable. Zwitterionic materials encompass a diverse range of
polymer species, supporting large variations in their chemical structure. Polymeric
zwitterions may present any combination of ionic groups (e.g. phosphate, carboxylate,
or sulfonate anionic groups and quaternary ammonium, phosphonium, or imidazolium
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cationic groups), and offer flexibility in terms of the spatial arrangement of charged
species.[187] This degree of compositional diversity allows for greater freedom of
molecular design and tailoring of zwitterionic materials to give unique chemical
properties.
Figure 1.20: Zwitterionic betaines presenting cationic and anionic functionality
on the same monomer unit: sulfobetaine (a), carboxybetaine (b), and phosphoryl-
choline (c).
Regardless of their chemical composition, zwitterions fulfil the chemical criteria
described by Whitesides et al. for protein resistance: they are hydrophilic (polar),
containing hydrogen bond acceptors, no hydrogen bond donors and are overall elec-
trically neutral.[188–191] Additionally, zwitterions display excellent biocompatibility
due to their biomimetic properties, with a number of zwitterionic analogs present
in nature. For example, phospholipids found in the outer layer of eukaryotic cell
membranes present zwitterionic phosphorylcholine (PC) chemistries responsible for
anti-thrombogenic activity.[192] It has been demonstrated that the anti-thrombogenic
properties of PC betaines translate to general antifouling behaviour.[193]
SAMs prepared from thiolated PC onto gold substrates have demonstrated en-
hanced resistance to protein binding and platelet adherence,[186, 194] indicating
their potential to impart antifouling properties to surfaces. Similarly, self-assembly
of a silinated PC coupling agent onto a silicon substrate resulted in increased hy-
drophilicity, improved anticoagulation properties, and reduced platelet adhesion.[195]
Feng et al. prepared longer polymeric PC brushes on silicon wafers using ATRP.[196]
Keeping the grafting density constant, they were able to demonstrate that adsorption
of fibrinogen and lysozyme proteins could be decreased with increasing chain length.
The interactions of PC-SAMs with the model protein lysozyme have been modelled
using molecular simulations (Figure 1.21).[197] This work showed that PC-SAMs
display a stronger repulsive force on proteins than those generated from simulations of
EOG-SAMs. The origin of protein repulsion was also demonstrated to be significantly
different between the two SAM surfaces. Firstly, hydration layer residence times are
longer and reorientation of water molecules is much slower for PC-SAMs than those
observed for OEG-SAMs, indicating that water molecules are more tightly bound to
the PC-SAM surface. Secondly, the dipole distribution of water molecules near the
PC-SAM surface have larger reorientation dynamics that more closely mimic those
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observed for bulk water molecules, indicating water is bound by ionic solvation. These
findings support the conclusion that repulsive forces observed at the protein-surface
interface are generated from the hydration layer present at the SAM surface. While
PC containing polymers have been used to prepare effective antifouling interfaces,
they are difficult to synthesise and purify, and the phosphoester group is susceptible
to hydrolysis.[198, 199]
Figure 1.21: Molecular simulation of lysozyme protein interacting with PC-SAM
surface (left). Solvent water molecules are shown explicitly (green wire frame).
Comparison residence times of water molecules near PC-SAM and OEG-SAM
surfaces (right). Reproduced from [197].
Other polybetaines that have been investigated in recent years include carboxy-
betaines (CB) and sulfobetaines (SB), which are chemically similar to naturally
occurring glycine and taurine betaines, respectively.[200] Short chain monomer assem-
bly of these types of zwitterions onto surfaces have been demonstrated to significantly
reduce nonspecific protein adsorption. Additionally, mixed charge materials, pre-
senting a 1:1 ratio of cationic and anionic subgroups have also proven to be highly
resistant to nonspecific protein adsorption.[189] Thin films of self-assembled zwit-
terionic CB prepared onto glass substrates by vapour and solution deposition have
shown significant improvements in resistance to protein adsorption and blood cell
adhesion,[201] while glass functionalised with silinated SB has presented antiadhe-
sive properties, reducing adhesion of E. coli and S. aureus bacteria by more than
99%.[202]
Simple silane coupling has been employed to produce zwitterion grafted cellulose
membranes, which typically suffer from bioaccumulation.[203] Functionalising mem-
branes with CB and SB silanes improved resistance to protein adhesion, platelet
adhesion and cell attachment, without compromising the membranes biocompatibility.
Interestingly, SB modified membranes showed improved resistance to bovine serum
albumin and bovine fibrinogen over the CB modified membranes. Additionally, SB
functionalised PDMS has shown exceptional bioinertness, resisting adsorption of
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protein, bacteria, and lipids over long exposure periods (Figure 1.22).[204]
Figure 1.22: PDMS membrane functionalised with SBSi zwitterion: fluorescence
images of P. aeruginosa (a) and S. epidermidis (b) on partially modified PDMS.
Reproduced from [204].
While both SB and CB materials have demonstrated excellent antifouling prop-
erties, each of these chemistries show distinct hydration, ionic interactions, and
self-associations which impact on their applications as antifouling materials.[205] A
molecular simulation study carried out by Shao et al. studied the hydration capacity
and dynamics of SB and CB zwitterionic moieties.[206] Similar behaviour of water
molecules was observed around the positively charged quaternary ammonium site for
both zwitterions, while larger differences were observed between anionic groups. The
negatively charged sulfonate group of SB was found to coordinate a larger number
of water molecules about its SO−3 group, while water molecules interacting with the
CO−2 group of CB had longer residence times, sharper spatial distribution, and more
preferential dipole orientation. The high hydration capacity of both zwitterionic ma-
terials is understood to be responsible for their exceptional antifouling performance.
A follow-up study conducted by the same group investigated the hydration free
energy of 12 zwitterionic moieties and their self-association and protein interactions
(Figure 1.23).[207] They found that all investigated zwitterions possessed hydration
free energies lower than ethylene glycol, indicating strong hydration capacity and
associated fouling resistance. Interestingly, increasing the charge density of charged
groups did not lead to lower hydration free energies. This result was attributed to
the observation that charged groups with high charge densities can reduce the charge
densities of adjacent groups. Variation of cationic groups was not found to affect the
coordination number of water molecules about the anionic species but did influence
water residence time, as the cationic group can affect the charge densities of the
anionic groups. Despite the excellent hydration capacity of the studied zwitterionic
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moieties, this alone was not enough to prevent self-associations and protein interac-
tions. Zwitterionic moieties possessing quaternary ammonium groups formed a low
number of self-associations and were proven to resist nonspecific protein adsorption,
regardless of their anionic counterparts. Increasing the number of hydrogen atoms
attached to the nitrogen was found to promote self-association between zwitterionic
moieties and thus reduce their ability to resist protein adsorption.
Figure 1.23: Molecular structures of 12 zwitterionic moieties studied for their
hydration properties and protein resistance. Reproduced from [207].
While CB and SB zwitterions display similar degrees of hydrophilicity and fouling
resistance, CB is unique in that its zwitterionic properties are pH dependent. Under
low pH conditions it becomes protonated and exists as a cationic surfactant.[208] In
this way, CB is able to switch between a cationic antimicrobial form and a hydrophilic
antifouling form. Additionally, carbon spacer length between charged groups has a
pronounced effect on the antifouling behaviour of CB, with spacer lengths of 1 to 2
carbons shown to be highly effective at generating protein resistant surfaces.[209]
Spacer lengths longer than 2 carbon units are less effective at reducing nonspecific
protein adsorption as a result of increased hydrophobicity.
When comparing the effect of grafting method on the preparation of zwitterionic
surfaces, it should be noted that while SAMs of short chain monomers can effectively
resist nonspecific protein adsorption and bacterial adhesion, that they are sometimes
ineffective at preventing fouling from more complex media. For example, SAMs
of mixed charge SB and CB prepared onto gold surfaces show good resistance to
adsorption of human serum, however, only polymeric sulfobetaine methacrylate
(SBMA) and carboxybetaine methacrylate (CBMA) zwitterions grafted via ATRP
were able to protect surfaces from adsorption of human plasma, containing complex
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mixtures of proteins.[176] Similarly, the ability of zwitterionic SAMs to prevent
nonspecific protein adsorption does not necessarily translate into bacterial adhesion
resistance. In a study by Cheng et al., both a mixed charge zwitterionic SAM
(SO3
−/N+(CH3)3) and a SBMA grafted surface were highly resistant to protein
adsorption and short-term adhesion of S. epidermidis and P. aeruginosa bacteria.[210]
However, only the SBMA modified surface was able to effectively reduce bacterial
adhesion over longer-term studies.
The grafting of SBMA and CBMA to initiator-covered surfaces using ATRP, has
produced surfaces with exceptional fouling resistance. Glass functionalised with
pSBMA and pCBMA have shown reductions in adsorption of human fibrinogen
protein and bovine aortic endothelial cells comparable to surfaces grafted with
PEG.[211] Additionally, CBMA grafted glass surfaces have shown suppression of
biofilm formation after long-term exposure to P. aeruginosa and P. putida bacte-
ria.[212] The mechanism behind the antifouling behaviour of polymeric zwitterions
is undoubtedly of interest, particularly in relation to polymeric ethylene glycol based
systems. Sum frequency generation (SFG) has been used to investigate and compare
protein perturbation of the hydration layer at pSMBA and pOEGMA interfaces.[213]
Highly ordered and densely grafted pSBMA surfaces saw almost no change in SFG
signal before and after contacting bovine serum albumin, fibrinogen, and lysozyme
proteins, indicating that the hydration layer surrounding the zwitterionic polymers
was undisturbed. However, for pOEGMA grafted surfaces, the water signal changed
dramatically upon contacting the protein solutions. This result indicated that water
molecules adjacent to the pOEGMA surface were disrupted by the presence of protein
solutions. Water signal of pOEGMA could be recovered after rinsing and placing
in water again. This indicates a reversible interaction with OEG chains and thus
why OEG still exhibits negligible protein adsorption. SFG has also been used to
investigate the difference in hydration properties between zwitterionic SB and CB
species.[214] While ordering of water molecules surrounding SB polymers is unaffected
by pH, interfacial ordering of water with CB is decreased with decreasing pH, as
zwitterionic functionality is lost as the carboxylate group becomes protonated.
1.3.3 Targeted Applications
A large number of studies have demonstrated the ease with which low-fouling
zwitterionic surfaces can be prepared through functionalisation of ideal substrates
presenting complementary functional groups. Greater effort is now being devoted to
the immobilisation of zwitterionic monomers and polymers onto a wider range of
surfaces for real-world applications.[215] Additionally, some approaches to fouling
prevention are combining multiple techniques to promote enhanced fouling resistance.
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The widespread use of stainless steel in food preparatory and health care environ-
ments has prompted investigation of coatings to prevent microbial fouling. Polymeric
PC coatings onto stainless steel have been shown to significantly reduce adhesion of
multiple bacterial strains (including S. aureus, S. epidermidis, and P. aeruginosa)
and prevent formation of biofilms.[216] Similarly, polymeric SB coatings grafted
from stainless steel prevented protein adsorption, blood cell adhesion and platelet
activation, and imparted improved antibacterial properties (Figure 1.24).[217]
Figure 1.24: Polymeric zwitterion grafted from stainless steel providing resistance
to fouling from a wide range of organisms. Reproduced from [217].
Marine coatings with amphiphilic character are being investigated for their po-
tential non-toxic, antifouling, and foul-release properties. Polyurethane coatings
containing zwitterionic-PDMS copolymers have been formulated, where the zwit-
terionic component was expected to impart low-fouling properties, and the PDMS
component would elicit a fouling-release response.[218, 219] Previous studies have
demonstrated that polyurethane siloxane systems undergo self-stratification, with the
low surface energy siloxane segregating to the surface and the polyurethane forming
the bulk coating material.[220] It is expected that any groups covalently bound to
the low surface energy polymer (i.e. zwitterions) would also segregate to the coating
surface; thus both low-fouling and foul-release properties would be presented at the
coating interface.
Similarly, synergistic strategies have been developed for resisting algal settlement
through the combined effect of surface chemistry and surface topography.[221]
Polymer brushes of OEGMA and sulfopropyl methacrylate (SPMA) chemistries were
grafted from micropatterned PDMS (prepared through exposure to oxygen plasma
under stretching) via surface-initiated ATRP. Both surface topography and surface
chemistry were found to influence adhesion of marine organisms, with significant
reductions observed for the settlement of Chorella and Ulva zoospores (Figure
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1.25). However, the effectiveness of surface topography in preventing zoospore
settlement was found to be dependent upon organism size; an observation supported
by previously proposed attachment point theories.[222]
Figure 1.25: Preparation of OEGMA and SPMA functionalised micropatterned
PDMS (left). Interactions of Chorella zoospores with: (a) PDMS; (b) wrinkled
PDMS; (c) wrinkled OEGMA-PDMS; (d) wrinkled SPMA-PDMS. Reproduced
from [221].
The simultaneous presentation of low-fouling and self-cleaning chemistries has
also been explored in the area of wastewater treatment. PVDF membranes have
been prepared with amphiphilic block copolymers of hydrophilic zwitterionic and low
surface energy fluorinated chemistries for the treatment of wastewater.[199] Where
PVDF control membranes exhibited poor antifouling and self-cleaning properties,
amphiphilic copolymer membranes effectively suppressed fouling from water/oil
emulsions and optimal copolymer compositions suffered minimal flux-decline even
after separation of protein solutions and yeast cell suspensions.
Cellulose polymers and membranes employed for biomedical applications often
suffer from poor biocompatibility, particularly for applications in blood purifica-
tion therapies. Zwitterionic SB and PC brushes have been grafted from cellulose
membranes via ATRP to improve blood compatibility and reduce protein and
platelet adhesion.[223–225] Similar results were achieved by reaction of zwitterionic
alkoxysilanes to cellulose membranes, via simple coupling reactions.[203] CB and SB
modification of membranes only slightly decreased membrane permeation flux, thus
minimally affecting membrane productivity and efficiency.
Surface properties of biological materials can be tailored to suit particular pH
environments and physiological conditions through polymeric modification. Tuning of
surface charge has been achieved through combined functionalisation of zwitterionic
SBMA and cationic methacryloyloxyethyltrimethyl ammonium chloride (METAC)
polymer brushes to SiO2 surfaces (Figure 1.26).[226] Varying the ratio of SBMA to
METAC allowed the surface charge (zeta potential) to be tuned to zero at physio-
logical pH, with minimal disturbance of other surface physicochemical properties.
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Additionally, surfaces with zero surface charge showed improved suppression of
protein binding and bacterial adhesion.
Figure 1.26: Combined functionalisation of cationic METAC and zwitterionic
SBMA to prepare surfaces presenting different surface charge. Reproduced from
[226].
With the increasing use of nanoparticles in medicine as tools for medical therapeu-
tics, diagnostics, and drug delivery, there has been a growing need to address the issue
of nanoparticle aggregation on exposure to physiological conditions.[227] Modification
of nanoparticles with hydrophilic and zwitterionic polymers has been demonstrated
to improve nanoparticle biocompatibility and colloidal stability in complex media.
Yang et al. functionalised gold nanoparticles with a range of chemistries including
PEG and zwitterionic poly(carboxybetaine acrylamide) (pCBAA) and evaluated
their stability in a range of media.[228] It was found that bare gold nanoparticles
and those functionalised with OEG and PEG suffered an increase in hydrodynamic
size on exposure to lysozyme protein and NaCl salt solution, while the diameter of
pCBAA modified particles remained unchanged. Similarly, when challenged with
undiluted (100%) human blood serum, only the pCBAA functionalised nanoparticles
were resistant to aggregation, demonstrating their exceptional stability in complex
media. A later study by the same group showed that self-assembled CB-thiols with
a UV cross-linkable diacetylene group reacted onto gold nanoparticles were stable
at low pH and high temperature, and are highly resistant to protein adsorption,
even from undiluted human blood serum.[229] In addition to gold nanoparticles,
silica nanoparticles have also been coated with pCBAA to impart improved stability
and resistance to aggregation upon exposure to both negative and positive protein
solutions.[230]
Estephan et al. compared the protein resistance and stability of SiO2 surfaces and
silica nanoparticles functionalised with silinated SB and PEG. Both SB and PEG
functionalised planar SiO2 surfaces were effectively able to resist protein adsorption,
however, only the zwitterated silica nanoparticles were found to be stable at both
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high temperature and salt concentration.[231] Similarly, assemblies of short chain CB
and SB silanes on silica nanoparticles drastically improve particle stability, imparting
resistance to aggregation under exposure to protein and high salt conditions.[232, 233]
Thicker shells of zwitterionic polymers have also been grafted from silica nanoparticles
via ATRP for enhanced particle stability and resistance to aggregation in complex
biological media.[230, 234, 235] These particles are thought to be suited for future
applications in drug delivery and diagnostics.
Whilst effective at preparing well-defined polymeric coatings, ATRP requires
the use of metal catalysts that have been associated with potentially hazardous
environmental impacts.[236] Additionally, ATRP methods are difficult to scale-up
and require further investigation before they could be implemented for preparing
industrial coatings.[124]
1.3.4 Responsive Coating Development
Despite the general effectiveness of cationic and non-fouling surfaces, there are some
fundamental limitations to both of these approaches. Non-fouling coatings that do
suffer from any form of microbial attachment have no mechanism to release the
attached species, while antimicrobial cationic systems suffer from accumulation of
dead cells that shield surface functional groups.[187] New coatings are now being
developed from responsive materials that combine antimicrobial and non-fouling
properties or that possess the ability to “react” to their surrounding environment
to be better equipped to prevent surface fouling. Kill-release materials respond to
changes in external conditions i.e pH, temperature, salt solution etc., switching from
biocidal type surfaces to low-fouling surfaces, prompting the release of dead microbes.
Zhang et al. prepared cationic polycarboxybetaine esters that, upon hydrolysis,
were converted to non-fouling zwitterionic polymers.[237] This work compared the
effect of spacer length between the quaternary ammonium and ester groups on
the polymers antimicrobial activity. They observed that increased antimicrobial
(bactericidal) activity was observed with increased spacer length and that all esters
became non-fouling upon hydrolysis. Similarly, a CB ester grafted onto a gold
substrate via ATRP demonstrated reduced protein adsorption and release of 98%
of dead bacterial cells after hydrolysis to zwitterionic form. [238] However, the
antimicrobial activity of these polymers could not be restored after hydrolysis,
limiting them to a single use.
New approaches are looking at surfaces that can reversibly switch functions
between attacking and defending against bacteria. Cao et al. grafted zwitterionic
CB with additional OH functionality to gold substrates via ATRP.[239] Immersing
the substrate in trifluoroacetic acid promoted the conversion of zwitterionic CB into
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a CB-ring, resulting in loss of zwitterionic character and the generation of a cationic
surface. The CB-ring surface presented bactericidal activity, effectively killing 99.9%
of bacteria in contact with the surface in one hour. The zwitterionic CB form showed
no bactericidal activity but was able to release ∼90% of the bacteria. This“smart”
coating was able to be repeatedly cycled between cationic and zwitterionic forms and
still retain both its bactericidal and antiadhesive characteristics under the respective
conditions (Figure 1.27).
Figure 1.27: Zwitterionic CB-OH can be switched to a cationic CB-ring structure
by immersion in acidic media. CB-OH can be regenerated by hydrolysis of the
CB-ring in neutral or basic conditions. Reproduced from [239].
Responsive hydrogels have been prepared from zwitterionic vinyl acetate monomers
that are capable of cyclisation to form cationic ring structures.[240] Ring formation
is promoted under acidic conditions and under neutral or basic conditions these
materials return to their zwitterionic form. Hydrogels presenting the cationic ring
form killed > 99.9% of E. coli attached to surfaces, while switching to the zwitteri-
onic form not only released dead cells but also resisted further bacterial adhesion.
Additionally, the mechanical properties of these materials were superior to standard
zwitterionic hydrogels, due to the presence of hydroxyl groups capable of participating
in hydrogen-bonding, thus broadening the potential applications of these materials.
In addition to pH triggered fouling release, release of fouling species has also been
achieved through mechanical deformation of a substrate. Poly(vinylmethylsiloxane)
elastomers modified with zwitterionic polymers could resist fouling by bacteria
and barnacle cyprids over short-term exposures, while biofilms that accumulated
over prolonged exposure could be detached through mechanical deformation of the
elastomer substrate.[241] However, the fouling resistance of mechanically strained
films was reduced compared to pristine films, indicating that repeated cycles of
biofilm detachment affected the stability and performance of zwitterionic polymers.
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1.4 Functionalised Silica Nanoparticles
In addition to the inclusion of metallic nanoparticles into coatings for the generation
of antimicrobial effects via dissolution of toxic metal cations, a range of inorganic
nanoparticles have been functionalised with chemistries to provide enhanced sta-
bility and improved resistance to microbial fouling. In particular, functionalised
silica nanoparticles (SiNPs) have been widely utilised in the fields of medicine and
biotechnology, where they have found applications in diagnostics, drug delivery, and
gene transfection.[242, 243] Without functionalisation, particles cannot be utilised
due to poor biocompatibility. The native negative charge of SiNPs renders them
an immediate target for protein interaction and high salt concentration can shield
surface groups and result in particle destabilisation leading to particle aggregation
and precipitation.
Aside from biomedical applications, silica nanoparticles has also been used as
additives to surface coatings as binders and fillers, where they have shown enhanced
resistance to abrasion, increased solvent resistance, and flame-retardant proper-
ties.[244, 245] SiNPs are commercially produced, inexpensive materials that are
highly processable, dispersible in a number of solvents, and stable across a wide
pH range.[246] They have a high surface area and present reactive surface groups,
making them available for functionalisation reactions with a wide range of chemistries.
Additionally, they can be added to existing coatings or prepared as free-standing films
on their own. For this reason, silica nanoparticles were selected as a platform material
for the preparation of hydrophilic low-fouling coatings presented in this thesis. By
combining the robust and scalable application of SiNPs in coatings with the enhanced
levels of fouling resistance demonstrated by functionalised SiNP dispersions, this
work presents a new method of preparing low-fouling surface coatings for widespread
antifouling applications. This section will be devoted to exploring SiNP and silane
reaction chemistry in more detail.
1.4.1 SiNP Synthesis
In the same way that SiO2 and polymeric organosilicons (e.g. PDMS) can be easily
functionalised, SiNPs offer a reactive silanol surface in addition to a large surface
area. A number of synthetic methods can be utilised to produce silica nanoparticles
including reverse micro-emulsion, flame synthesis, and sol-gel process.[247] The
sol-gel technique is a widely used approach to synthesise SiNPs as it offers a high
degree of control over the resultant particle properties. Most commonly, this method
proceeds via the controlled hydrolysis and condensation of silica alkoxides, such as
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), in the presence of ammonia as a catalyst, as described
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by Stöber.[248] Particle size was found to be determined by the concentration of
water and ammonia present in the reaction, while alkoxide concentration was found
to have no significant influence on particles size.
Figure 1.28: Condensation reactions of silicic acid molecules to produce linear
and cyclic oligomeric structures. Reproduced from [249].
The reaction of TEOS that leads to SiNP growth typically proceeds by the initial
hydrolysis of TEOS, producing orthosilicic acid (Si(OH)4) and ethanol (EtOH).
Silanol groups can then undergo either water or alcohol condensation reactions with
silanol and ethoxy groups of fully or partially hydrolysed silane species, forming
the siloxane linkages (Si-O-Si) that make up the silica particle structure.[247] The
silanol groups of silicic acid are mildly acidic (pKa of 9.8) and a small proportion
will be deprotonated at neutral pH.[249] Ionised molecules will readily react with
neutral silicic acid monomers to produce oligomers, which serve as nuclei for silica
nanoparticle formation (Figure 1.28).
Preparation of SiNPs via base-catalysed mechanisms causes partial deprotonation
of polysilicic acid molecules, leading to particles presenting a negatively charged
surface.[250] This results in stable suspensions of colloidal silica, where gelation
is inhibited by electrostatic repulsion between charged particles. Only when the
pH of SiNP suspensions approaches the isoelectric point of silica (∼2)[251] would
interparticle repulsion be reduced enough to allow particle aggregation to occur.
1.4.2 SiNP Properties
The physical and chemical properties of synthetic SiNPs are known to vary with
particle size. A study conducted by Rahman et al. revealed (as with most nano-
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materials) decreasing particle size dramatically increases the specific surface area
presented by SiNPs, particularly when particle size is reduced below 50 nm.[252]
Additionally, decreasing particle size has the related effect of increasing the concen-
tration of silanol groups per gram of silica (Figure 1.29). In contrast to this, the
number of silanol groups per unit area (OH.nm−2) was reported to decrease with
decreasing particle size. It was hypothesised that the silanol group formation could
become incomplete or retarded as particle size was reduced. This finding deviates
from the Kiselev-Zhuralev value of 4.6 OH.nm−2 that is widely cited in the literature
as the physiochemical constant for fully hydroxylated amorphous silicas.[253].
Figure 1.29: Concentration of silanol groups per gram and per nm2, relative to
silica nanoparticle size. Reproduced from [252].
In addition to the number of OH groups present at the surface of nanosilicas, the
type of silanol group should also be considered. Similar to planar silica surfaces,
surface OH groups may be present in the form of isolated silanols, geminal silanols,
or vicinal (H-bonded) silanols (Figure 1.30). For particles in a fully hydroxylated
state (4.6 OH.nm−2), it is reported that geminal OH groups make up the smallest
portion of the surface chemistry (0.6 OH.nm−2), vicinal OH groups make up the
largest portion of OH groups (2.8 OH.nm−2), and isolated OH groups make up the
rest (1.20 OH.nm−2).[254] Surface siloxanes are not expected to be present unless
particles are significantly dehydrated from heat treatment.
The size of SiNPs has also been shown to influence the types of silanol groups
presented at the particle interface, as well as their mode of bonding/interaction
with water. At diameters > 30 nm, surface groups are more likely to be present
in the from of hydrogen-bonded silanols, while small particles (diameter < 10 nm)
have reduced numbers of hydrogen bonded silanols and increased surface density
of isolated silanol groups.[255] As a result, larger SiNPs present stronger hydration
forces between particles. Evidently, the types of silanol groups present on the surface
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of SiNPs will depend on their method of production and will dramatically affect
particle reactivity and hydration capacity. Additionally, the aging of silicates can
ultimately affect the structure and properties of siloxane networks over time.[256]
Figure 1.30: Examples of isolated silanols, geminal silanols, vicinal silanols,
surface siloxanes, and hydrogen bonded water on the surface of a SiNP.
1.4.3 SiNP Coupling Reactions
Having considered the synthesis and properties of silica nanoparticles, of equal
importance is an understanding of the silane coupling reactions that can be used to
functionalise the surface of silica particles. Silanisation of SiO2 substrates, occurring
through the covalent binding and self-assembly of silane molecules, has to been used
to add chemical functionality to surfaces for a wide number of applications. Similar
to silica nanoparticle formation itself, reactions of silanes to surfaces are dependent
upon hydrolysis and condensation processes.
Alkyltrialkoxysilanes (derived from chlorosilanes) are most commonly used for
the silanisation of surfaces. Alkoxysilane hydrolysis occurs via both base and acid-
catalysed mechanisms to produce silanetriols.[257] Hydrolysis proceeds in a step-wise
manner, where the formation of alkyldialkoxysilanes is the slowest and subsequent
hydrolysis to give silanediols and silanetriols occurs more rapidly.[258] Acid and base-
catalysed hydrolysis are proposed to occur via different reaction mechanisms. Under
basic conditions, hydroxyl ions attack the silicon atom in an SN2-type mechanism,
forming a pentacoordinate intermediate before displacing an alkoxy group (−OR)
with inversion of chemistry. Pohl and Osterholtz [258] propose the formation of a
five coordinated intermediate in which the silicon acquires a formal negative charge.
Electron withdrawing substituents help to stabilise the developing negative charge
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on silicon and lower the energy of the transition state.[259]
Figure 1.31: Base-catalysed mechanism of silane hydrolysis.
Under acidic conditions, an alkoxide group is first protonated by a hydronium
ion, withdrawing electron density from silicon and making it more susceptible to
nucleophilic attack from water.[260] Attack from a water molecule, again proceeding
via an SN2-type mechanism, forms a pentacoordinate intermediate before displacing
the alkoxy group. Addition of a water molecule reduces the partial positive charge
on the protonated alkoxide, making alcohol a better leaving group.[260]
Figure 1.32: Acid-catalysed mechanism of silane hydrolysis.
As both acid and base-catalysed reaction mechanisms propose the formation
of pentacoordinate intermediates or transition states, the rate of alkoxy group
hydrolysis is affected by the steric bulk of substituents, where decreased steric
crowding should result in an increase in hydrolysis rate: CH3O > C2H5O > t-
C4H9O.[257, 258] Additionally, substituent inductive effects will affect the rate of
hydrolysis, where: increasing the degree of alkyl (electron providing) substitution
increases hydrolysis rates under acidic conditions, and increasing the degree of alkoxy
(electron withdrawing) substitution increases hydrolysis rates in basic conditions,
due to increased stabilisation of positively and negatively charged transition states,
respectively.[260]
While alkoxysilane hydrolysis can be promoted under either acidic or basic pH,
hydrolysis rates reach a minimum under neutral pH conditions. Early reports
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by Pohl and Osterholtz,[258] and McNeil et al.,[261] studied the hydrolysis rates
of γ-glycidoxypropyltrialkoxysilane and tris-(2-methoxyethoxy)phenylsilane, where
reaction rate profiles revealed that minimum rates of hydrolysis occurred around pH
7 (Figure 1.33).
Figure 1.33: pH dependent hydrolysis rate profile of γ-
glycidoxypropyltrialkoxysilane. The line is calculated from second-order
rate constants. Reproduced from [258].
The pH dependent nature of alkoxysilane hydrolysis extends to the subsequent
condensation reactions of the resultant silanetriols. The hydrolysis and self-condens-
ation reactions of alkoxysilanes have been monitored using 1H, 13C, and 29Si NMR,
where evolution of free alcohol was used to determine the hydrolysis rates of silane
coupling reagents (1H and 13C), and 29Si was used to quantify self-condensation reac-
tions.[262–264] Salon et al. carried out an in depth study of alkoxysilane hydrolysis
and self-condensation reactions, investigating the effect of pH, silane concentration
and reaction temperature.[262] They selected four alkoxysilane (R’-Si(-OR)3) cou-
pling agents with different organic side groups, namely: 3-aminopropyl triethoxy
silane (APES), 3-mercaptopropyl trimethoxy silane (MRPMS), 3-methacryloxypropyl
trimethoxy silane (MPMS), and octyl triethoxy silane (OES).
Their work showed that under neutral conditions, hydrolysis rates were very slow
(less than 10% hydrolysed) for all silanes, except APES. APES was hydrolysed quickly
under neutral conditions (80% after 2 h reaction time) and also rapidly formed self-
condensation products, predominately T3 units which indicates the formation of
three-dimensional siloxane networks. Reaction under alkaline conditions was found
to promote hydrolysis of the other three silanes, albeit at slower rates than APES,
and also resulted in rapid self-condensation reactions, even before silane hydrolysis
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was complete. Again, 29Si spectra indicated high proportions of T3 units present,
with intermediate dimer (T1) and trimer (T2) units being difficult to detect. In
comparison, acidic conditions were found to promote the rapid hydrolysis of all
silanes but also appeared to stabilise silanol groups; with self-condensation reactions
appearing to be limited to dimer T1 and trimer T2 unit formation.
Further work from the same group revealed that choice of solvent, in combination
with the nature of the organic group, will also affect alkoxysilane hydrolysis and
self-condensation events.[263] Reactions carried out in H2O/EtOH solutions under
acidic conditions, revealed that increasing water content favoured hydrolysis of
amino-bearing silanes and limited their self-condensation reactions. However, for
other functionalised silanes, high water content enhanced hydrolysis and promoted
self-condensation events.
The results of these studies indicate that careful consideration should be given to
the choice of reaction conditions when conducting silane coupling reactions, whether
that be to planar surfaces or to silica particles, so as to maximise the degree of
functionalisation. While the self-assembly of silanes onto planar studies has been
well studied, early reports of silane SAM formation were conducted in pure organic
solvents or organics with trace amounts of water.[265–269] Ideally, silanisation could
instead by carried out in water under controlled pH conditions to avoid the use of
bulk organic solvents. This is particularly relevant when considering reaction to silica
particles, where silica particles are prepared and stably stored as aqueous dispersions.
A number of examples of functionalised nanosilicas have already been discussed
earlier in this review as potential drug-carriers and medical therapeutics. In these
examples, hydrophilic polymers have been used to functionalise the silica surfaces
to increase particle stability in complex media and to improve their ability to
resist adsorption of proteins. In a similar way, this thesis aims to explore the use
of functionalised silica nanoparticles in the preparation of protein resistant and
antifouling surface coatings. Despite the widespread inclusion of SiNPs into paints as
fillers and binders, and the use of functionalised nanosilicas in biomedical applications,
very limited work has been conducted around utilising SiNPs as the base material
for antifouling applications
In this work, silica nanoparticles are employed as a vehicle to deliver and present
hydrophilic chemistries at interfaces to improve their fouling resistant properties.
The ease of silica nanoparticle functionalisation and the processability of nanoparticle
dispersions, makes them an ideal platform material for antifouling coating generation
and application. Where nanosilicas are utilised as coating materials, thin layers can
be deposited as stand-alone coatings (where particles can be functionalised either
before or after their deposition onto surfaces) or particles can be added into existing
coating formulations to improve fouling resistance. The versatility of nanosilicas,
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in terms of their size and their stability across a broad range of pH, in addition to
the wide range of alkoxysilane chemistries available for particle modification, allow
for the careful tuning of particle surface chemistry and, ultimately, the interfacial
properties of deposited coatings.
1.5 Chapter Conclusions
This Chapter has detailed the biofouling process and provided an overview of the
development of antifouling technologies to date. The mechanisms of biological fouling
prevention, including biocidal and antifouling approaches, have been reviewed in
detail and their relative efficiencies compared. It has been established that coatings
containing or releasing biocidal compounds present high levels of antimicrobial
activity initially but may present toxicity to non-target organisms, in addition to
suffering from short in-field lifetimes due to uncontrolled biocide release. A number
of emerging antifouling technologies have also been identified, where optimisation of
surface physicochemical properties leads to reduced interactions with fouling species.
Despite improvements in the preparation and efficacies of fouling resistant surfaces,
methods of producing such surfaces are often complex and the carefully controlled
laboratory conditions under which these surfaces are prepared cannot be easily scaled-
up to offer robust industrial solutions for biological fouling prevention. The field of
hydrophilic antifouling chemistries is a growing area that offers a passive solution
to the prevention of biological interaction and attachment to surfaces. However,
there remains a demand for the simple preparation and application of hydrophilic
antifouling coatings, in which chemistries can be attached to a broader range of
surfaces. Taking inspiration from existing coating technologies could provide a





This thesis aimed to further the development of antifouling coatings through the
use of hydrophilic nanomaterials. Silica nanoparticles were employed as a vehicle
for the delivery and presentation of hydrophilic chemistries onto surfaces, for their
protection from biological fouling. This work sought to further our understanding of
zwitterionic and quaternary ammonium modified silica nanoparticle coatings towards
the development of platform antifouling materials for widespread applications. The
focus of this thesis can be broken down into three broad aims.
The first was to investigate and optimise the attachment of zwitterionic sulfobetaine
and carboxybetaine silanes to SiNP dispersions and SiO2/SiNP coatings. Additionally,
quartz crystal microgravimetry with dissipation monitoring would be developed as
a tool to investigate the effect of pH and silane concentration on particle coating
functionalisation, with the end goal of producing hydrophilic surfaces with enhanced
resistance to fouling by proteins, bacteria, and fungal spore adhesion.
Second, this thesis aimed to investigate the effect of surface nanotopography on
the antifouling properties of deposited nanosilicas. Specifically, this study sought
to examine the fouling resistance of thin coatings of zwitterion modified SiNPs of
different sizes and compare this to the fouling resistance of unmodified SiNP coatings.
The third and final aim was to introduce a dual antimicrobial-antifouling effect
through the simultaneous presentation of zwitterionic and quaternary ammonium
silane chemistries at the SiNP coating interface. The effect of quaternary ammonium
functionalised SiNPs was firstly to be examined on its own, and then in combination
with zwitterionic sulfobetaine. The preparation of surfaces would be controlled
through sequential exposure to silane solutions, varying the order of addition and the
solution concentration. The overall objective was to compare the protein resistance
and antimicrobial properties of dual-chemistry SiNP systems to SiNPs modified with




with Zwitterionic Sulfobetaine for
Antifouling Coating Applications
This Chapter has been adapted from the article “Silica Nanoparticles Function-
alized with Zwitterionic Sulfobetaine Siloxane for Application as Versatile An-
tifouling Coating System”, ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 2017, 9,18584–18594,
doi:10.1021/acsami.7b04840.
As detailed in Chapter 1, there is a gap between antifouling functionalisation tech-
nologies and their ability to be easily and simply applied to surfaces for widespread
applications. This Chapter introduces silica nanoparticles coupled with short chain,
zwitterionic sulfobetaine as a platform material for the simple preparation of hy-
drophilic antifouling surface coatings.
2.1 Introduction
Antifouling coatings that can prevent the interaction and attachment of microorgan-
isms to surfaces are highly sought after for a multitude of applications. In recent
years, significant effort has been directed into the design of environmentally benign
fouling resistant surfaces that function through tailoring of the physicochemical and
nanotopographical properties of surfaces and coatings.[66, 150, 151] Hydrophilic
chemistries have emerged as promising fouling resistant materials that prevent mi-
crobial interactions and subsequent attachment through surface water structuring.
Coatings developed from hydrophilic polymers possess a hydration layer at the
coating interface. This hydration layer presents a physical and energetic barrier,
preventing protein adsorption and microbial attachment onto the surface.[153, 200]
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Zwitterionic polymers are among a number of hydrophilic materials being investi-
gated for their antifouling properties.[185, 201] Zwitterionic polymers bear an equal
number of cationic and anionic chemistries that promote the formation of a surface
hydration layer through solvation of charged terminal groups.[153, 184] Grafting
of zwitterionic carboxybetaine and sulfobetaine polymers from gold,[177, 210, 270]
silicon,[271, 272] and glass,[202, 212, 273] have produced hydrophilic surfaces with
good chemical stability and exceptional fouling resistance.
Despite the excellent antifouling properties exhibited by zwitterionic polymers,
grafting such chemistries to a wider range of surfaces remains a challenge. The
ability to immobilise zwitterionic chemistries onto surfaces is currently limited by the
surface composition and availability of reactive functional groups at the substrata
surface. Thus, advances are needed in antifouling coating design to facilitate the
incorporation of low-fouling chemistries into existing coating technologies or support
grafting from inert surfaces. Recently, nanomaterials have begun to be explored as
potential microbial and fouling inhibitors, owing to their unique physical and chemical
properties.[74, 247] The ability of some nanomaterials to be functionalised with a
range of polymer chemistries has allowed the tuning of surface properties, with fine
control over the presentation of chemistries at the material interface.[274] Nanosilicas
functionalised with hydrophilic and zwitterionic chemistries have been investigated
as drug nanocarriers due to their high stability and good biocompatibility[232, 233,
246, 275, 276] but are yet to be explored in the development of fouling resistant
surfaces and coatings.
Silica nanoparticles (SiNP) have already found a place within the coatings industry,
with their addition to paints shown to provide increased abrasion resistance[244]
and flame retardant properties.[245] Additionally, they are low cost and provide an
easily functionalisable silanol surface. Reactions of SiNPs with silane species occur
rapidly in an aqueous solution and across a wide pH range, making this an attractive
option for producing versatile low-fouling coating materials through functionalisation
with hydrophilic chemistries. This approach allows for organisation of molecules
on the particle surface with fine control as well as the option of incorporating
those chemistries into existing coating technologies to present highly organised
nanostructures at coating interfaces.
Herein, I have examined the attachment of a zwitterionic sulfobetaine (SB) mono-
mers to SiNPs for application as a versatile antifouling coating system. The chosen
SB siloxane species has been used previously to functionalise glass,[202, 277] and
poly(dimethyl siloxane)[204] to produce surfaces with exceptional wettability, self-
cleaning, and antifog properties, as well as demonstrating a high degree of protein
and bacterial resistance. Surfaces functionalised with SB have been shown to be
non-toxic,[202] and robust enough to withstand harsh environmental conditions[277]
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and thus suitable to be applied as a broad-spectrum antifouling agent.
The SiNPs employed in this study were commercially available Ludox® HS-40
colloidal silica particles. Ludox® HS-40 is supplied as an aqueous dispersion of
silica particles of low size and narrow particle size distribution. These particles are
negatively charged, stabilised by a sodium counterion, and are stable across a wide
range of conditions (e.g. varied pH, temperature, salt, and particle concentration).
The stability and uniformity of these commercial particles made them an ideal choice
to be employed as the primary SiNPs investigated in this Chapter and in following
Chapters.
First, I examined the reaction of SB to SiO2 sensors and SiNP modified sensors
using a quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D). QCM-D
has previously been employed across various research disciplines to monitor polymer
growth, adsorption kinetics, and to measure interfacial interactions with proteins.[278,
279] In this work, QCM-D was engaged as a tool through which to optimise the
reaction conditions of SB to the SiO2 and SiNP surfaces. Surface functionalisation
was monitored quantitatively within QCM-D to determine the effect of zwitterion
concentration and solution pH on monomer self-assembly. Second, I prepared solution
functionalised nanoparticles and examined particle stability and zwitterion grafting
density as a function of the reaction pH. Films of functionalised particles were
prepared by spin-coating and their fouling resistant behaviour characterised by
challenging them against protein, bacteria, and fungal spores.
2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Materials
Ludox® HS-40 colloidal silica (12 nm diameter), phosphate buffered saline (PBS,
P5368), (N,N -dimethylaminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (539287), 1,3-propane sultone
(P50706), bovine serum albumin (BSA, A3059), poly(ethylenimine) solution (PEI,
P3143), and acetone (270725) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Acetone was
dried with 3 Å molecular sieves and distilled before use. All other reagents purchased
from commercial suppliers were used without further purification. Water used in
experiments and to prepare aqueous solutions was purified using a Millipore water
purification system, with a minimum resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm at 25 .
2.2.2 Synthesis of Zwitterionic SB
The synthesis of zwitterionic SB (3-{[dimethyl(3-trimethoxysilyl)propyl]ammonio}-
propane-1-sulfonate) was adapted from Litt et al.[280] (N,N -dimethylaminopropyl)-
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trimethoxysilane (2.08 g, 0.01 mol) was added to 1,3-propane sultone (1.22 g, 0.01
mol) in anhydrous acetone (10 mL) under Ar. The reaction was stirred vigorously
under Ar for 6 h. The formed precipitate was filtered off and washed several times
with anhydrous acetone. The resultant white solid was dried at 70  under vacuum
overnight and stored under Ar.
Yield 78%; 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) δ 0.69 (t, 2H), 1.90 (quin, 2H), 2.23 (quin,
2H), 3.00 (t, 2H), 3.11 (s, 6H), 3.36 (s, 9H), 3.37 (t, 2H), 3.42 (t, 2H); 13C NMR (400
MHz, D2O) δ 10.9, 18.7, 20.9, 50.0, 51.6, 53.3, 64.9, 68.8.
IR (cm−1): 3271, 2930, 1485, 1414, 1176, 1091, 1033, 914, 783.
2.2.3 Reaction of SB to SiNPs
Reaction of SB to SiNPs was carried out following the procedure described by
Estephan et al.[232] The appropriate amount of SB monomer for reaction with SiNPs
was calculated on the basis of the surface area reported by the manufacturer and
4.9 silanol groups per nm2 of silica surface.[253] SB, dissolved in minimal H2O, was
added to a 10 wt% nanoparticle suspension heated to 60  (± 5 ) dropwise with
vigorous stirring. The pH of particle dispersions was adjusted to 3.5, 7.0, and 9.5
using dilute HCl and NaOH. The reaction mixture was stirred under reflux for 2 h.
The particle dispersions were placed into a dialysis membrane with 12 K molecular
weight cutoff and dialysed against pure water for 5 days, with water changed every
12 h to remove unreacted SB monomers. Particles were dried via freeze-drying for
further characterisation.
2.2.4 Nanoparticle Characterisation
2.2.4.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were acquired on a Shimadzu Prestige-21
FTIR spectrophotometer with a PIKE MIRacle ATR attachment.
2.2.4.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
1H and 13C NMR (400 MHz) spectra were obtained on a Bruker AVANCE III HD
NMR Spectrometer at 25  using D2O as a solvent.
2.2.4.3 Dynamic Light Scattering/Zeta Potential
Z -Average particle size (hydrodynamic particle diameter) measured by dynamic
light scattering (DLS) and zeta potential (ZP) measurements were performed on a
Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS at 25 (colloidal silica refractive index: 1.40, absorption:
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0.010, measurement angle: 173°). ZP measurements were performed on 0.25 wt%
aqueous particle dispersions, pH adjusted with HCl and NaOH. DLS measurements
were carried out on 0.25 wt% particle solutions dispersed in 10 mM NaCl.
2.2.4.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis
The quantity of zwitterion bound to the particle surface was determined using
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Q500). Dried nanoparticles were heated from
room temperature to 800  at a heating rate of 10 /min under a nitrogen
atmosphere. The mass of polymer bound to the particle surface was calculated from
the weight loss measured between 150 and 800 . The mass retained at 800  after
polymer decomposition was assumed to be the mass of bare SiNPs.
2.2.5 Preparation of SiNP Coatings
Silica nanoparticle solutions were prepared as 4 wt% dispersions in water for spin-
coating onto gold QCM-D sensors. Two types of coatings were prepared. First,
dispersions of unreacted particles were prepared for fabrication of nanoparticle
coatings that would undergo functionalisation within the QCM. The other coatings
were prepared from dispersions of SB functionalised SiNPs (pH 3.5, pH 7.0, and pH
9.5) for assessment of their antifouling properties. The silica nanoparticle dispersions
were spin-coated onto A-T cut QCM-D sensors with a 10 mm diameter gold electrode
(Q-Sense AB Västra, Frölunda, Sweden) and a fundamental resonance frequency of
5 MHz. Prior to coating, the gold sensor surface of each crystal was cleaned with
piranha solution (7:3 v/v mixture of H2SO4 (98%) and H2O2 (33%)) for 3 min, rinsed
with deionised water, and dried in a stream of nitrogen gas. Cleaned QCM-D sensors
were then incubated in 0.5% poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) solution to form an adhesive
layer on the electrode surface. The PEI was thoroughly rinsed from the sensors after
10 min with deionised water and sensors were dried in a stream of nitrogen gas. The
QCM sensors were mounted onto glass slides and nanoparticle films were prepared
by depositing 20 µL of each of the prepared nanoparticle dispersions onto the gold
electrode of the sensor and spin-coated at 5000 rpm for 30 s. The coatings were
cured for 1 h at 120  and thereafter thoroughly rinsed with deionised water and
dried in a stream of nitrogen gas. SiNP coatings prepared onto gold QCM sensors




2.2.6 Particle Coating Characterisation
2.2.6.1 Contact Angle Goniometry
The mean static contact angles made by 2 µL sessile water droplets on the surface
of each of the particle coatings were measured with a Dataphysics Contact Angle
System (OCA 15EC) in conjunction with SCA20 software. A minimum of three
measurements were obtained for triplicate samples of each particle coating.
2.2.6.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Imaging of the particle coatings was performed using a field emission scanning
electron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-7500FA) in secondary electron imaging mode.
Images were obtained without further modification of the particle coating surface.
2.2.6.3 Atomic Force Microscopy
The surface morphology of SiNP coatings was examined using a Parks System
atomic force microscope (AFM) operated in tapping mode, with a Mikromash NSC15
cantilever (spring constant ∼37 N/m). Image scans of 5 µm × 5 µm were obtained
at a scan rate of 1 Hz in air. The surface area and coating roughness were calculated
using Gwyddion v. 2.4.8 software.
2.2.7 Quartz Crystal Microbalance
SB adsorption onto SiO2 sensors and SiNP coated gold sensors and protein adsorption
experiments onto the SB functionalised SiO2 and SiNP coatings were carried out
using a Q-Sense E4 QCM-D (Q-Sense AB Västra, Frölunda, Sweden) coupled with an
ISMATEC IPC High Precision Multichannel Dispenser (IDEX, Wertheim, Germany)
in a flow-through setup. The use of the QCM allows for correlation between a change
in the quartz crystal’s fundamental oscillation frequency and calculation of a mass
adsorbed to a surface (for review, see Marx[281]). Q-Sense QTools analysis software
v3.0.10.286 (Biolin Sci, AB) was used to apply the Voigt model to calculate the mass
of SB and protein adsorbed onto the sensor surface. The following input parameters
provided the best fit for the layer density (1150 kg/m3), fluid density (1020 kg/m3),
layer viscosity (10−6 ≤ 10−2 kg/ms), layer shear modulus (104 ≤ 108 Pa) and mass




2.2.7.1 Functionalisation of SiO2 and SiNP Substrates
Adsorption of SB onto SiO2 QCM sensors and SiNP coated gold QCM sensors were
monitored within the QCM. SiO2 sensors were cleaned with piranha solution (7:3
v/v mixture of H2SO4 (98%) and H2O2 (33%)) to generate the surface silanol groups
available for reaction. SiNP coated sensors were used without any further surface
treatment. Aqueous solutions of SB monomer (1.0 and 10 mM) were prepared
immediately prior to experiments and pH adjusted as necessary. Solutions were
introduced into the QCM chamber at a flow rate of 60 µL/min and surfaces were
exposed for a period of 30 min. Sensors were then rinsed with deionised water at
the same flow rate for a further 30 min or until the QCM measurement parameters
stabilised. All experiments were run in triplicate.
2.2.7.2 Protein Adsorption Measurements
QCM sensors coated with the various SiNP films were placed into standard Q-Sense
flow modules (QFM 401) and equilibrated in PBS for a minimum of 1 h at a constant
temperature of 22.00 ± 0.02 . BSA dissolved in PBS at a concentration of 1 mg/mL
was introduced into the flow chamber at a constant flow rate of 60 µL/min for 30
min. Sensors were subsequently rinsed with PBS for a further 30 min at the same
flow rate or until QCM measurement parameters stabilised. All experiments were
run in triplicate.
2.2.8 Bacterial Adhesion Study
2.2.8.1 Cell Culture
Bacterial solutions were prepared from a precultured JM109 strain of Escherichia
coli and inoculated overnight in 5 mL of sterile Luria-Bertani (LB) medium at 37 
in a Bioline incubator shaker 8500 (Edwards Instrument Co., Narellan, Australia).
Inoculated culture (0.3 mL) was added to 10 mL of LB medium and optical density
(OD) measurements carried out every 30 min using a Spectronic 200 (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA) until the desired turbidity was achieved (OD600 0.6–
1.0). The number of colony forming units (CFUs) in the bacterial suspension was
determined by plating out dilutions of the suspension and was found to be 3.5 × 106
CFU/mL.
2.2.8.2 Bacterial Adhesion Study
Coverslips with coatings of surface functionalised and solution functionalised particles
were first sterilised by briefly immersing them in EtOH (2 s) and then placed into
individual wells of sterile 12-well culture plates. PBS (2 mL) with bacterial cells
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were added to each well, and culture plates were incubated at 37  for either 2
or 24 h time periods. Coverslips were then removed from incubation and placed
into fresh sterile 12-well culture plates. Coverslips were rinsed with 0.7% NaCl
solution to remove loosely adhered bacteria. This process was repeated three times
for each sample. Adhered bacteria were chemically fixed by depositing 0.5 mL of
3.7% paraformaldehyde in PBS solution onto the surface of each sample. After 30
min the samples were again rinsed with 0.7% NaCl solution.
2.2.8.3 Bacterial Staining and Imaging
Samples were stained with a 20 µg/mL Hoechst 33342, trihydrochloride, trihydrate
working solution (Invetrogen - Life Technologies (Thermo Scientific)). Hoechst
working solution (1 mL) was deposited onto each of the coated QCM sensors and left
for 15 min. Stained bacteria were imaged using a Zeiss AxioImager A1M, with an
open HBO 100 mercury lamp and an Axiocam MRm camera (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen,
Germany). Images were obtained at 50× magnification, with percent area coverage
determined using ImageJ® software (v.1.50b).
2.2.9 Fungal Spore Adhesion Study
2.2.9.1 Adhesion Assay
The antifouling properties of the SB functionalised nanoparticle coatings were eval-
uated against Epicoccum nigrum (ATCC 42773). E. nigrum spores were collected
from a precultured agar plate (Potato dextrose agar (BD 213400)) and dispersed in
7 mL of sterile water. The spore suspension was shaken vigorously and placed on an
orbital shaker for 2 h. The suspension was then centrifuged for 5 min at 1500 rpm.
The supernatant was removed and spores were resuspended in 7 mL sterile water.
The spore suspension was then filtered through a 40 µm hollander weave mesh to
ensure good spore separation and diluted ∼10-fold.
Spin-coated nanoparticle coatings were placed into a sterile Greiner 12-well cell
culture plate and covered with 1 mL of sterile deionised water. An aliquot of the
spore suspension was then deposited onto the coatings to give a concentration of 6 ×
103 spores per cm2 and samples were incubated at 30  for 24 h. The samples were
removed from the incubator after 24 h and each coverslip was immersed in sterile
water (3×) with gentle agitation, then washed (3×) with sterile water. Spores were
fixed with 2.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde solution.
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2.2.9.2 Cell Imaging
Fixed spores were imaged at 5× magnification using a Zeiss Axiovert inverted
microscope. Areas imaged were chosen randomly and spores counted using ImageJ®
software (v.1.50b). Four images were obtained for each sample surface and each
surface was sampled in triplicate with the total average reported.
2.2.10 Statistical Analysis
Numerical results were expressed as means ± 95% CI. Results were analysed using
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey post hoc test. Probabilities of
p < 0.05 were considered to be significantly different. All statistical analyses were
performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 21 software.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Functionalisation of SiO2 and SiNP Surfaces
Zwitterionic SB was prepared via a nucleophilic ring-opening reaction of 1,3-propane
sultone by aminoalkoxysilane. SB dissolved in water hydrolyses the methoxy sub-
stituents producing silanol groups available for condensation reaction with SiO2 or
SiNP surfaces. Previous studies have indicated that hydrolysis of alkoxysilanes pro-
ceeds rapidly via both acid and base-catalysed mechanisms but that self-condensation
reactions are favoured under basic conditions.[257] Figure 2.1 illustrates the three
methods employed to prepare SB functionalised surfaces: grafting directly to SiO2
QCM sensors (a), grafting to SiNP coated QCM sensors (b), and QCM sensors
coated with functionalised nanoparticles (c).
Figure 2.1: Methods of preparing SB modified surfaces: grafting directly to
SiO2 QCM sensors (a), grafting to SiNP coatings on gold QCM sensors (b), and
dispersion functionalised SiNPs deposited as coatings onto gold QCM sensors (c).
To optimise the reaction conditions for solution functionalised particles, the reaction
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of SB to the SiO2 and SiNP coated sensors was first monitored using QCM-D (Figure
2.2). Silanisation of these surfaces with SB was carried out within a standard QCM
module at 1 and 10 mM solution concentrations under acidic (pH 3.5), neutral (pH
7.0), and basic (pH 9.5) conditions.
Figure 2.2: SiO2 sensor f and D responses to 1 mM SB solutions (a), and SiNP
coated QCM sensor f and D responses on exposure to 1 mM (b) and 10 mM (c)
SB solutions at pH 3.5, 7.0, & 9.5 (data presented is from the 5th overtone).
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Surface functionalisation was facilitated through condensation reactions with
silanol groups (present at the SiO2/SiNP surface), promoting the formation of a
self-assembled monolayer. Self-assembly was confirmed by characteristic frequency (f )
and dissipation (D) parameter shifts indicating increased mass at the sensor surface.
Figure 2.2 presents the time dependent f /D responses for SiO2 and SiNP coated
sensors upon exposure to 1 and 10 mM SB solutions with varied pH. Introduction of
the SB solutions into the sensor chamber at time 0 generated immediate negative f
shifts, indicating rapid monomer attachment. Across all conditions, f shifts were
quick to stabilise and rinsing surfaces after 30 min exposure only resulted in a slight
increase in the observed frequency, indicating that the majority of the SB monomer
was covalently bound to the SiO2 sensor or SiNP surface.
Exposure of the SiO2 QCM sensors to the 1 mM SB solution produced the smallest
f shift of the examined surfaces (Figure 2.2a). Interestingly, for the same zwitterion
concentration, larger negative f shifts were observed for SiNP coated QCM sensors,
indicating a larger mass of SB bound to the coating surface (Figure 2.2b). Increasing
the SB solution concentration to 10 mM appeared to drive further surface attachment
with significantly larger f and D shifts observed (Figure 2.2c). These results indicate
that the application of a thin layer of SiNPs provides a method of introducing silanol
chemistries to otherwise inert surfaces making them available for functionalisation.
Figure 2.3: Mass of SB attached to SiO2 and SiNP coatings with varied con-
centration and pH, modelled from 3rd, 5th, and 7th overtone f and D QCM-D
responses. Error bars represent 95% CIs (n=3).
The mass of surface bound zwitterion was estimated by fitting the Voigt-based
viscoelastic model to account for any dissipative energy losses that may be experienced
by adsorption of the hydrated zwitterionic species. A higher degree of surface
functionalisation was demonstrated by the SiNP coated sensors compared to that on
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the pristine SiO2 surface for the same zwitterion solution concentration (1 mM SB)
(Figure 2.3). It is thought that this increase in zwitterion binding is the result of the
SiNP coatings presenting an increased surface area available for reaction. Additionally,
the SiNP coatings may allow for zwitterion penetration into the nanoparticle film, as
a result of increased porosity. Increasing the zwitterion concentration to 10 mM saw
a subsequent increase in the mass bound to the SiNP coatings, demonstrating that
higher zwitterion concentrations promoted increased coupling to the nanoparticle
surface.
Modelling revealed that the mass of SB bound to the SiNP coated sensors under
acidic conditions was significantly larger than that achieved under neutral and basic
conditions for both 1 and 10 mM solution concentrations (one-way ANOVA, p <
0.05). Similarly, mass of SB bound to the SiO2 sensors was significantly different
between the acidic and basic pH treatments. It is proposed that the smaller degree of
SB attachment observed under basic conditions is the result of oligomer adsorption
due to rapid hydrolysis and condensation reactions, which are known to dominate
under alkaline pH.[262] Oligomers tethered to the SiO2 and SiNP surfaces then
inhibit the approach of additional oligomer units, thus limiting uniform monolayer
assembly and reducing the mass observed at the sensor surface (Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: Self-assembly of SB monomers under acidic conditions (left) and
oligomer attachment under basic conditions (right).
After SB functionalisation, water contact angles of the prepared surfaces were
measured (Table A.1). All surfaces were appreciably hydrophilic, including the
unfunctionalised SiNP control coating (9.5 ± 0.3°). Functionalisation of SiNP
coatings with SB reduced the measured contact angles of the resultant coatings to
between 5.4 and 6.1°, regardless of the concentration and pH at which they were
prepared. These results indicate that the zwitterionic moiety was able to impart a
higher degree of surface wettability to the already hydrophilic SiNP coatings.
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2.3.2 SiNP Functionalisation
Functionalised silica nanoparticles (SiNP+SB) were prepared in solution via a simple
silanisation process at 60. The appropriate amount of zwitterion added for reaction
was calculated on the basis of the surface area reported by the manufacturer (220
m2/g) and 4.9 silanol groups per nm2 of the silica surface (8 µmol/m2).[253] Zwitterion
dissolved in water was added to 10 wt% SiNP dispersions prepared at pH 3.5, pH
7.0, and pH 9.5 by NaOH or HCl adjustment. The reaction mixtures were stirred at
60  for 2 h, after which time the resulting particles were dialysed to remove any
unreacted zwitterion from the solution. Particles were collected via freeze-drying for
FTIR and TGA analysis and redispersed in water for ZP/DLS measurements. The
IR spectrum obtained for unmodified SiNP was relatively featureless (Figure A.2),
presenting characteristic Si-O-Si stretch as a broad peak centered at 1060 cm−1 and
another broad peak at 800 cm−1 attributed to Si-OH deformation vibrations.[282] For
the prepared SB compound, bands were observed at 1033 and 1176 cm−1 confirming
the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of SO3
−. Peaks at 1485 and
1414 cm−1 were assigned as the C-H and N-H stretching vibrations of the quaternary
ammonium group, respectively.[283] Upon particle functionalisation, broadening of
the Si-O-Si band was observed and the predominant peak shifted to 1095 cm−1,
as a result of an overlap from asymmetric Si-O-C stretching vibrations, indicating
successful zwitterion attachment.
Figure 2.5: DLS size distribution by intensity of SB functionalised SiNPs (a).
ZP of SB functionalised SiNPs measured between pH 3.0 and pH 11.0 (b).
The hydrodynamic diameters (Dh) of the SiNPs in water were measured before and
after modification with SB (Figure 2.5a). Functionalisation under neutral and basic
conditions resulted in an increase in hydrodynamic diameter from 18.2 to 24.9 and
30.1 nm, respectively, indicating successful particle modification (Table A.2). The
increases in particle size observed upon functionalisation were larger than the scale
of the SB monomer, potentially indicating oligomer adsorption to the particle surface
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and a subsequent increase in particle hydration. These results were consistent with
the proposed attachment mechanism in Figure 2.4. After functionalisation under
acidic conditions, particles could not be easily redispersed and the average diameter
measured was unexpectedly high (147.9 nm). It is thought that the acidic conditions
caused nanoparticle destabilisation due to reduced surface charge, resulting in irre-
versible particle aggregation.[284] A similar result was reported by Chu et al.,[285]
where functionalisation of silica colloids with (glycidoxypropyl)trimethoxysilane under
acidic conditions resulted in the formation of nanoparticle aggregates.
The effect of SB functionalisation on particle surface charge was evaluated by
measuring the zeta potential (ZP) in 0.01 M NaCl solution as a function of pH
(Figure 2.5b). Unfunctionalised particles produced a large negative ZP at neutral
and basic pH. Increasing acidity resulted in an increase in ZP (approaching zero), as
the Si-O− terminus of the SiNP outer surface became protonated. Functionalisation
with the SB moiety did not result in a dramatic shift in the ZP response. Particles
still exhibited a largely negative ZP after addition of the electrically neutral SB,
potentially indicating that a large number of silanol groups on the particle surface
remained unreacted. Because of the weakly basic nature of the sulfonate group,
protonation would not be expected to occur in the pH range studied.[286] These
results were consistent with the ZP observed for SB functionalisation of cellulose
membranes.[203]
Figure 2.6: TGA weight loss curves of SB functionalised SiNPs prepared at pH
3.5, 7.0, and 9.5, compared to unfunctionalised SiNPs.
The amount of zwitterion bound to the particle surface was determined quanti-
tatively by TGA (Figure 2.6). Initial mass decreases observed below 200  were
attributed to loss of adsorbed water. Mass losses above this temperature were
attributed to decomposition of the SB monomer and were used to calculate the
degree of particle functionalisation. Fitting with the QCM model, particles reacted
at pH 7.0 showed a higher degree of functionalisation than those prepared at pH
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9.5. However, although it was expected that the pH 3.5 particles would exhibit
the highest degree of functionalisation, they instead produced the lowest degree of
attachment. It is thought that due to the aggregate formation indicated by the DLS
measurements a smaller surface area would have been available for functionalisation.
For each functionalisation condition, enough zwitterion was added to theoretically
functionalise every available silanol site on the particle surface (8 µmol/m2). However,
the grafting densities that were achieved were only 0.8, 1.2, and 1.1 µmol/m2
for the 3.5, 7.0, and 9.5 pH conditions, respectively (Table A.3). These results
were consistent with the findings of Estephan et al.[232] who showed a deviation
from stoichiometric surface coverage at zwitterion concentrations above 1 µmol/m2;
however, they fell short of the 1.7 µmol/m2 surface coverage reported by the same
group. Similarly, previous studies have also demonstrated that concentrations well
above the theoretical saturation values are required to achieve full coverage of the
nanoparticle materials.[274]
2.3.3 Fabrication of Functionalised Particle Coatings
A layer of poly(ethylenimine) was first coated onto the gold QCM sensors to assist
particle adhesion. SB functionalised silica nanoparticles (SiNP+SB) were then
deposited onto the PEI coated QCM sensors and spin-coated to produce a thin layer
(Figure 2.1c). Curing coatings at 120  was thought to improve particle stability on
the sensor surface and promote polycondensation between unreacted silanol groups.
SEM revealed that the spin-coating process produced a uniform coating, with a
thickness of the order of just a few particles (Figure 2.7e). Gold substructure of
the underlying QCM sensor surface can be clearly seen beneath the particle coating.
Although uniform films of particles functionalised at pH 7.9 and 9.5 were obtained,
some heterogeneity was observed for coatings prepared from particles functionalised
at pH 3.5. This was thought to confirm the presence of particle aggregates formed
under acidic conditions, as indicated by DLS measurements (Figure A.4).
Contact angles of SiNP+SB coatings were consistently low across all pH reaction
conditions (3.6 ± 0.3°, 4.8 ± 0.7°, and 5.3 ± 0.2° for pH 3.5, 7.0, and 9.5, respectively),
indicating high surface energy and superhydrophilic properties. This high degree of
surface wettability was attributed to the presence of the SB moiety and its ability
to bind water through ionic solvation. AFM was used to probe the morphology of
the nanoparticle coatings, as surface roughness is known to affect hydrophilicity and
antifouling behaviour. Nanoparticle coatings presented low surface roughness (RRMS
= 3.18 ± 0.22 nm) and the measured surface areas closely matched the scan area
(for the 5 × 5 µm2 images taken, the average surface area was 25.20 µm2) (Figure
A.3). For this reason, it is unlikely that the roughness of the nanoparticle coatings
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would play a role in affecting adhesion of the organisms investigated in this study.
Figure 2.7: Scanning electron microscope images taken at 50 000× magnification:
gold QCM sensor (a), SiNP coated QCM sensor (b), SiNP coated QCM sensor
functionalised with 10 mM SB solution (pH 9.5) (c), SiNP+SB (pH 9.5) func-
tionalised particles coated onto gold QCM sensor (d), and cross section of SiNP
coated QCM sensor (e). All scale bars are 100 nm. The insets are photographs of
typical contact angles measured for the presented surfaces.
2.3.4 Protein Adsorption Experiments
The antifouling properties of the SB functionalised SiO2/SiNP surfaces were examined
by measuring adsorption of BSA protein using QCM-D. Nanoparticle coatings were
first equilibrated in PBS, wherein QCM sensors were quick to stabilise and no drift
in f /D parameters were observed. This indicated that the coatings presented a high
degree of stability in salt solution and were not suffering from any particle loss during
protein adsorption experiments. Significant reductions in protein adsorption were
observed across all functionalised surfaces and across the entire pH range studied
compared to those for the unfunctionalised SiNP control coating (one-way ANOVA,
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p < 0.05). SB self-assembled onto the optimal SiO2 sensor surface resulted in near-
negligible protein adsorption (Figure 2.8), with no statistical difference observed
across the pH treatments. For the same 1 mM SB concentration, adsorption of
BSA protein onto the SiNP surfaces was still significantly reduced compared to that
for the unfunctionalised SiNP coating but was unable to provide the same level of
resistance as that demonstrated by the SiO2 sensors.
Figure 2.8: BSA adsorption onto SB functionalised SiO2 sensors and SiNP
coatings prepared at various concentrations and pH. Mass of the adsorbed protein
was calculated from modelling the 3rd, 5th, and 7th overtone f and D responses
within the QCM-D. Error bars represent 95% CIs (n=3).
Although SB adsorption studies indicated that a higher degree of functionalisation
could be achieved under acidic conditions, improved protein inhibition was observed
for coatings prepared from 1 mM solutions under neutral and alkaline conditions.
It is proposed that although a higher degree of organisation (self-assembly) may be
achieved under acidic conditions, the oligomer adsorption observed under alkaline
conditions actually provides an improved steric barrier in preventing interactions
with fouling species. Increasing the SB solution concentration to 10 mM further
improved the protein resistance of the SiNP films across the pH range studied, likely
due to increased mass of SB bound to the particle surface (as indicated by the
earlier QCM-D study). At this increased zwitterion concentration, pH was not
found to have a statistically significant effect on protein adsorption. It should be
noted that although the SiO2 sensors were treated with piranha solution prior to
functionalisation, the SiNP coatings did not receive any surface treatment before
exposure to the SB solutions, indicating the relative ease of SiNP functionalisation
and their excellent low-fouling capability.
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Coatings prepared from solution functionalised particles (SiNP+SB) were also
shown to significantly improve protein resistance, with adsorption reduced by up to
96% for particles prepared under alkaline conditions. Interestingly, SiNP functionali-
sation within the QCM (10 mM SB) resulted in improved protein resistance compared
to solution functionalised particles. The increased availability of SB monomer under
higher concentration conditions was thought to drive surface immobilisation, result-
ing in a higher degree of functionalisation and subsequent improvement in protein
inhibition.
2.3.5 Bacterial Adhesion Study
Because of the superior protein resistance displayed by SB functionalised particles
prepared under alkaline conditions, surface and solution functionalised SB particle
coatings (prepared at pH 9.5) were chosen to perform the microbial adhesion studies,
with unfunctionalised nanoparticle coatings acting as a control surface. Bacterial
adhesion assays were carried out over 2 and 24 h time periods using E. coli to
investigate initial bacterial adhesion and long-term fouling resistance (Figure 2.9).
Figure 2.9: Representative images of E.coli attachment after 2 h on unfunction-
alised SiNP control (a), surface functionalised SiNP - 10 mM SB (pH 9.5) (b),
and solution functionalised SiNP+SB (pH 9.5) particle coatings (c). Normalised
bacterial attachment (%) of SB functionalised particle coatings compared to that
of unfunctionalised SiNP coating controls after 2 and 24 h (d).
Short-term adhesion was tested against high concentrations of E. coli (3.5 Ö
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106 CFUs) wherein both surface and solution functionalised nanoparticle coatings
demonstrated drastic reductions in bacterial adhesion compared to the control surface
(95 and 96% reductions, respectively). For the 24 h study, bacterial attachment was
again significantly lower (relative to the unfunctionalised control coating), with the
solution functionalised particles slightly outperforming coatings prepared via surface
functionalisation. However, no statistical difference was observed between the two
coating methods. Traditionally, the antibacterial properties of zwitterionic surface
coatings reported in the literature have typically been based on polymeric systems
that utilise complex synthesis methods such as atom transfer radical polymerisation to
generate hydrophilic, zwitterionic interfaces. In contrast, this work has demonstrated
a facile aqueous-based surface modification strategy to generate highly bacterial
resistant SiNP based zwitterionic surface coatings that can easily be applied to a
range of materials for antifouling applications.
2.3.6 Fungal Spore Adhesion Study
The fungus chosen for this study (E. nigrum) is a filamentous fungus that has been
recognised as a major biodeteriogen.[287] Nanoparticle coatings were incubated with
E. nigrum fungal spores for a 24 h period, after which time, surfaces were rinsed
and the remaining spores counted. It should be noted that the number of spores
deposited onto the coatings remains constant throughout the duration of the study;
thus, spores remaining after the rinsing process are those that have adhered strongly
to the tested surfaces. The SiNP coated control suffered a high degree of fungal spore
attachment with extensive hyphal growth across the coating surface (Figure 2.10a).
It was found that surface functionalisation of SiNP films (10 mM SB) resulted in
a 50% decrease in the observed number of adhered spores. Solution functionalised
particle coatings (SiNP+SB) produced an even larger decrease in spore adhesion,
with an 87% reduction compared to the unfunctionalised control. Both coatings
showed statistically significant differences to the control surface (one-way ANOVA, p
< 0.05).
Fungal spores possess a proteinaceous cell wall coating that is involved in surface
hydrophobicity and adhesion and acts as a protective surface coating. Hydrophobins,
a key protein in this surface coating, have been demonstrated to mediate spore and
hyphal-surface interactions, initiating and maintaining adhesion between the fungus
and the surface.[288] It is proposed that the ability for the zwitterion functionalised
surfaces to resist adhesion of fungal spores is the result of hydration at the polymer
interface, which limits adhesion between this proteinaceous adhesive layer and the
surface. The improved adhesion resistance exhibited by the solution functionalised
particles is thought to be the result of a higher degree of functionalisation at particle
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boundaries. Overall, the improved protein, bacterial, and fungal spore resistance
imparted by the SB functionalisation, in combination with the ease of particle
functionalisation and coating fabrication, highlight the potential for SiNPs to be
further developed as low-fouling coatings for widespread applications.
Figure 2.10: Representative optical microscopy images of E. nigrum spores
remaining on SiNP control (a), SiNP - 10 mM SB (pH 9.5) (b), and SiNP+SB
(pH 9.5) (c) coatings, and total adhered spore counts (d) after 24 h adhesion study.




In this study, zwitterionic SB functionalised SiNPs were prepared as hydrophilic
surface coatings, with excellent fouling resistant properties against protein, bacte-
ria, and fungal spore adhesion. The modification of nanoparticle dispersions and
nanoparticle coatings could be carried out in an aqueous solution across a large
pH range, without the need for a catalyst. QCM-D was introduced as a facile and
efficient method to optimise the SiO2 reaction conditions, acting as a model for
dispersion based functionalisation of the SiO2 nanoparticles. Coatings of particles
functionalised with SB were highly resistant to the adsorption of protein and adhesion
of bacteria and showed significant reductions in fungal spore adhesion and hyphal
growth. Surface functionalisation of predeposited SiNPs provided a rapid method
of imparting hydrophilic chemistries to surfaces with good antifouling properties,
whereas solution functionalised particles could be used to generate robust antifouling
coatings that may be suitable for long-term applications. Zwitterion functionalised
SiO2 nanoparticles provide a promising platform for use as antifouling coatings for a
suite of different applications and in different coatings and materials technologies.
The materials are cheap, highly processable, and chemical processes are easily scalable
and do not require organic solvents. This platform system provides opportunities for









This Chapter has been adapted from the article “Carboxybetaine Functionalized
Nanosilicas as Protein-Resistant Surface Coatings”, submitted to Colloids and Sur-
faces B: Biointerfaces (under review).
The success of silica nanoparticle functionalisation with zwitterionic sulfobetaine led
to further investigation with a silanated carboxybetaine chemistry. This work explored
three different methods of preparing carboxybetaine functionalised silica nanoparticle
coatings and compared the protein resistant behaviour of these zwitterionic surfaces
prepared under different reaction conditions.
3.1 Introduction
The antifouling properties of zwitterionic polymers have been largely attributed to
their exceptional hydration capacity. Studies investigating zwitterion hydration using
molecular modelling have demonstrated that the residence time, orientation, and
number of water molecules associated with zwitterionic chemistries is dependent
upon the identity and electrochemical properties of the charged groups present.[197,
206, 289] Theoretical simulations comparing zwitterionic carboxybetaine (CB) and
sulfobetaine (SB) have shown that the sulfonate group (SO3
−) of SB coordinates a
larger number of water molecules than the carboxylate group (CO2
−) of CB, while CB
coordinated water molecules have sharper spatial distribution and longer residence
times.[206] It is anticipated that these subtle differences in hydration capacity would
influence the ability of these materials to prevent biological fouling. Indeed, previous
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studies have demonstrated that SB modified cellulose membranes have better protein
resistance than CB modified surfaces,[203] while polymeric CB modified surfaces
have shown improved resistance to nonspecific protein adsorption from human blood
plasma and serum over polymeric SB and self-assembled mixed charge zwitterionic
surfaces.[176]
In addition to differences in hydration capacity, the electronegativity of zwitterionic
anionic groups will influence their response to media and variation in pH. The
sulfonate group of SB is a weak base and will remain negatively charged even at
low pH, however, the carboxylate group of CB is a strong conjugate base (carboxyl
group is a weak acid with a typical pKa between 3 and 5) and is susceptible to
protonation under low pH conditions.[187] As a result, the zwitterionic character
and resultant antifouling properties of CB modified surfaces will be dependent upon
the pH conditions of preparation and exposure.
The previous Chapter reported on the preparation of hydrophilic, low-fouling
coatings from SB functionalised silica SiNPs, where SiNPs could be functionalised
either before or after their deposition onto surfaces for improved fouling resistance.
In this Chapter, three methods were employed to generate SiNP coatings presenting
zwitterionic CB functionality for enhanced resistance to protein fouling. CB was
used to directly modify the surface of SiNP films, where conditions of reaction (i.e.
pH, solution concentration) were monitored using QCM-D. SiNP coatings were also
modified utilising a two-step process, eliminating the need for preparation of the CB
monomer species separately. Additionally, suspensions of SiNPs were functionalised
and deposited as thin films for the investigation of their antifouling properties.
All of the prepared surfaces were hydrophilic and showed improved resistance to
protein binding. This study demonstrated that the self-assembly or polymeric
type organisation of CB chemistries onto the SiNP surfaces was pH dependent and
ultimately influenced the mechanism of protein repellency. The ease of preparation
and effectiveness of these surfaces is compared to the SB modified SiNP surfaces
discussed in Chapter 2.
3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Materials
Ludox® HS-40 colloidal silica (12 nm diameter), phosphate buffered saline (PBS,
P5368), (N,N -dimethylaminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (539287), acetone (270725),
poly(ethylenimine) solution (PEI, P3143), and bovine serum albumin (BSA, A3059)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Acetone was dried with 3 Å molecular sieves and
distilled before use. β-propiolactone (H0168) was purchased from Tokyo Chemical
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Industry. All other reagents purchased from commercial suppliers were used without
further purification. Water used in experiments and to prepare aqueous solutions
was purified using a Millipore water purification system with a minimum resistivity
of 18.2 MΩ.cm at 25 .
3.2.2 Synthesis of Zwitterionic CB
The synthesis of zwitterionic CB (3-(dimethyl(3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl)ammonio)-
propanoate) was adapted from Hu et al.[233] (N,N -dimethylaminopropyl)trimeth-
oxysilane (2.08 g, 0.01 mol) was added dropwise to β-propiolactone (0.72 g, 0.01
mol) in anhydrous acetone (5 mL) under Ar. The reaction was stirred under Ar for
24 h and resulted in the formation of a white precipitate. Unreacted material was
removed by rotary evaporator. The resulting material was collected and dried at 70
 under vacuum.
1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O): δ 0.69 (t, 2H), 1.86 (quin, 2H), 2.63 (m, 2H), 2.85 (m,
2H), 3.06 (s, 6H), 3.31 (s, 9H), 3.53 (t, 2H).
IR (cm−1): 1728, 1585, 1485, 1373, 1195, 1061, 930.
3.2.3 Reaction of CB to SiNPs
The appropriate amount of CB monomer for reaction with SiNPs was calculated on
the basis of the surface area reported by the manufacturer and 4.9 silanol groups
per nm2 of silica surface.[253] CB was dissolved in minimal H2O and pH adjusted to
10 by addition of NaOH. The CB solution was added dropwise to a stirred solution
of SiNPs with a final particle concentration of 10 wt%. The reaction mixture was
stirred for 6 h. Thereafter, particle solutions were placed into a dialysis membrane
with a 12 K molecular weight cutoff and dialysed against distilled water for 5 days.
Particles were freeze-dried for further characterisation.
3.2.4 Preparation of SiNP Coatings
Silica nanoparticle solutions were prepared as 4 wt% dispersions in water for spin-
coating onto gold QCM-D sensors. Two types of coatings were prepared. First,
dispersions of unreacted SiNPs were prepared for fabrication of nanoparticle coatings
that would undergo functionalisation within the QCM. Second, coatings were prepared
from dispersions of CB functionalised SiNPs for assessment of their antifouling
properties. The silica nanoparticle dispersions were spin-coated onto A-T cut quartz
crystal microbalance sensors with a 10 mm diameter gold electrode (QCM-D, Q-Sense
AB Västra, Frölunda, Sweden) and a fundamental resonance frequency of 5 MHz.
Prior to coating, the gold sensor surface of each sensor was cleaned with piranha
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solution (7:3 v/v mixture of H2SO4 (98%) and H2O2 (33%)) for 3 min, rinsed with
deionised water and dried in a stream of nitrogen gas. Cleaned QCM-D sensors were
then incubated in 0.5% poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) solution for 10 min to form an
adhesive layer on the electrode surface. The PEI was thoroughly rinsed from the
sensors with deionised water and sensors were dried in a stream of nitrogen gas. The
QCM sensors were mounted onto glass slides and nanoparticle films were prepared
by depositing 20 µL of each of the prepared nanoparticle dispersions onto the gold
electrode of the sensor and spin-coating at 5000 rpm for 30 s. Coatings were cured
for 1 h at 120  and thereafter thoroughly rinsed with deionised water and dried in
a stream of nitrogen gas.
3.2.5 Two-Step CB Functionalisation of SiNP Coatings
The procedure for the two-step surface functionalisation of SiNP coatings with CB
was adapted from Huang and Chang.[201] SiNP coated sensors were first immersed
in a 20 mM solution of (N,N -dimethylaminopropyl)trimethoxysilane in EtOH with
2% addition of H2O for 6 h. Substrates were removed from solution, rinsed with
EtOH and dried in a stream of nitrogen gas. Substrates were then cured in an oven
at 120  for 1 h. A 10 mM solution of β-propiolactone in acetonitrile was prepared
and the silane modified substrates were incubated in this solution at 4  for 6 h.
Coatings were rinsed with acetonitrile and dried in a stream of nitrogen gas.
3.2.6 Characterisation
3.2.6.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were acquired on a Shimadzu Prestige-21
FTIR spectrophotometer with a PIKE MIRacle ATR attachment.
3.2.6.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
1H NMR (400MHz) spectra were obtained on a Bruker AVANCE III HD NMR
Spectrometer at 25  using D2O as a solvent.
3.2.6.3 Dynamic Light Scattering/Zeta Potential
Z -Average particle size (hydrodynamic particle diameter) measured by dynamic
light scattering (DLS) and zeta potential (ZP) measurements were performed on a
Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS at 25 (colloidal silica refractive index: 1.40, absorption:
0.010, measurement angle: 173 °). ZP measurements were performed on 0.5 wt%
aqueous particle dispersions, pH adjusted with NaOH and HCl. DLS measurements




The quantity of zwitterion bound to the particle surface was determined using
thermogravimetric analysis (TA, Q500). Dried nanoparticles were heated from room
temperature to 800  at a heating rate of 10 /min under a nitrogen atmosphere.
The mass of polymer bound to the particle surface was calculated from the weight
loss measured between 150 and 800 . The mass retained at 800  after polymer
decomposition was assumed to be the mass of bare SiNPs.
3.2.6.5 Contact Angle Goniometry
The mean static contact angle made by a 2 µL sessile water droplet on the surface
of each of the particle coatings were measured with a Dataphysics Contact Angle
System (OCA 15EC) in conjunction with SCA20 software. A minimum of three
measurements were obtained for triplicate samples of each particle coating.
3.2.6.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Imaging of particle coatings was performed using a field emission scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-7500FA). Images were obtained without further
modification of the particle coating surface.
3.2.7 Quartz Crystal Microbalance
CB adsorption onto SiNP coated gold sensors and protein adsorption experiments
onto the CB functionalised SiNP coatings were carried out using a Q-Sense E4 QCM-
D (Q-Sense AB Västra, Frölunda, Sweden) coupled with an ISMATEC IPC High
Precision Multichannel Dispenser (IDEX, Wertheim, Germany) in a flow-through
setup. Q-Sense QTools analysis software v3.0.10.286 (Biolin Sci, AB) was used to
apply the Voigt model to calculate the mass of CB or adsorbed protein onto the
modified sensor surface. The following input parameters provided the best fit for the
layer density (1150 kg/m3), fluid density (1020 kg/m3), layer viscosity (10−6 ≤ 10−2
kg/ms), layer shear modulus (104 ≤ 108 Pa) and mass (1.15 ≤ 1.155 ng/cm2). The
3rd, 5th, and 7th overtones were used for modelling calculations.
3.2.7.1 CB Adsorption onto SiNP Substrates
Adsorption of CB onto SiNP coated gold QCM sensors were monitored within the
QCM-D. SiNP coated sensors were used without any further surface treatment.
Aqueous solutions of CB monomer (1.0 and 10 mM) were prepared immediately
prior to experiments and pH adjusted as necessary. Solutions were introduced into
the QCM chamber at a flow rate of 60 µL/min and surfaces were exposed for a
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period of 30 min. Sensors were then rinsed with deionised water at the same flow
rate for a further 30 min or until the QCM measurement parameters stabilised. All
experiments were run in triplicate.
3.2.7.2 Protein Adsorption
SiNP coated sensors were placed into standard Q-Sense flow modules (QFM 401)
and equilibrated in PBS for a minimum of 1 h at a constant temperature of 22.00 ±
0.02 . BSA dissolved in PBS at a concentration of 1 mg/mL was introduced into
the flow chamber at a constant flow rate of 60 µL/min for 30 min. Sensors were
subsequently rinsed with PBS for a further 30 min at the same flow rate or until
QCM measurement parameters stabilised. All experiments were run in triplicate.
3.2.8 Statistical Analysis
Numerical results are expressed as means ± 95% CI. Results were analysed using
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey post hoc test. Probabilities of
p < 0.05 were considered to be significantly different. All statistical analyses were
performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 21 software.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 CB functionalisation of SiNP coatings using QCM
The carboxybetaine (CB) species used throughout this study was prepared via a
nucleophilic ring-opening reaction of β-propiolactone by an aminosilane, generating
a quaternary ammonium cation and carboxylate anion (Figure 3.1). The resulting
product was very hygroscopic, consistent with previous reports in the literature.[290,
291]
Figure 3.1: Generation of carboxybetaine via ring-opening of β-propiolactone
by (N,N -dimethylaminopropyl)trimethoxysilane.
Thin films of SiNPs were cast onto gold QCM sensors via spin coating, where
they generated a uniform, hydrophilic, and reactive substrate for functionalisation
with CB (Figure A.5). Sensors were placed into QCM modules and equilibrated
in deionised water until frequency (f ) and dissipation (D) parameters stabilised.
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Solutions of CB at concentrations of 1 and 10 mM were prepared immediately prior
to their introduction into the QCM and pH adjusted to 3.5, 7.0, and 9.5 with addition
of dilute NaOH or HCl. Gradual decreases in f were observed on exposure to 1 mM
CB solutions, with decreasing pH resulting in larger negative f shifts (Figure 3.2a).
Figure 3.2: Raw QCM f shifts (5th overtone) of SiNP coatings on exposure to 1
mM (a) and 10 mM (b) CB solutions adjusted to pH 3.5, 7.0, and 9.5. Mass of
CB adsorbed onto SiNP coatings with varied concentration and pH (c). Mass was
calculated from modelling the 3rd, 5th, and 7th overtone f /D responses. Error
bars represent 95% CIs (n=3). Asterisks (*) indicate statistically similar subsets.
Increasing the solution concentration to 10 mM dramatically increased the rate of
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binding for CB solutions of pH 7.0 and 9.5, where large initial f shifts were observed
before the rate of adsorption slowed and plateaued (Figure 3.2b). For acid-catalysed
functionalisation of SiNP coatings at both 1 and 10 mM solution concentrations, the
rate of CB attachment slowed but did not level off during the 30 min exposure period.
Based on this observation, it was thought that the attachment mechanism occurring
under low pH conditions may differ significantly from those occurring at neutral and
alkaline pH. The magnitude of the f response to CB under acidic conditions could
indicate that uncontrolled surface polymerisation reactions are occurring in place of
monolayer self-assembly, resulting in large adsorptions at the coating interface. The
mass of covalently bound CB was calculated by fitting the Voigt-based viscoelastic
model, accounting for dissipative energy losses due to water associated with highly
hydrated polymers. As anticipated from the raw QCM f responses, the mass of
adsorbed CB increased with decreasing pH and with increasing concentration (Figure
3.2c). For both 1 and 10 mM functionalisation concentrations, the differences in
adsorbed CB across the three pH conditions were all found to be significantly different
(one-way ANOVA, p < 0.05).
Figure 3.3: Proposed reaction scheme of CB attachment occurring via standard
silanol coupling reactions under neutral & basic conditions (a) and CB attachment
occurring via reaction of protonated carboxylate groups with free silanol groups
on the SiNP surface (b).
Previous reports in the literature have shown that the hydrolysis of alkoxysilanes
and the condensation reactions that bind them to surfaces can be facilitated under
both high and low pH conditions.[259, 262–264] Most reports agree that hydrolysis
and condensation reactions occur rapidly at basic pH, however, high pH conditions
can also promote self-condensation in solution, limiting the number of molecules
available for surface reaction or causing surface crowding through attachment of
oligomers. In this way, the degree of surface functionalisation could be reduced, as
was observed for CB mass binding at pH 9.5. While the total mass of CB attachment
was significantly less at pH 9.5 than at pH 7.0, the similar f attachment profiles
observed in the QCM lead us to believe that CB self-assembly onto the SiNP surface
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was occurring via the mechanism proposed in Figure 3.3a.
Acidic conditions have been shown to promote hydrolysis but slow the rate self-
condensation reactions,[259] allowing for the organisation of tightly packed and
uniform self-assembled monolayers. However, the distinct f attachment profile and
large mass adsorption of CB at pH 3.5 indicate that surface reactions under acidic
conditions are not forming self-assembled monolayers but instead may be generating
a polymeric type network at the sensor surface. It is proposed that at low pH
the carboxylate group of CB will become protonated and silane-ester condensation
reactions can occur. Similar acid-catalysed ester condensation reactions have been
reported by Schmidt et al., where carboxylic acid groups reacted with free silanol
groups on a bare silicon oxide surface and unreacted silanol groups of other anchored
organosilanes.[292] In this way, functionalisation of the SiNP surface could occur
either through standard silanol coupling reaction with the surface or via carboxylic
acid reaction with silanol groups on the SiNP surface (Figure 3.3b).
Assuming self-assembly of CB proceeds in this way under acidic conditions, it
is anticipated that organisation of an initial monolayer at the SiNP surface would
present a random assortment of oppositely orientated CB molecules. This would
result in the presentation of two available sites for further reactions. As shown in
Figure 3.4, condensation reactions may propagate from either free silanols or from
protonated carboxyl groups, leading to uncontrolled polymerisation type reactions
and large mass adsorptions at the QCM sensor surface.
Figure 3.4: Proposed mechanism of uncontrolled polymerisation type reactions
propagating from oppositely orientated CB molecules under acidic conditions.
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Water contact angles (CA) of the QCM prepared SiNP coatings were measured
after functionalisation with CB. Typically SiNP coatings are already very hydrophilic,
presenting CA’s of ∼10°. Reaction with 10 mM CB at pH 9.5 did not drastically
affect the measured contact angle, however, slight increases were observed after
reaction with CB at pH 3.5 and 7.0 (Figure A.6). Despite the increased mass binding
at pH 3.5 and 7.0, it is thought that the basic nature of the carboxylate group could
lead to protonation at these pH conditions, resulting in (partial) loss of zwitterionic
character and a subsequent increase in the measured contact angles. This same trend
was observed for reaction with CB at 1 mM concentration, however, the increase in
CA was not as pronounced (Figure A.7).
3.3.2 Two-Step CB functionalisation of SiNP coatings
An alternate method of generating zwitterionic CB interfaces in the form of a two-step
process was also explored. By preparing surfaces in this way, the preparation and
storage of the highly hygroscopic CB monomer can be avoided. In this method, SiNP
films were first functionalised with the aminosilane (AS) species and then exposed to
β-propiolactone (PL) to generate a zwitterionic interface (Figure 3.5d).
Figure 3.5: Representative images of water contact angles made with the surface
of SiNP coatings before functionalisation (a), after reaction with aminosilane
(b), and after further reaction with β-propiolactone (c). Insets: Average contact
angles measured on the prepared surfaces (± SD). Schematic of two-step surface
functionalisation (d).
SiNP coatings were exposed to a solution containing 20 mM (N,N -dimethylamino-
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propyl)trimethoxysilane in EtOH with 2% addition of H2O. Previous studies have
demonstrated that hydrolysis of amino alkoxysilanes occurs rapidly in EtOH/H2O
mixtures and that increasing temperature enhances the rate of self-condensation
reactions.[262, 264] For this reason, substrates were cured briefly after expsoure to
AS (120 , 1 h) to enhance stability through promotion of condensation reactions
between bound chemistries. After exposing SiNP surfaces to the AS moiety, the
measured water contact angle increased from 9.5° to 47.6° indicating successful
surface functionalisation (Figure 3.5b). AS-SiNP surfaces were then exposed to a
10 mM solution of β-propiolactone (PL) in acetonitile at 4 , where a nucleophilic
ring-opening reaction was anticipated to generate the desired zwitterionic interface.
This reaction had to be carried out with the exclusion of water, as PL is highly
susceptible to hydrolysis and will generate 3-hydroxypropionic acid. Additionally, PL
can polymerise at room temperature and thus the reaction was performed at reduced
temperature. Contact angles were measured again after reaction with PL and were
found to have decreased to 29.5° (Figure 3.5c). These results were consistent with
similar functionalisations presented in the literature,[201] and also comparable to the
contact angles measured on the CB modified SiNP surfaces prepared using QCM-D,
indicating the successful generation of hydrophilic, zwitterionic functionalised SiNP
surfaces.
3.3.3 CB functionalisation of SiNP dispersions
While the two methods of SiNP coating functionalisation presented above offer
simple approaches of preparing CB modified surfaces, in some instances it may not
be possible to perform a surface based modification after the application of a SiNP
film. Under these circumstances it may be advantageous to functionalise nanosilicas
prior to their deposition, allowing for single stage coating fabrication. For this reason,
the reaction of CB to SiNP dispersions was also investigated and coatings of the
functionalised particles prepared for assessment of their protein resistant properties.
Reactions of CB with 10 wt% SiNP dispersions were initially conducted at pH
3.5 and pH 7.0, where pH adjusted solutions of CB were slowly added to particle
dispersions. However, addition of CB to SiNPs resulted in rapid and irreversible
aggregation of particles. Under these conditions, it is possible that partial protonation
of the carboxylate group resulted in loss of zwitterionic character and subsequent
attraction of the positively charged quaternary ammonium group to the native
negative surface of the silica particles. Additionally, acid-catalysed carboxylic acid
and silanol coupling reactions could promote further particle aggregation.
This reaction was retried with the pH of the CB solution and particles adjusted to
∼10 to ensure complete deprotonation of CB and stabilisation of particles. Under
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these conditions there was no evidence of particle aggregation upon addition of CB.
After reaction, particles were placed in dialysis tubing and dialysed against distilled
water to remove any unbound monomer. After several days the particle solution
turned cloudy, signaling some degree of particle association. It was observed that the
solution pH had fallen to ∼7, however, adjusting the pH to above or below 7 restored
the solutions to a clear state, indicating that particle association was a reversible
process (Figure 3.6a).
Figure 3.6: Images of CB modified SiNPs at various pH, showing reversible
aggregation at neutral pH (a) and ZP measurements of SiNP+CB across pH 3.0
to 11.0 (b).
Zeta potential measurements were conducted on particle dispersions across the pH
range of 3.0 to 11.0 (Figure 3.6b). While similar negative ZP values were recorded
for both bare SiNP and SiNP+CB at pH ≥ 9.0, decreasing pH resulted in a dramatic
positive shift in ZP values for SiNP+CB particles. The isoelectric point was estimated
to be ∼7.5 and could explain the cloudiness (aggregation behaviour) observed in
this pH region. The switch to a positive potential was attributed to carboxylate
protonation of CB and the resultant presentation of cationic quaternary ammonium
groups.
In addition to ZP measurement, the hydrodynamic diameter of particles was
measured before and after functionalisation with CB. As presented in Figure 3.7a,
CB functionalisation resulted in an increase in hydrated particle size from 18.3 nm
to 39.5 nm. This may be partially attributed to the CB chemistry itself and its
associated hydration, although the measured increase in particle size was roughly
double that of bare particles and may indicate a degree of particle association.
Particles were collected via freeze-drying for FTIR and TGA analysis. The IR
spectrum of functionalised particles (SiNP+CB) was compared to the spectra of
unreacted SiNPs and CB (Figure A.8). The CB monomer presented a strong band
at 1585 cm−1, characteristic of the asymmetric stretching vibration of carboxylic
acid salts (CO2
−)[282] and the small peak at 1485 cm−1 was assigned to methyl
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stretching vibrations of the quaternary ammonium group.[203] The IR spectrum
of unmodified SiNPs was relatively featureless, presenting characteristic Si-O-Si
stretch as a broad peak centered at 1060 cm−1 and another broad peak at 800
cm−1 attributed to Si-OH deformation vibrations.[282] Functionalisation of particles
with CB (SiNP+CB) resulted in a broadening of the Si-O-Si band and shifted the
predominant peak to 1095 cm−1 due to overlap from Si-O-C stretching vibrations.
Thermogravimetric analysis of SiNP+CB by gradual heating of dried particles
brought about the decomposition of the CB moiety at temperatures above 200 
(Figure 3.7b). From the mass loss observed, the CB grafting density was calculated
to be 0.92 µmol/m2 . This value was comparable to the grafting density achieved
from SB particle functionalisation (as presented in Chapter 2). The use of small
SiNPs and the choice to conduct reactions at basic pH may have resulted in a limited
degree of particle reaction, as small particles require large silane additions due to
their high surface area and basic pH conditions promote self-condensation reactions
which may limit silane availability for reaction to particles.
Figure 3.7: Hydrodynamic diameter of particles as measured by DLS (a) and
TGA of bare and CB functionalised SiNPs (b).
Coatings of SiNP+CB were prepared from 4 wt% particle dispersions, where the
dispersion pH was adjusted to 3 or 10 prior to coating deposition. Spin-coating
solutions onto PEI coated QCM sensors produced thin, uniform coatings with average
contact angles of 22° and 15° for coatings prepared at pH 3 and 10, respectively. The
slight increase in CA for coatings prepared at pH 3 was again thought to arise from
protonation of the carboxylate group and subsequent loss of zwitterionic character.
3.3.4 Protein Adsorption
Protein adsorption measurements were conducted using QCM-D to compare relative
protein binding to the CB functionalised SiNP surfaces. Figure 3.8 presents the
calculated mass of BSA bound to surface functionalised SiNP coatings prepared
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by exposure to 1 and 10 mM solutions of CB at pH 3.5, 7.0, and 9.5. All CB
modified surfaces presented significant reductions in BSA adsorption compared to
the unmodified SiNP control surface (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.05). Furthermore,
increasing functionalisation concentration from 1 to 10 mM brought about further
reductions in BSA binding, particularly for pH 7.0 modified surfaces. The improved
protein resistance observed under this functionalisation conditions (10 mM CB, pH
7.0) was thought to be the result of increased mass of self-assembled zwitterionic
monomer on the SiNP coating surface. Comparatively, SiNP coatings functionalised
with CB at pH 9.5 did not experience any dramatic improvement to protein resistance
when functionalisation concentration was increased from 1 to 10 mM, as the mass of
covalently bound CB was comparable under both concentration conditions (Figure
3.2c). While the protonation of CB under acidic conditions might be expected to
reduce resistance to protein binding due to loss of zwitterionic character, the pH
3.5 functionalised SiNP surfaces still presented exceptional resistance to protein
adsorption. It is proposed that the acid-catalysed polymerisation reactions that
lead to increased mass binding at the SiNP surface also contributed to increased
steric bulk at the coating interface, where compression of hydrated polymer chains
brings about a steric repulsion effect, preventing the interaction and adsorption of
proteins.[164, 166]
Figure 3.8: Mass of BSA adsorption onto CB functionalised SiNP coatings with
varied concentration and pH. Mass calculated from modelling 3rd, 5th, and 7th
overtone f and D responses within the QCM-D. Error bars represent 95% CIs
(n=3).
Similar protein adsorption measurements were conducted on CB modified SiNP
coatings prepared via two-step surface functionalisation (AS+PL) and from solution
modified silica nanoparticles (SiNP+CB) (Figure 3.9). In the case of the latter, 4 wt%
dispersions of SiNP+CB were adjusted to pH 3 and pH 10 prior to their deposition
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onto gold QCM sensors to compare the effect of dispersion pH on the protein resistant
properties of the resultant coatings. Significant reductions in protein binding were
observed across these three CB modified SiNP surfaces compared to the unmodified
SiNP control surface (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.05). Most notably, increasing the pH
of the SiNP+CB particle solution to pH 10 prior to coating preparation resulted in
significantly improved resistance to protein binding compared to the pH 3 stabilised
SiNP+CB coating. This result was attributed to the complete deprotonation of CB
groups and enhanced zwitterionic character under alkaline conditions.
Figure 3.9: Mass of BSA adsorption onto two-step CB functionalised SiNP coat-
ings (AS+PL) and coatings of solution modified particles (SiNP+CB) deposited
at pH 3 and pH 10. Mass calculated from modelling 3rd, 5th, and 7th overtone f




This study has demonstrated multiple methods of preparing hydrophilic, zwitterion
functionalised SiNP coatings. Attachment of CB to silica nanoparticle surfaces was
monitored using QCM-D, where variation of zwitterion concentration and solution
pH was found to influence the mass of covalent attachment and the mechanism of
zwitterion organisation. A non-aqueous route of zwitterion functionalisation was
also employed for the preparation of CB modified SiNPs via a two-step surface
modification process. Finally, CB functionalised particles were prepared as aqueous
dispersions for simple deposition as thin coatings. The slightly basic nature of the
CB chemistry meant that the surface charge of modified SiNP coatings could be
tuned with variation of pH and thus influence the protein resistant properties of the
prepared surfaces.
All methods of preparing CB functionalised SiNP films resulted in hydrophilic
surfaces that presented enhanced resistance to protein adsorption. Despite loss
of zwitterionic character, surface modification under acidic conditions promoted
polymeric growth of CB, resulting in enhanced steric bulk at the interface and good
protein resistance. Increasing the concentration of the CB functionalisation solutions
did result in increased CB attachment across the pH range studied but did not yield
significant improvements to protein resistance. This finding contrasts with the results
presented in Chapter 2, where the protein resistant properties of SB functionalised
SiNP coatings were dependent upon the concentration of the functionalisation solution
(i.e. functionalisation at higher concentrations improved protein resistance). Despite
the much larger QCM-D f shifts observed for CB functionalisation of SiNP surfaces,
SB functionalised coatings were able to provide superior protein resistance when
prepared at the higher functionalisation concentration (10 mM). This comparison
highlights the importance of monomer organisation at the coating interface, where a
lower mass but highly organised self-assembled layer of zwitterionic SB demonstrated
improved resistance to protein binding over a higher mass, oligomeric CB layer.
Having established that reaction of SiNP’s with zwitterionic SB could produce
more controlled monomer assembly and improved protein resistance than CB func-
tionalised SiNP’s, it was decided that further antifouling assessment of CB modified
SiNP coatings would not be conducted. Additionally, several difficulties were encoun-
tered in the synthesis and handling of the CB species (i.e. harmful precursors and
extreme hygroscopicity), contributing to the decision to not pursue further antifouling
assessment with bacterial and fungal species. Finally, it was thought that the toxicity
and moisture sensitivity of these materials would make them unsuitable for most
industrial applications and thus further investigations of zwitterion functionalised




Nanoparticle Coatings: The Effect
of Particle Size
This Chapter has been adapted from the article “Zwitterion Functionalized Silica
Nanoparticle Coatings: The Effect of Particle Size on Protein, Bacteria, and Fungal
Spore Adhesion”, Langmuir, 2018, doi:10.1021/acs.langmuir.8b01550. This article is
part of the Zwitterionic Interfaces: Concepts and Emerging Applications special issue.
The exceptional fouling resistance of zwitterionic nanoparticle coatings, as described
in Chapters 2 and 3, naturally led to further optimisation of silica nanoparticle coating
properties. As surface roughness is known to mediate microbial adhesion, this Chapter
explored modulating coating roughness through the deposition of differently sized
silica nanoparticles, in combination with zwitterionic functionalisation for enhanced
antifouling performance.
4.1 Introduction
As highlighted in Chapter 1, traditional approaches to preventing the biological
fouling of surfaces have relied on coatings that contain or release biocides such as metal
derivatives,[83, 107] poly(ammonium compounds)[127–129] and antibiotics.[67, 68]
While generally effective, these types of coatings often suffer from reduced efficiencies
over time, and the release of toxic compounds can have detrimental impacts to
nontarget organisms and more generally, the environment.[48, 293] As a result,
new strategies for reducing surface fouling have shifted away from incorporation
of toxic biocides toward more environmentally benign antifouling coatings, that
is, coatings that can minimise and prevent microbial interactions and adhesion.
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Modulation of surface topography and optimisation of coating surface energy are
among strategies that have been used to limit microbial adhesion and successfully
reduce biological fouling.[135, 149] Low surface energy hydrophobic coatings often
present water-repellent and self-cleaning properties, with a minimum bioadhesion
achieved when surface energies fall in the range of 20–30 mJ/m2, as described
by Baier.[134] Furthermore, coating roughness is known to influence the adhesion
strength of microorganisms with topography playing a role in the contactable area
available for organisms to adhere. Coatings that present intricate, micro- and
nanoscale topographical features of similar size to the fouling species of interest have
been shown to limit interactions and reduce binding strength.[151, 152, 294] While
coatings with highly structured topographical features have been demonstrated to
effectively reduce adhesion of organisms, these coatings are rarely reproducible or
robust enough to be produced on a large scale.
It is postulated that combining the antiadhesive properties of hydrophilic materials
with control over nanotopographies within a coating, could enhance reduction in
fouling across a broader range of fouling species. This Chapter is devoted to
investigating the antifouling behaviour of coatings prepared from silica nanoparticles
(SiNPs) of various sizes in combination with hydrophilic zwitterionic chemistries.
The roughness and surface area of the SiNPs coatings were found to be easily tuned
through variation in particle size, while the SiNPs themselves are naturally hydrophilic
and provide a reactive surface for the tethering of hydrophilic chemistries. In Chapter
2, it was demonstrated that coatings of zwitterion modified 12 nm SiNPs presented
excellent antifouling properties. Varying SiNP size was not only anticipated to
change the coating morphology but also influence chemistry organisation and grafting
density on the nanoparticle surface, as demonstrated in previous studies.[295–297]
The optimal reaction conditions determined from previous chapters were employed
to functionalise SiNPs ranging from 7 to 75 nm with zwitterionic sulfobetaine and
coatings of SiNPs were prepared via a simple spin-coating process. The effect of
particle size on the coatings’ antifouling properties was investigated by comparing
protein adsorption, bacterial adhesion, and fungal spore binding to coatings prepared
from differently sized particles.
4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Materials
Ludox® HS-40 colloidal silica (12 nm diameter), phosphate buffered saline (PBS,
P5368), (N,N -dimethylaminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (539287), 1,3-propane sultone
(P50706), poly(ethylenimine) solution (PEI, P3143), bovine serum albumin (BSA,
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A3059), hydrophobin SC3 (68795), and acetone (270725) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Bindzil® 30/360 (7 nm diameter), Levasil® CT13M (22 nm diameter),
Levasil® CT8PL (30 nm diameter), and Levasil® 30/50 (75 nm diameter) colloidal
silica dispersions were supplied by AkzoNobel. Acetone was dried with 3 Å molecular
sieves and distilled before use. All other reagents purchased from commercial suppliers
were used without further purification. Water used in experiments and to prepare
aqueous solutions was purified using a Millipore water purification system with a
minimum resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm at 25 .
4.2.2 Synthesis of Zwitterionic SB
SB was synthesised following the method described in Section 2.2.2.
4.2.3 Reaction of SB to SiNPs
Reaction of SB to SiNPs of different diameters was performed following the procedure
described by Estephan et al.[232] The appropriate amount of SB monomer for reaction
to each of the different particle sizes was calculated based on the surface area reported
by the manufacturer and 4.9 silanol groups per nm2 of silica surface.[253] SB was
dissolved in H2O and the pH adjusted to 9.5 prior to dropwise addition to stirred
nanoparticle solutions. Particle solutions were diluted to a final concentration of 10
wt%. Reaction mixtures were stirred for 2 h at RT and then then transferred to 12
K molecular weight cutoff dialysis membrane and dialysed against pure water.
4.2.4 Preparation of SiNP Coatings
SiNP coatings were prepared onto gold coated coverslips and onto A-T cut QCM
sensors with a 10 mm diameter gold electrode and a fundamental resonance frequency
of 5 MHz. Prior to coating, the gold surface of each sensor was cleaned with piranha
solution (7:3 v/v mixture of H2SO4 (98%) and H2O2 (33%)) for 3 min, rinsed with
deionised water and dried in a stream of nitrogen gas. Cleaned surfaces were then
incubated in 0.5% poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) solution for 10 min at RT to form an
adhesive layer. PEI was thoroughly rinsed from the surfaces with deionised water
and surfaces were dried in a stream of nitrogen gas. SiNP solutions were prepared as
4 wt% dispersions in water for spin-coating. Coverslips and sensors were mounted
into the spin-coater and particle films were prepared by depositing 20–50 µL of the 4
wt% dispersions onto their surface and spin-coating at 5000 rpm for 30 s. Coatings
were cured for 1 h at 120  and thereafter thoroughly rinsed with deionised water




4.2.5.1 Dynamic Light Scattering/Zeta Potential
Z -Average particle size (hydrodynamic particle diameter) measured by dynamic
light scattering (DLS) and zeta potential (ZP) measurements were performed on a
Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS at 25 (colloidal silica refractive index: 1.40, absorption:
0.010, measurement angle: 173°). ZP measurements were performed on 0.5 wt%
aqueous particle dispersions, pH adjusted with HCl and NaOH. DLS measurements
were carried out on 0.5 wt% particle solutions dispersed in 10 mM NaCl.
4.2.5.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis
TGA (TA, Q500) was performed on freeze-dried nanoparticles. Briefly, dried particles
were heated from RT to 800  at a heating rate of 10 /min under a nitrogen
atmosphere. The mass of polymer bound to the particle surface was calculated
from mass losses observed above 150 . The mass retained at 800  after polymer
decomposition was considered to be the mass of bare particles and was used to
calculate grafting density.
4.2.5.3 Contact Angle Goniometry
Contact angle measurements were acquired using a Dataphysics Contact Angle
System (OCA 15EC) in conjunction with SCA20 software. The mean static contact
angle made by a 2 µL sessile water droplet in contact with the particle coatings was
measured. A minimum of three measurements were obtained for triplicate samples
of each particle coatings.
4.2.5.4 Atomic Force Microscopy
The surface morphology of silica nanoparticle coatings were examined using a Parks
System AFM, operating in tapping mode with a Mikromash NSC15 cantilever (spring
constant ∼37 N/m). Image scans of 2 µm × 2 µm and 5 µm × 5 µm were obtained
at a scan rate of 1 Hz in air. Surface area and coating roughness were calculated
using Gwyddion v.2.4.8. software.
4.2.5.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Images of the particle coatings were acquired using a field emission scanning electron
microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-7500FA) in secondary electron imaging mode. Images





Adsorption of protein onto the SiNP coatings was quantified using a Q-Sense E4
QCM-D (Q-Sense AB Västra, Frölunda, Sweden) coupled with an ISMATEC IPC
High Precision Multichannel Dispenser (IDEX, Wertheim, Germany) in a flow-
through setup. Coatings were prepared onto QCM sensors as described above. First,
SiNP coated sensors were placed into standard Q-Sense flow modules (QFM 401)
and equilibrated in PBS at a constant temperature of 22.00 ± 0.02  until the
baseline signals stabilised. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) or hydrophobin solutions
at concentrations of 1 mg/mL and 10 µg/mL, respectively, were introduced into
the QCM chamber at a constant flow rate of 60 µL/min. After 30 min, PBS was
reintroduced to rinse the coatings and remove any loosely bound proteins. The
mass of adsorbed protein was calculated by applying the Voigt model using Q-Sense
QTools analysis software v3.0.10.286 (Biolin Sci, AB). All experiments were run in
triplicate. The following input parameters provided the best fit for the layer density
(1150 kg/m3), fluid density (1020 kg/m3), layer viscosity (10−6 ≤ 10−2 kg/ms), layer
shear modulus (104 ≤ 108 Pa) and mass (1.15 ≤ 1.155 ng/cm2). The 3rd, 5th, and
7th overtones were used for modelling calculations.
4.2.6.2 Bacterial Adhesion Study
Bacterial solutions were prepared from a precultured JM109 strain of Escherichia
coli and inoculated overnight in 10 mL of sterile LB (Luria-Bertani) medium at 37
 in a Bioline incubator shaker 8500 (Edwards Instrument Co., Narellan, Australia).
Inoculated culture (0.5 mL) was added to 10 mL of LB medium and optical density
measurements carried out every 30 min using a Spectronic 200 (Thermo Scientific,
Waltham, MA, U.S.A.) until the desired turbidity was achieved (OD600 0.6–1.0). The
number of colony forming units (CFU) in the bacterial suspension was determined
by plating out dilutions of the suspension and was found to be 6.3 × 106 CFU/mL.
Coverslips coated with SiNPs were first sterilised by briefly immersing them in EtOH
(2 sec) and then placed into individual wells of sterile 12-well culture plates. Two
mL of PBS with bacterial cells were added to each well, and culture plates were
incubated at 37  for either 2 h or 24 h time periods. Coverslips were then removed
from incubation, immersed in PBS with agitation (6×), rinsed with 2 mL PBS, and
placed into fresh sterile 12-well culture plates. Bacteria were fixed onto coverslips and
stained by applying 1 mL of 20 µg/mL Hoechst 33342 (Invetrogen - Life Technologies
(Thermo Scientific)) in a 2.5 wt% glutaraldehyde solution. Stained bacteria were
imaged using a Zeiss AxioImager A1M with an open HBO 100 mercury lamp and an
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Axiocam MRm camera (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Images were obtained
at 10× magnification with bacterial counts determined using ImageJ® software
(v.1.50b).
4.2.6.3 Fungal Spore Adhesion Study
Adhesion of Epicoccum nigrum (ATCC 42773) fungus to SiNP coatings was evaluated.
E. nigrum spores were collected from a precultured agar plate (potato dextrose agar
(BD 213400)) and dispersed in 7 mL of sterile water. The spore suspension was
shaken vigorously and placed on an orbital shaker for 2 h. The suspension was
then centrifuged for 5 min at 1500 rpm. The supernatant was removed, and spores
were resuspended in 7 mL of sterile water. The spore suspension was then filtered
through a 40 µm hollander weave mesh to ensure good spore separation and diluted
∼10-fold. Spin-coated nanoparticle coatings were placed into a sterile Greiner 12-well
cell culture plate and covered with 1 mL sterile deionised water. An aliquot of spore
suspension was then deposited onto coatings to give a concentration of 2 × 104 spores
per cm2 and samples were incubated at 30  for 24 h. Samples were removed from
the incubator after 24 h and each coverslip was immersed in sterile water (3×) with
gentle agitation and then was washed (3×) with sterile water. Spores were fixed with
2.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde solution. Fixed spores were imaged at 5× magnification
using a Zeiss Axiovert inverted microscope. Areas imaged were chosen randomly and
spores counted using ImageJ® software (v.1.50b). A minimum of five images were
obtained for each sample surface and each surface was sampled in triplicate with the
total average reported.
4.2.7 Statistical Analysis
Results were analysed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey post
hoc test. Probabilities of p < 0.05 were considered to be significantly different. All
statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 21 software.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Particle Functionalisation and Characterisation
For this work, five different SiNPs from commercial suppliers were selected, ranging
from 7 to 75 nm in diameter. All particles were negatively charged, stabilised by a
sodium or ammonium counterion, and supplied from the manufacturer in the pH
range of 9.1–10.1 (Table 4.1). Although solutions containing particles in the range
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of 7–22 nm were transparent, dispersions of 30 and 75 nm particles were opaque
(Figure A.9).












Bindzil 30/360 30 7 360 10.1 Na+/NH+4
Ludox HS-40 40 12 220 9.8 Na+/NH+4
Levasil CT13M 30 22 130 9.1 Na+/NH+4
Levasil CT8PL 30 30 85 10.0 Na+/NH+4
Levasil 30/50 30 75 35 9.5 Na+/NH+4
SiNP dispersions were diluted to 10 wt% prior to reaction with zwitterionic SB.
SB was dissolved in water and then pH adjusted to 9.5 to promote hydrolysis of the
methoxy substituents. The addition of SB to the SiNP dispersions resulted in silanol
condensation reactions and covalent binding of SB to the SiNP. No visual changes
to the solutions upon reaction were observed. After the reaction, the unbound
monomer was removed via dialysis. To ensure particles remained stable after the
reaction procedure, the particle size was examined before and after functionalisation
using DLS (Table 4.2). It was observed that the hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) of all
particles were larger than the nominal particle size indicated by the manufacturer,
as this technique also accounts for the hydration sphere of the solvated particles
(Figure 4.1f). Polydispersity measurements revealed that the 22 and 75 nm particles
were monodisperse and the 7, 12, and 30 nm particles had larger size distributions.
Variation in particle size was particularly apparent for the 30 nm particles, as
visualised by scanning electron microscopy of the 30 nm particle coating (Figure
4.1d).
Table 4.2: Hydrodynamic diameter and polydispersity index of particle solutions
before and after modification with SB as measured by DLS.
SiNP SiNP+SB
Nominal Size Dh (nm) PDI Dh (nm) PDI
7 nm 22.2 ± 0.2 0.124 22.2 ± 0.5 0.158
12 nm 21.8 ± 0.1 0.129 24.6 ± 0.3 0.119
22 nm 32.1 ± 0.3 0.025 32.2 ± 0.2 0.033
30 nm 81.6 ± 0.7 0.145 80.9 ± 1.6 0.137
75 nm 100.7 ± 0.7 0.019 101.3 ± 1.7 0.015
After functionalisation, very little to no change in particle size was observed. This
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is likely due to the small size of the SB monomer (∼1.2 nm) and the particles already
presenting a high degree of solvation prior to functionalisation. This result confirmed
that no particle aggregation occurred during functionalisation and that particle
dispersions were stable and well dispersed. The degree of particle functionalisation
(grafting density) was quantified using TGA (Figure A.10). Mass losses above
150  were attributed to SB decomposition (mass losses at lower temperatures
are likely from adsorbed water). Percentage mass losses were found to increase
with decreasing particle size due to smaller particles presenting higher surface areas
(Table 4.3). However, calculation of surface coverage, factoring in surface area and
theoretical number of silanol groups available for reaction (8.14 µmol/m2 or 4.90
molecules/nm2),[253] revealed that the larger particles (in fact) presented the highest
degree of particle functionalisation.









7 nm 360 5.79 0.63 0.38
12 nm 220 5.69 0.99 0.60
22 nm 130 4.31 1.24 0.75
30 nm 85 3.31 1.45 0.87
75 nm 35 1.14 1.16 0.70
For all particle modifications, the quantity of SB added was equivalent to theoretical
saturation of all available silanol sites on the particle surfaces. However, only 8–
18% of sites were calculated to have been functionalised. This result is consistent
with previous studies where maximum silanol functionalisations of ∼25% have been
achieved.[232, 233] Despite the larger surface area presented by smaller SiNPs, the
7 and 12 nm particles experienced the lowest degree of functionalisation. As all
functionalisation reactions were carried out at particle concentrations of 10 wt%, the
relative amount of silane addition increased dramatically with decreasing particle
size. This increase in silane concentration in combination with alkaline conditions
which favour rapid hydrolysis and condensation reactions was thought to promote
self-condensation reactions and oligomer formation, thus reducing the amount of
silane available to react to the particle surface.[298] Additionally, the number of
silanol groups per unit area of silica is proposed to decrease with decreasing particle
size due to incomplete or retarded formation of silanol groups at the surface of
smaller silica nanoparticles.[252] This could lead to an underestimation of the total
possible degree of particle functionalisation for the smaller SiNPs.
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The surface charge of SiNPs was characterised by measuring the zeta potential
(ZP) of particle dispersions across the pH range of 3.0–11.0 (Figure A.11, A.12).
Overall, particle dispersions presented negative ZP values due to the presence of
deprotonated silanol groups. Decreasing pH had the effect of increasing the ZPs
as a higher proportion of surface groups became protonated. The larger 30 and 75
nm particles presented slightly more negative overall ZPs. This result is consistent
with previous reports where larger particles have demonstrated increased acidity
due to a higher fraction of vicinal silanol groups and a higher proportion of ionised
silanol groups.[299] Functionalisation of SiNPs with SB did not drastically alter the
ZP profile across the pH range studied. Slightly higher ZPs were recorded with SB
modification due to occupation of some silanol/siloxide sites, however the overall
surface charge remained largely unchanged.
4.3.2 Coating Preparation and Characterisation
Particle coatings were prepared via a simple spin-coating process. Particle dispersions
were diluted to 4 wt%, deposited onto PEI coated gold QCM sensors and gold-coated
glass coverslips, and spun at 5000 rpm for a period of 30 s. SEM images revealed
that spin-coating produced homogeneous particle coatings from a single deposition of
particle dispersions for the 7, 12, and 22 nm particle sizes (Figure 4.1a-c). A second
layer of spin-coated particles was required to ensure complete surface coverage of the
larger 30 and 75 nm particles (Figure 4.1d-e).
Surface energy and roughness are two factors known to influence the wettability
of surfaces. Additionally, these parameters can have a pronounced effect on the
antifouling behaviour presented by an interface. For this reason, SiNP coating
wettability was investigated by measuring surface water contact angles, and coating
roughness was probed using AFM. We observed that control (unmodified) particle
coatings all presented low static water contact angles (< 15°), indicating hydrophilic
properties at the coating interface (Table 4.4). While substrates presenting similar
surface chemistry, such as glass, require UV/O3 or plasma cleaning to generate
increased surface hydrophilicity,[300] these SiNP coatings presented exceptional
hydrophilicity without exposure to any form of surface treatment. SiNP surface
chemistry is expected to play a role here with particles presenting an abundance of
protonated (Si-OH) and/or deprotonated (Si-O−) silanol groups available to interact
with water through hydrogen bonding or ionic solvation, respectively.[260] In addition
to the surface chemistry presented by the SiNP coatings, it is also anticipated that
the nanoscaled surface topography would further enhance surface hydrophilicity, as
described by the Cassie-Baxter equation.[137]
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Figure 4.1: Scanning electron microscope images of SB modified SiNP coatings
of particle size: 7 (a), 12 (b), 22 (c), 30 (d), and 75 nm (e) (scale bars are 100
nm), and hydrodynamic diameter of particles before and after modification using
DLS (f).
Coatings prepared from zwitterion modified particles (SiNP+SB) presented a
higher degree of hydrophilicity than their unmodified coating controls. For all SB
modified SiNP coatings, contact angles were reduced to < 8°, indicating zwitterion
chemical addition had a stronger influence on coating hydrophilicity than the SiNP
size. This result was anticipated, as the strong hydration capacity of zwitterionic
polymers is well documented,[207, 301] and the change in coating contact angles (on
addition of SB) was small due to the inherent hydrophilicity of the SiNPs.
Table 4.4: Roughness (Rq) and surface area of SB modified SiNP coatings as
calculated from 5 µm × 5 µm AFM scans. Contact angles of control (unmodified)
and SB modified SiNP coatings (± 95% CI).
Surface Properties Contact Angle (°)




7 nm 2.82 ± 0.56 25.09 ± 0.02 7.8 ± 2.9 7.6 ± 1.4
12 nm 3.18 ± 0.22 25.20 ± 0.03 9.0 ± 2.6 7.0 ± 1.3
22 nm 3.04 ± 0.31 25.20 ± 0.05 14.8 ± 3.5 6.5 ± 0.5
30 nm 19.34 ± 1.16 28.52 ± 0.72 10.0 ± 3.3 5.8 ± 2.1
75 nm 17.80 ± 1.11 28.58 ± 0.81 11.2 ± 1.1 7.5 ± 1.2
In addition to surface wettability, the effect of particle size on coating roughness
was also of interest. AFM scans revealed that the SiNP coatings presented nanoscaled
surface features and a size dependent variation in coating roughness (Table 4.4).
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Image scans (5 µm × 5 µm) of 7, 12, and 22 nm particle coatings displayed very
small increases in contactable surface area and nanometre root-mean-square surface
roughness (Rq). A much larger increase in both surface area and Rq roughness were
observed for the larger 30 and 75 nm particle coatings. The 30 nm SiNP coating
was found to present the highest surface roughness due to this particle’s larger size
distribution, as observed from SEM imaging and DLS/PDI measurements (Figure
4.1d, f).
Figure 4.2: The 3D AFM scans (2 µm × 2 µm) and cross-sectional profile of SB
modified SiNP coatings of particle diameter: 7 (a), 12 (b), 22 (c), 30 (d), and 75
nm (e).
While Rq measurements provide an insight into overall coating roughness, they
are not a good indicator of true surface topography as they do not account for
variation in lateral roughness and profile skewness.[302] Differences in SiNP coating
morphology are more easily observed in the three-dimensional (3D) AFM scans
presented in Figure 4.2. The Ra values presented are again similar for the three
smaller particle coating scans (2 µm × 2 µm), however, differences in the height
and spacing of features are much more pronounced. Cross-sectional coating profiles
further illuminate the dramatic change in dimension of surface features with increasing
particle size. Although the topographic features generated from the deposition of
SiNPs are random, the overall scale and arrangement of surface features appears
fairly consistent for each particle size. This highlights the ease with which we can





Despite immense interest in the field of scaled topographies for fouling prevention, rel-
atively few studies have explored engineered topography on the nanoscale. Most work
presented in the literature has focused on the generation of surface topographies with
similar dimensions to the fouling species of interest, as this has been demonstrated
to drastically influence adhesion.[152, 222, 303] However, while organisms such as
bacteria have dimensions in the micrometre size range, their surface appendages
and adhesive structures are in the nanometre range.[304] This highlights the need
for control of surface topography at both the nano- and microscale for effective
prevention of biological fouling.
Recent advances in the generation of nanoscale surface features using lithographic
or chemical patterning techniques (see Anselme et al. for review)[302] have allowed
for the fabrication of intricately patterned substrates with high degrees of spatial
resolution. However, there is often a trade-off between the expense, resolution, and
time taken to prepare surfaces depending on the choice of patterning technique. In
this work, the preparation of coatings through the deposition of differently sized
SiNPs has allowed for the simple fabrication of nanoscaled interfacial patterning.
We have examined the effect of nanoscaled features on adsorption and adhesion of
fouling species with dimensions ranging over several orders of magnitude.
4.3.3.1 Protein Adsorption
Protein adsorption is a key process in the formation of biofilms as bacteria and cellular
interactions with a substrate are mediated by the presence of a surface conditioning
film, comprised of adsorbed proteins, glycoproteins, and polysaccharides.[133, 302]
Therefore, by understanding protein interactions with surfaces, we can further
elucidate the effect of nanoscale surface topography on fouling processes. The
binding of BSA and hydrophobin proteins to unmodified and SB modified SiNP
coatings were investigated using QCM-D. BSA is a globular protein (66 kDa, ∼14 ×
4 nm) commonly used as a model protein in fouling studies, and hydrophobin is a
small globular amphiphilic protein (7.2 kDa, ∼3 nm) found on the outer surface of
fungal spores and hyphae that assists adhesion to surfaces.[305, 306]
Examples of typical QCM-D frequency (f ) and dissipation (D) responses for the
22 nm control and SB modified coatings on exposure to protein are shown in Figure
4.3. Similar responses were recorded for all other particle sizes. Control coatings
experienced large negative f shifts on exposure to protein solutions at time zero,
indicating adsorption to the coating surface. Binding of BSA was rapid, reaching a
plateau within the 30 min exposure period. Only a small positive f shift was observed
upon rinsing with PBS, indicating that majority of protein was irreversibly bound
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to the coating surface. Binding of hydrophobin to the control coating was more
gradual and resulted in a smaller overall f shift compared to BSA. Hydrophobins
are known to self-assemble onto hydrophilic-hydrophobic interfaces by undergoing
conformational changes that promote favourable surface interactions.[307] However,
as both the protein containing solution and coating interface are hydrophilic, binding
rates may have been slowed due to conformational rearrangement to present less of
the hydrophobic domain. Alternatively, adsorption may occur in bilayers, lowering
the interfacial energy gap.[306]
Figure 4.3: Example QCM-D f and D shifts of 22 nm control and SB Modified
SiNP coatings on exposure to BSA (a) and hydrophobin (b) proteins (5th overtone
shown).
QCM-D f and D shifts were converted to mass of adsorbed protein by applying
Voigt modelling (Figure 4.4). Mass adsorption per unit area was then normalised
to coating surface area based on the AFM measurements presented above (ratio:
adsorption × (calculated area/actual area)). Interestingly, no significant difference in
binding of BSA protein was observed onto the unmodified control surfaces prepared
from different-sized SiNPs, although there appeared to be a trend of increasing SiNP
size resulting in decreased BSA adsorption (Figure 4.4a).
It has been reported previously that BSA will undergo conformational changes
when interacting with substrate curvature. Roach et al. demonstrated that BSA
undergoes drastic changes in conformation upon adsorption onto large silica spheres,
with loss of secondary structure and an increase in random coil/extended chain
structure.[308] Smaller particles with larger surface curvature support albumin in a
more native-like structure, which could assist protein assembly and contribute to the
slightly higher adsorptions reported here.
Adsorption of BSA was also measured onto a planar surface presenting the same
surface chemistry as the SiNPs (SiO2 QCM sensor). The roughness of this surface was
measured by AFM (Figure A.13) and found to be less than any of the nanoparticle
coatings (Rq = 2.50 nm). Additionally, BSA adsorption was slightly less on this
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surface than for any of the SiNP control coatings (531 ng/cm2) (Figure A.14). This
indicates that the increased surface area and topographical features imparted by
particle curvature may enhance protein uptake. Similar results have been presented
in other studies, where nanostructured features on polyurethane and titanium have
increased protein binding compared to smooth surfaces of the same material.[148,
309] SB modification was able to significantly reduce protein binding across the range
of particle sizes studied, indicating that changes to surface chemistry and energy
(water structuring) have a more significant impact on binding than the presence of
nanoscaled topographical features (Figure 4.4a).
Figure 4.4: Mass of BSA (a) and hydrophobin (b) adsorbed onto SiNP coatings
with and without SB modification. Mass of the adsorbed protein was calculated
from modelling the 3rd, 5th, and 7th overtone f and D responses within the QCM-D.
Error bars represent SD of the mean (n=3). Asterisks (*) denote statistically
similar subsets.
Adsorption of hydrophobin protein to SiNP coatings revealed a similar trend to that
presented by BSA (Figure 4.4b). Hydrophobin adsorption decreased onto coatings as
particle size increased, with significantly less protein found to adsorb onto the 75 nm
control coatings compared to the 7 and 12 nm SiNP surfaces. The conformational
flexibility of hydrophobin is well documented with hydrophobins known to undergo
conformational changes to promote self-assembly onto surfaces.[310] Additionally,
hydrophobins assemble into rodlets consisting of four molecule bilayer bundles with
the spacing between rodlets (measured between the tops of two successive fibres) in
the range of 8–13 nm.[311] It is unlikely that this spacing would be greatly perturbed
by the small increase to surface roughness presented by the smaller SiNP coatings.
However, the topographical features presented by the larger particles may disrupt
the rodlet organisation at the coating interface and thus lower the overall protein
uptake.
Despite hydrophobins ability to bind to both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces
through presentation of like (hydrophilic/hydrophobic) domains, modification of
SiNPs with hydrophilic SB still resulted in dramatic reductions in hydrophobin
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adsorption (Figure 4.4b). Again, the presentation of the zwitterionic molecules had a
much more dramatic effect on protein adsorption than the size of the particle to which
it was attached. There were no significant differences in hydrophobin adsorption
between the SB modified SiNP coatings.
4.3.3.2 Bacterial Adhesion Study
The effect of nanoscale topography on cellular adhesion is a growing area of research,
both in the interest of enhancing cell growth and proliferation and in the prevention
of cellular attachment. The E. coli investigated in this study have dimensions in the
range of ∼0.5 × 2.0 µm, however, the adhesion of E. coli to surfaces is mediated
by filamentous organelles and adhesive secretions that are much smaller than the
organism itself. Pili and fimbria are organelles anchored to the outer bacterial
membrane, ranging from 2–6 nm flexible hairlike filaments to 6–8 nm stiff rodlike
filaments.[312] These structures are accompanied by adhesins, specialised adhesive
proteins that mediate attachment to abiotic surfaces.[313]
The presence of these adhesive mechanisms operating at different scales is likely
to influence the interaction behaviour of the bacteria with the nanoparticle surfaces.
For the short-term adhesion assay performed over 2 h (Figure 4.5a), significantly
less bacteria adhered to coatings of the larger 30 and 75 nm control (unmodified)
coatings than on to coatings prepared from 7 and 12 nm SiNP coatings. The 22 nm
SiNP surfaces presenting an intermediate level of bacterial binding. This indicates
that the surface topography presented by the different sized SiNPs influenced the
adhesion of E. coli to the coated surfaces.
Figure 4.5: Bacterial attachment to SB modified SiNP coatings compared to
control coatings after 2 h (a) and 24 h (b). Error bars represent SD of the mean
(n=3). Asterisks (*) denote statistically similar subsets.
This result is in agreement with previous studies, where the presence of nanoscaled
surface features produced a reduction in bacterial adhesion. Mitik-Divena et al.
demonstrated that bacterial attachment onto nanorough glass was reduced compared
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to chemically etched, nanosmoother glass surfaces.[314] Similarly, Rizzello et al.
demonstrated that E. coli adhesion was reduced onto a nanorough gold substrate
compared to a flat control surface.[315] It appears that not only the presence of
nanoscaled features but their size heavily influences interactions. Analogous to the
results presented here, Dalby et al. demonstrated differences in cellular response to
nanometric islands prepared by polymer demixing.[316] For islands of 13, 35, and
95 nm in height, cell spreading, and proliferation was highest on 13 nm islands and
lowest on 95 nm islands, with significant differences observed in cell morphologies
depending on their interactions with the island features. Comparing the control
SiNP surfaces to their respective SB modified coatings, all particle sizes experienced
reductions in bacterial adhesion (Figure 4.5a). These reductions were found to be
statistically significant (p < 0.05) for SB modified 7, 12, 22, and 30 nm SiNP coatings.
The 75 nm SB modified particles still exhibited a reduction in bacterial adhesion but
the result was not significantly less than the unmodified control coating (likely due
to the lower adhesion presented by the control group).
Whereas significant differences in bacterial adhesion were observed among the
control group for the 2 h study, less variation was presented after 24 h (Figure 4.5b).
Unmodified 22 and 30 nm SiNPs experienced the smallest degree of bacterial fouling
among the control group, whereas it appears the topographical effects exhibited by
the 75 nm coatings were unable to produce a pronounced antiadhesion effect over
the longer-term study. Bacteria are well-known to secrete extra cellular adhesives
in response to their arrival and adhesion to a surface.[317] The deployment of
these adhesives over time is likely to modify both the chemical and topographic
characteristics of the surface, masking the native surface and providing a more
favourable surface for the maintenance and growth of bacteria. This process likely
contributes to the diminished fouling resistant properties of the unmodified SiNPs
after 24 h observed here. In the case of SB modified SiNP coatings, particle
zwitteration had the desired effect of drastically reducing adhesion of bacteria
(Figure 4.5b). However, no significant difference was observed across the different
particle sizes studied for all SB modified SiNPs.
4.3.3.3 Fungal Spore Adhesion
Fungi are opportunistic foulers that are well adapted for growth on surfaces.[29]
Fungal contamination and colonisation can result in food spoilage and the biode-
terioration of materials and may also present allergenic and pathogenic risks.[37]
Fungal fouling is usually combatted through the application of harmful fungicides,
while adhesion prevention approaches have not been widely studied. Only a low
percentage of the total number of fungal spores that settle onto a habitable sub-
strate will attach, therefore, coatings that could minimise spore adhesion would
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be beneficial in lowering overall fungal growth and proliferation. The E. nigrum
examined here is a prolific surface fouler, forming dense “mats” and reproducing
through the generation of spores. Spores are approximately 10 µm in size and rely
on a combination of surface texture and secreted adhesives (e.g., hydrophobins) to
promote their attachment. Hydrophobin proteins assemble at the air-water interface,
lowering water surface tension and facilitating attachment of the spore to surfaces.
Our protein adsorption study indicated a slight reduction in binding with increasing
particle size but significant reductions across all particle sizes when modified with
SB. A similar trend was observed when comparing overall spore attachment (Figure
4.6).
Figure 4.6: E. nigrum attachment to SiNP coatings after 24 h incubation (a).
Error bars represent SD of the mean (n=3). Asterisks (*) denote statistically
different subsets. Representative images of spore attachment onto 22 nm coatings
without (b) and with (c) SB modification.
The 7 nm SiNP coating experienced the worst degree of fungal fouling, with
significantly higher spore counts compared to any of the other unmodified control
surfaces (p <0.05). SB modified 7 nm particle coatings brought about the largest
reduction in spore adhesion (80%), whereas 12 and 22 nm modified particle coatings
also showed significant reductions in spore attachment compared to their respective
control surfaces. There was no statistically significant reduction in spore attachment
for SB modified 30 and 75 nm coatings, however, these coatings still halved the
number of spore counts compared to their respective controls. While these reductions
were not as large as those seen for the protein and bacteria studies, hyphae growth
was also reduced on the SB modified coatings (Figure 4.6c). This would lower the
spore’s overall adhesion strength and potentially allow for spores to be removed by
shear forces or gentle mechanical cleaning.
It was anticipated that the antifouling assessment of SiNP coatings would reveal
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differences in their ability to inhibit biological fouling due to differences in surface
nanotopography and chemical functionalisation (grafting density and organisation).
Unmodified SiNP coatings did present differences in their ability to prevent fouling
as a result of surface topographic effects, with increasing particle size and coating
roughness correlating with improved fouling resistance. In contrast, all functionalised
particle coatings showed drastic improvements in fouling prevention regardless of
particle size and coating topography. It may be noted that functionalised particles
presented nonidentical surface coverage (Table 4.3) and yet there were no observable
differences in antifouling performance. This was attributed to lower grafting densities
on smaller particles presenting higher masses of bound SB due to increased surface
area. In this way, there appears to be a trade-off between increased surface coverage
and increased mass of SB incorporated into SiNP coatings. Despite these differences,
all SB functionalised SiNP coatings were shown to protect surfaces from fouling,
highlighting the versatility this system offers in terms of coating fabrication, where





The simple fabrication of hydrophilic SiNP coatings with tunable nanoscaled surface
topography is reported. The roughness and topography of coatings could be easily
adjusted through variation of particle size, while the nanoparticle surface chemistry
lent itself to easy functionalisation with the zwitterionic, sulfobetaine moiety. This
Chapter has demonstrated that nanoscaled topography influences interaction and
adhesion of a range of fouling species with proportions spanning several orders of
magnitude. Zwitterion functionalisation of SiNPs imparted a high degree of fouling
resistance across all particle sizes and across the range of proteins and microbial
organisms studied. In contrast, unmodified particle coatings presented size-dependent
differences in their ability to resist fouling. In most instances the 22, 30, and 75 nm
particle coatings offered superior resistance to fouling compared the smaller 7 and 12
nm SiNP surfaces.
This study identified that both surface chemistry and topography were responsible
for determining the interactions and adhesion of fouling species. Functionalisation
of SiNPs with zwitterionic SB increased SiNP coating hydrophilicity resulting in
improved resistance to protein binding and bacterial adhesion. Additionally, small
differences in protein binding were also observed with varied coating roughness. This
result is consistent with a previous report, where smooth CH3 (hydrophobic) and OH
(hydrophilic) modified substrata promoted thick (∼20 nm) and thin (∼6 nm) layers of
protein to form on these surfaces, respectively.[318] On the same surfaces presenting a
roughened substrate, similar amounts of protein adsorbed; however, the organisation
of protein molecules was affected. Similar findings were reported by Vertegel et al.,
where the interaction of lysozyme protein with silica nanoparticles were found to be
strongly dependent on the nanoparticles size.[319] Strong protein-particle interactions
between the lysozyme and large (100 nm) particles resulted in protein unfolding and
loss of secondary structure. A similar phenomenon may have caused perturbation of
BSA and hydrophobin protein structures when interacting with the surface of large
particle coatings, resulting in an overall decrease in protein adsorption. This theory
is supported by the findings of Roach et al., who demonstrated a deviation away
from monolayer BSA adsorption onto hydrophobic and hydrophilic silica spheres due
to loss of secondary structure when adsorbed onto spheres of increasing radii.[308]
Considering protein interactions alone may not provide an accurate assessment of
the antifouling properties of surfaces presenting nanoscale topography. An interesting
study by Rizzello et al. demonstrated that E.coli bacteria could colonise both flat
and nanostructured metal substrates with comparable numbers of adherent cells
but that bacteria growing on nanorough substrates did not express type-1 fimbriae
adhesive organelles and thus had weak interactions with the underlying surface.[315]
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This highlights the need to consider several factors when designing nano- and
microstructured surfaces for fouling prevention, including the surface chemistry,
substrate topography, and the organisms that will be interacting with it.
Overall, the exceptional fouling resistance exhibited by the functionalised particle
coatings presented in this Chapter confirms the versatility of SiNP based antifouling
coating systems and demonstrates flexibility in terms of coating formulation through








This Chapter has investigated the reaction of a quaternary ammonium silane to silica
nanoparticles coatings, on its own and in combination with zwitterionic sulfobetaine,
with the intention of generating dual antimicrobial-antifouling surfaces. Interestingly,
dual-functionalised coatings were not found to exhibit strong antimicrobial action
but instead presented exceptional antifouling properties. Additionally, quaternary
ammonium modified silica nanoparticle coatings demonstrated resistance to protein
fouling when prepared under optimised reaction conditions. The underlying charge of
the silica nanoparticle coating is proposed to play a significant role in the antifouling
properties presented by the prepared surfaces and is examined in this Chapter.
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, current approaches to combat surface fouling generally
fall under one of two categories: (i) antimicrobial coatings, which kill microorganisms
either through contact-killing or release based mechanisms, or (ii) antifouling coatings,
which prevent microbial interactions and attachment. Antimicrobial surfaces or
coatings that rely on the release of biocides have demonstrated exceptional fouling
resistance across a range of applications,[67, 83, 96, 320] however, controlling the
rate of biocide release remains a challenge and insufficient dosages can lead to the
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development of biocide resistant organisms.[20, 102] Tethering biocidal chemistries
directly to the underlying substrate offers advantages over release based surface
coatings, with increased antimicrobial efficiencies and longevity reported.[122, 321,
322]
Quaternary ammonium compounds (QAC) are cationic disinfectants that are
commonly added to cleaning products and commercial coatings to impart antimicro-
bial properties.[323] These properties arise from electrostatic interaction between
the positively charged ammonium group and the negatively charged bacterial cell
wall.[126] It is proposed that QAC chains may penetrate the cell membrane or induce
cation exchange, thereby disrupting membrane integrity, causing cell lysis and leakage
of interstitial fluids.[121, 127] However, dead microorganisms can accumulate on
these surfaces, shielding active functional groups and facilitating further growth.
On the other hand, antifouling coating approaches have shown promise in prevent-
ing microbial attachment but do not present any active killing mechanisms. Surfaces
functionalised with hydrophilic polymers, including polyethylene glycol (PEG) and
zwitterions, effectively prevent protein adsorption and microbial interactions through
a combination of steric repulsion and interfacial water structuring.[173, 204, 270, 277,
324–327] Ideally, surfaces could present both antimicrobial and antifouling properties;
synergistically killing organisms that contact them and preventing their accumulation
on the surface.
This Chapter presents an investigation into the combined antifouling-antimicrobial
effect of silica nanoparticle (SiNP) coatings functionalised with quaternary ammo-
nium silane (QAS) and zwitterionic sulfobetaine siloxane (SB). SiNPs could be easily
deposited as thin films, providing reactive surface chemistries for self-assembly of
silanes. First, the reaction of QAS to SiNP coatings was optimised under different
solution concentrations and pH, then adsorption of BSA protein to these surfaces
was compared. Second, dual-functionalised surfaces were prepared by sequentially
exposing SiNP coatings to solutions of QAS and SB, varying solution concentration
and order of addition. Surface functionalisation and protein adsorption were moni-
tored using QCM-D and adhesion of bacteria to surfaces and evidence of bactericidal
properties were compared amongst the prepared coatings.
5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Materials
Ludox® HS-40 colloidal silica (12 nm diameter), phosphate buffered saline (PBS,
P5368), (N,N -dimethylaminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (539287), 1,3-propane sul-
tone (P50706), bovine serum albumin (BSA, A3059), poly(ethylenimine) solu-
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tion (PEI, P3143), and acetone (270725) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. N -
trimethoxysilylpropyl-N,N,N -trimethylammonium chloride (50% in MeOH, SIT-
8415.0) was purchased from Gelest. Acetone was dried with 3 Å molecular sieves
and distilled before use. All other reagents purchased from commercial suppliers
were used without further purification. Water used in experiments and to prepare
aqueous solutions was purified using a Millipore water purification system with a
minimum resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm at 25 .
5.2.2 Synthesis of Zwitterionic SB
SB was synthesised following the method described in Section 2.2.2
5.2.3 Reaction of QAS to SiNPs
The appropriate amount of QAS monomer for reaction with SiNPs was calculated
based on the surface area reported by the manufacturer and 4.9 silanol groups per
nm2 of silica surface.[253]. A 10 wt% dispersion of SiNPs was prepared and pH
adjusted to 3 with dilute HCl. QAS (50% in MeOH) was added dropwise to the
pH adjusted SiNP solution, with stirring. The reaction mixture was stirred for
6 h. Thereafter, the particle solution was placed into a 12 K molecular weight
cutoff dialysis membrane and dialysed against pure water for 5 days. Particles were
freeze-dried for further characterisation.
5.2.4 Preparation of SiNP Coatings
SiNP coatings were prepared onto A-T cut QCM sensors with a 10 mm diameter
gold electrode and a fundamental resonance frequency of 5 MHz. Prior to coating,
the gold surface of each crystal was cleaned with piranha solution (7:3 v/v mixture
of H2SO4 (98%) and H2O2 (33%)) for 3 min, rinsed with deionised water and dried
under a stream of nitrogen gas. Cleaned surfaces were then incubated in 0.5%
poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) solution for 10 min at RT to form an adhesive layer. PEI
was thoroughly rinsed from the surfaces with deionised water and surfaces were dried
in a stream of nitrogen gas. SiNP solutions were prepared as 4 wt% dispersions
in water for spin-coating. Sensors were mounted into the spin-coater and particle
films were prepared by depositing 20 µL of the 4 wt% dispersions onto their surface
and spin-coating at 5000 rpm for 30 s. Coatings were cured for 1 h at 120  and




5.2.5 Quartz Crystal Microbalance
Adsorption of QAS and SB onto SiNP coated gold QCM sensors, and protein adsorp-
tion experiments were carried out using Q-Sense E4 QCM-D (Q-Sense AB Västra,
Frölunda, Sweden) coupled with an ISMATEC IPC High Precision Multichannel
Dispenser (IDEX, Wertheim, Germany) in a flow-through setup. The use of the
QCM-D allows for correlation between a change in the quartz crystals fundamental
oscillation frequency and calculation of a mass absorbed to a surface. The mass of
QAS, SB, and adsorbed protein was calculated by applying the Voigt model using
Q-Sense QTools analysis software v3.0.10.286 (Biolin Sci, AB). All experiments
were run in triplicate. The following input parameters provided the best fit for the
layer density (1150 kg/m3), fluid density (1020 kg/m3), layer viscosity (10−6 ≤ 10−2
kg/ms), layer shear modulus (104 ≤ 108 Pa) and mass (1.15 ≤ 1.155 ng/cm2). The
3rd, 5th, and 7th overtones were used for modelling calculations.
5.2.5.1 QAS and SB Binding
Aqueous solutions of QAS and SB monomer at concentrations of 0.5 mM, 1.0 mM,
and 10 mM were prepared and pH adjusted immediately prior to functionalisation of
SiNP coatings. SiNP coated sensors were placed into standard Q-Sense flow modules
(QFM 401) and equilibrated in deionised water at a constant temperature of 22.00 ±
0.02  until baseline signals stabilised. QAS/SB solutions were introduced into the
QCM chamber at a flow rate of 60 µL/min for 30 min. Coatings were then rinsed
with neutral or pH adjusted aqueous solutions at the same flow rate for 15 min. For
sequential surface functionalisations, a second solution of QAS/SB was introduced
into the QCM chamber for 30 min and then surfaces were rinsed a second time. All
experiments were run in triplicate.
5.2.5.2 Protein Adsorption
Adsorption of protein onto the QAS/SB functionalised SiNP coatings was quantified
using QCM-D. SiNP coated sensors (functionalised as per Section 5.2.5.1) were
placed into standard Q-Sense flow modules (QFM 401) and equilibrated in PBS at
a constant temperature of 22.00 ± 0.02  until baseline signals stabilised. BSA
dissolved in PBS at a concentration of 1 mg/mL was introduced into the QCM
chamber at a constant flow rate of 60 µL/min. After 30 min, PBS was reintroduced





5.2.6.1 Dynamic Light Scattering/Zeta Potential
Z -Average particle size (hydrodynamic particle diameter) measured by dynamic
light scattering (DLS) and zeta potential (ZP) measurements were performed on a
Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS at 25 (colloidal silica refractive index: 1.40, absorption:
0.010, measurement angle: 173°). ZP measurements were performed on 0.5 wt%
aqueous particle dispersions, pH adjusted with HCl and NaOH. DLS measurements
were carried out on 0.5 wt% particle solutions dispersed in 10 mM NaCl.
5.2.6.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis
The quantity of zwitterion bound to the particle surface was determined using
thermogravimetric analysis (TA, Q500). Dried nanoparticles were heated from room
temperature to 800  at a heating rate of 10 /min under a nitrogen atmosphere.
The mass of polymer bound to the particle surface was calculated from the weight
loss measured between 150 and 800 . The mass retained at 800  after polymer
decomposition was assumed to be the mass of bare SiNPs.
5.2.6.3 Contact Angle Goniometry
Contact angle measurements were acquired using a Dataphysics Contact Angle
System (OCA 15EC) in conjunction with SCA20 software. The mean static contact
angle made by a 2 µL sessile water droplet in contact with the particle coatings was
measured. A minimum of three measurements were obtained for triplicate samples
of each particle coatings.
5.2.7 Bacterial Adhesion Study
Bacterial solutions were prepared from a precultured JM109 strain of Escherichia
coli and inoculated overnight in 20 mL of sterile LB (Luria-Bertani) medium at 37
 in a Bioline incubator shaker 8500 (Edwards Instrument Co., Narellan, Australia).
Inoculated culture (0.5 mL) was added to 20 mL of LB medium and optical density
measurements carried out every 30 min using a Spectronic 200 (Thermo Scientific,
Waltham, MA) until the desired turbidity was achieved (OD600 0.6–0.8). The number
of colony forming units (CFUs) in the bacterial suspension was determined by plating
out dilutions of the suspension and was found to be 1.03 × 107 CFU/mL.
Spin-coated SiNP films were prepared onto glass coverslips (22 mm diameter)
following the same method described in Section 5.2.4 for the coating of QCM sensors.
Surface functionalisation of SiNP coatings were conducted in a similar manner to
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QCM-D reactions. Coatings were exposed to 2 mL of freshly prepared QAS and
SB solutions for 30 min and then rinsed several times with deionised water. For
dual-functionalisation’s, rinsed surfaces were sequentially exposed to QAS and SB
solutions, and rinsed again thoroughly with deionised water. Coated coverslips
were placed into individual wells of sterile 12-well culture plates. PBS (2 mL) with
bacterial cells were added to each well, and culture plates were incubated at 37  for
4 h. Coverslips were then removed from incubation, immersed in PBS with agitation
(6×), rinsed with 2 mL PBS and placed into fresh sterile 12-well culture plates.
Bacteria were stained using a LIVE/DEAD® BacLight Viability Kit (Molecular
Probes, Inc.), containing: SYTO 9 stain, to label all cells with green fluorescence,
and propidium iodide, a red fluorescent stain that only penetrates cells with damaged
membranes. Samples were imaged using confocal microscopy (Leica TSC SP5 II),
at λex = 488 nm and 543 nm to determine the degree of bacterial colonisation and
evaluate the proportion of living and dead cells. Experiments were performed in
triplicate with a minimum of 5 fluorescent images taken of each sample. Images
were obtained at 8× magnification, with bacterial counts determined using ImageJ®
software (v.1.51n).
5.2.8 Statistical Analysis
Results were analysed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey post
hoc test. Probabilities of p < 0.05 were considered to be significantly different. All
statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 21 software.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Surface Functionalisation
The effect of QAS concentration and solution pH on the functionalisation of SiNP
coatings was compared using QCM-D. SiNP coatings, prepared via spin coating of 4
wt% dispersions of particles onto gold QCM sensors, were equilibrated in the QCM
with DI water. Solutions of 10 mM QAS were prepared and pH adjusted to 3.5,
7.0, and 9.5 immediately prior to reaction. Coatings were functionalised within the
QCM-D by flowing through QAS solutions for a period of 30 min. Surfaces were
then rinsed with DI water to remove any silane not covalently bound to the surface.
Changes in the oscillation frequency (f ) and dissipation (D) of the QCM sensor
after QAS modification were converted to mass of adsorbed material by applying
Voigt modelling (Figure 5.1). Mass of covalently bound silane was found to increase
with increasing pH, consistent with previous reports that have demonstrated rapid
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hydrolysis and condensation reactions of silanes under basic conditions.[259, 262]
Additionally, the SiNP surface would present a higher proportion of deprotonated
silanol groups (SiO−) at pH 9.5 and could enhance electrostatic attraction of the
positively charged quaternary ammonium group, leading to increased interaction
and subsequent binding. While surfaces prepared across all pH conditions were
hydrophilic, water contact angles were found to decrease slightly with increasing pH
(Table A.4).
Figure 5.1: Mass of QAS bound to SiNP coatings when exposed at a concen-
tration of 10 mM under different pH conditions and the resultant mass of BSA
bound to the QAS functionalised surfaces. Mass was calculated from modelling
the 3rd, 5th, and 7th overtone f and D responses within the QCM-D. Error bars
represent SD of the mean (n=3).
Protein (BSA) adsorption to QAS modified SiNP coatings was also monitored
using QCM-D. Coatings were equilibrated in PBS before exposure to 1 mg/mL BSA
solutions. Increased protein binding was observed with decreasing QAS functionali-
sation pH, where adsorption reached 701 ng/cm2 for pH 3.5 modification and was
reduced to 121 ng/cm2 for pH 9.5 modification (Figure 5.1). While this decrease in
protein adsorption correlated with increased QAS functionalisation, previous studies
have not reported quaternary ammonium functionalisation to impart any degree of
protein resistance. In fact, some reports indicate increased protein adsorption due to
favourable electrostatic interactions with charged proteins.[189, 328] However, when
quaternary ammonium moieties have been coupled with anionic (negative charge
bearing) chemistries to generate pseudozwitterionic surfaces, resistance to protein
adsorption is dramatically improved.[155, 329] With this in mind, it is likely that the
surface charge of the underlying particles may also play a role in the coordination of
water with the surface and affect the protein resistant properties of QAS modified
surfaces depending on pH (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Schematic showing the pH dependent surface charge of the SiNP
coating, where increased hydration capacity due to pseudozwitterionic character
may be present at high pH conditions.
It is well known that surface hydration and water structuring are critical for
imparting protein resistance to low-fouling hydrophilic materials.[214, 330] For this
system, it is anticipated that SiNP coatings functionalised at pH 9.5 would have an
increased electrostatic hydration capacity, owing to a larger number of deprotonated
silanol groups on the SiNP surface (isoelectric point of silica is ∼2.5),[260] and thus
may resemble a pseudozwitterionic interface. The distance between these charges
is comparable to spacer lengths commonly presented by low-fouling zwitterionic
systems and could explain the protein resistant properties exhibited by surfaces
prepared at higher pH.[207, 331]
Figure 5.3: Comparison of QAS and BSA adsorption to SiNP coatings when pH
3.5 and pH 9.5 functionalised surfaces are rinsed with solutions of different pH
(basic, neutral, or acidic) prior to exposure to protein as calculated from modelling
the 3rd, 5th, and 7th overtone f and D responses within the QCM-D. Error bars
represent SD of the mean (n=3). *(note: neutral rinse data is the same as what
is presented in Figure 5.1)
To test this hypothesis, SiNP coatings were functionalised as before with QAS
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solutions adjusted to pH 3.5 and 9.5 and rinsed with DI water. This was followed
by an additional rinse step with pH adjusted aqueous solutions of the opposite
acidity/basicity to the functionalisation pH. The QAS and BSA mass adsorption for
oppositely rinsed surfaces are presented in Figure 5.3.
Rinsing of the pH 9.5 modified coating with an acidic solution did not result in any
change to the frequency observed at the sensor surface (Figure A.15) and thus the
calculated mass of bound QAS was comparable to that of the neutral rinsed pH 9.5
modified coating. Protein binding was also similar for these two surfaces, indicating
that the acidic rinse did not perturb the interfacial hydration and affect the coatings
protein resistance. However, rinsing of the pH 3.5 modified surface with a basic
solution resulted in a small decrease in f, indicating an overall increase in mass at
the sensor surface (Figure A.16). QCM-D is a sensitive enough technique to respond
in changes in surface hydrophilicity,[281] and as no additional silane was available
to react, it was thought that the basic solution rinse may promote increased water
association with the surface due to deprotonation of silanol groups and increased
zwitterionic character. This would be expected to improve the protein resistance
presented by the surface. Indeed, protein adsorption was significantly decreased by
75% compared to the pH 3.5 QAS modified surface rinsed with a neutral solution
(one-way ANOVA, p < 0.05) and comparable to the protein adsorption observed on
the pH 9.5 prepared surfaces.
Figure 5.4: Mass of QAS bound to SiNP coatings under different solution
concentrations (adjusted to pH 9.5) and the resultant mass of BSA bound to the
QAS functionalised surfaces. Mass was calculated from modelling the 3rd, 5th,
and 7th overtone f and D responses within the QCM-D. Error bars represent SD
of the mean (n=3). Inset: Raw f shifts observed on SiNP coating exposure to
QAS solutions of different concentrations (5th overtone shown). *(note: 10 mM
data is the same as what is presented in Figure 5.1)
The superior performance of the pH 9.5 modified surfaces led us to examine
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the effect of solution concentration during modification. Freshly prepared QAS
solutions with concentrations of 0.5, 1.0, and 10 mM were pH adjusted to 9.5
and introduced into QCM chambers containing SiNP coated sensors. Raw QCM
f responses revealed a larger negative shift for SiNPs on exposure to the higher
concentration 10 mM QAS solution, however, rinsing after 30 min returned the f
shift to a similar level to the lower concentration responses (Figure 5.4). Modelling
of QCM responses revealed very little difference in QAS binding across the different
functionalisation concentrations studied. It is postulated that the positive charge
of the QAS would interact favourably with the negative charge presented by the
SiNP surface under basic conditions, promoting association with the surface and
leading to binding, even at low concentrations. All surfaces demonstrated comparable
resistance to protein binding regardless of functionalisation concentration, likely due
to the similar degree of QAS binding. Additionally, all surfaces presented comparable
degrees of hydrophilicity with water contact angles of < 16° for all functionalisation
concentrations (Table A.5).
Figure 5.5: Mass of SB bound to SiNP coatings under different solution con-
centrations (adjusted to pH 9.5) and the resultant mass of BSA bound to the
SB functionalised surfaces. Mass was calculated from modelling the 3rd, 5th, and
7th overtone f and D responses within the QCM-D. Error bars represent SD of
the mean (n=3). Inset: Raw f shifts observed on SiNP coating exposure to SB
solutions of different concentrations (5th overtone shown).
As the improved protein resistance presented by the pH 9.5 functionalised SiNP
coatings was proposed to be the result of the generation of a pseudozwitterionic
interface, it was of interest to compare protein fouling of QAS to a similar zwitterionic
species. Silinated sulfobetaine (SB) shares the same silanol structure and quaternary
ammonium group as QAS and the charge separation between cationic and anionic
groups of SB are similar to the distance between the SiNP siloxide and quaternary
ammonium groups presented by the pseudozwitterionic QAS-SiNP interface.
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SiNP coatings were functionalised with SB under the same three solution concen-
trations as QAS (Figure 5.5). While the concentration dependence of SB binding
to SiNP coatings at concentrations of 1.0 and 10 mM was previously reported in
Chapter 2, this study was expanded to include the lower 0.5 mM concentration
variable. Mass modelled from QCM-D shifts revealed only small increases in the mass
of SB bound to SiNP coatings with increasing solution concentration, however, pro-
tein binding appeared highly dependent on the functionalisation concentration with
adsorption decreasing from 313 to 73 ng/cm2 as the functionalisation concentration
was increased from 0.5 to 10 mM. In comparison, BSA adsorption to unfunctionalised
SiNP coatings was 759 ng/cm2, indicating that modification with either QAS or SB
chemistries could effectively reduce protein binding to SiNP surfaces.
5.3.2 Functionalisation of Particle Dispersions
The surprising protein adsorption resistance imparted by SiNP coating modification
with QAS led to an investigation of QAS functionalised SiNP dispersions. Particle
modifications were attempted in H2O/MeOH solvent mixtures (90:10, 80:20 & 50:50)
as the QAS chemistry was supplied as a 50:50 mixture in MeOH. Similar to SB
and CB particle functionalisations reported in previous chapters, QAS was added
to stirred 10 wt% SiNP dispersions. Addition of QAS to particle dispersions in
H2O/MeOH mixtures (80:20 & 50:50) were carried out at room temperature without
any adjustment to pH. However, the dispersions were found to turn slightly cloudy
upon addition of QAS and would become more opaque with further reaction time
and throughout the dialysis process. It was thought that this result arose from
electrostatic attraction between the positively charged QAS and the negative charge
of the SiNPs, causing irreversible particle aggregation.
A revised method was formulated to enhance particle stability during reaction by
decreasing the particle surface charge. The pH of a 10 wt% particle dispersion was
adjusted to ∼3, so as to reduce the number of deprotonated silanol surface groups and
decrease the overall negative charge of the particles. Addition of QAS to the stirred
particle dispersion did not result in any obvious change to solution opacity. Removal of
unbound QAS by dialysis, did result in the particle dispersion turning slightly cloudy
as the solution pH gradually increased to pH 7. However, increasing or decreasing the
pH of the particle suspension was found to restore solution transparency, indicating
reversible particle aggregation (Figure 5.6a). Functionalisation was confirmed by zeta
potential analysis, were QAS modified particles showed a dramatic positive shift at
low pH compared to unreacted particles (Figure 5.6b). Additionally, the isoelectric




Figure 5.6: Images of QAS modified SiNPs at various pH, showing reversible
aggregation at neutral pH (a) and zeta potential measurements of SiNP+QAS
across pH 3.0 to 11.0 (b).
The size of particles before and after modification was compared using dynamic
light scattering. The QAS modified particles showed only a slight increase in
particle diameter after modification, consistent with the small size of the QAS
chemistry (Figure 5.7a). SiNP+QAS dispersions did also show a small peak at
larger particle diameters, indicating a slight degree of particle aggregation. Although,
this result was not unexpected due to the potential for particle destabilisation and
aggregation when conducting functionalisation reactions under acidic conditions.
Thermogravimetric analysis showed characteristic differences between functionalised
and unreacted particles (Figure 5.7b). SiNPs suffered a larger loss of adsorbed water
at temperatures < 150 , then exhibited a very gradual decrease in mass up to 800
. Comparatively, SiNP+QAS experienced a quicker stabilisation after a smaller loss
of adsorbed water, then underwent organic decomposition of the QAS monomer. The
degree of particle functionalisation was calculated to be 0.84 µmol/m2. This grafting
density is lower than the base-catalysed zwitterion functionalisations reported in
Chapters 2 & 3, but consistent with acid-catalysed particle functionalisation.
Figure 5.7: Hydrodynamic diameter of particles as measured by dynamic light
scattering (a) and thermogravimetric analysis of bare and QAS functionalised
SiNPs (b).
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Coatings of QAS functionalised SiNPs were prepared from 4 wt% particle disper-
sions for protein adsorption measurements. Particle dispersions were adjusted to pH
9.5 prior to spin-coating to try and emulate surface modification conditions. Coatings
were equilibrated in PBS under standard QCM conditions prior to the introduction
of BSA (1 mg/mL in PBS). Exposure to protein solutions resulted in large f /D
shifts (Figure A.17). The calculated mass of BSA adsorption to SiNP+QAS coatings
averaged 680 ng/cm2 for triplicate samples, only slightly less than for control SiNP
surfaces (759 ng/cm2), meaning QAS modification of SiNP dispersions was unable
to significantly improve the fouling resistance of the particle coatings. This result
indicates that the method of preparation of functionalised particles coatings, be it
through surface modification or dispersion functionalisation, must play a large role
in the organisation and presentation of the QAS chemistry and therefore impact on
the fouling resistant properties of the particle coatings.
5.3.3 Dual-Functionalisation
Having demonstrated that both QAS and SB functionalised SiNP coatings present
protein resistant properties, it was of interest to examine the combined reaction of
QAS and SB to SiNPs to determine if the introduction of cationic QAS would disturb
the fouling resistant properties of SB and/or provide a bactericidal property to the
heterogenous surface. SiNP coatings were functionalised sequentially in the QCM
with a brief water rinse (15 min) of the surfaces between reactions. The concentration
and order of addition of QAS and SB solutions is denoted as AxBy, where A is the
1st and B is the 2nd solution exposed to the SiNP coatings, and x and y denote the
concentrations of A and B in mM, respectively. The following eight combinations
were prepared: Q0.5S0.5, Q1S1, Q1S10, Q10S10, S0.5Q0.5, S1Q1, S1Q10, and S10Q10.
Figure 5.8 shows representative QCM-D responses for Q1S1 and Q1S10 SiNP
coating functionalisations. Both surfaces exhibited similar responses on exposure to
Q1 solutions, however, differences were observed when comparing sequential binding
of SB at concentrations of 1 and 10 mM. It appeared that very little SB was able
to bind to the Q1 functionalised SiNP surface when exposed at a concentration of
1 mM, with no net change in the frequency after the surface was rinsed (Figure
5.8a). A similar response was recorded for the Q0.5S0.5 system, with no further
binding of SB observed (Figure A.18). Comparatively, exposing the Q1 modified
surface to the higher concentration 10 mM SB solution resulted in a further frequency
decrease (Figure 5.8b), indicating successful SB binding and the presentation of dual
chemistries at the coating interface. Consistent with the earlier concentration study,
increasing the QAS concentration did not result in a significant increase in binding
and thus the Q10S10 functionalisation (Figure A.19) presented a very similar response
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to the Q1S10 system.
Figure 5.8: Example QCM-D f and D shifts for Q1S1 (a) and Q1S10 (b) SiNP
coating functionalisations (5th overtone shown). R denotes rinsing periods.
After sequential modification, the prepared surfaces were exposed to BSA (1
mg/mL) protein solutions to gauge differences in resistance to protein binding.
Mass adsorptions calculated from raw f /D responses on exposure to QAS, SB, and
BSA are presented in Figure 5.9. Protein adsorption was greatly reduced on all
functionalised surfaces (< 150 ng/cm2) compared to unmodified SiNP coatings (759
ng/cm2). Similar BSA adsorptions were observed for Q0.5S0.5 & Q1S1, and Q1S10 &
Q10S10 functionalised surfaces, consistent with their similar f /D binding profiles. It
appeared that SB binding to the QAS modified surfaces and subsequent reductions
to protein binding were only observed when the concentration of SB solution was
increased to 10 mM.
Figure 5.9: Mass modelled from the 3rd, 5th, and 7th overtone shifts for dual-
functionalisation of SiNP coatings with QAS (1st) and SB (2nd), and resultant
protein adsorption. Error bars represent SD of the mean (n=3).
The reverse order of functionalisation was also investigated, where SB was reacted
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to SiNP coatings first, followed by reaction of QAS. Figure 5.10 shows representative
QCM responses for S1Q1 and S1Q10 SiNP coating functionalisations. Interestingly,
QAS was able to bind to the SiNP coatings after modification with SB, even
when exposed at low concentrations (Figure A.20). This further emphasises the
affinity of QAS to interact with and bind to the SiNP coating, even when partially
functionalised by zwitterionic SB. Consistent with previous results, SB modification
was promoted with increasing concentration, leaving fewer unreacted sites available
for functionalisation by QAS (Figure A.21).
The mass of SB (1st) and QAS (2nd) adsorbed to SiNP surfaces and their resultant
adsorption of BSA protein are presented in Figure 5.11. Again, protein adsorption
was low across all dual-functionalised surfaces relative to unfunctionalised SiNP
controls. Compared to the SB concentration study presented in Figure 5.5, where
BSA adsorption onto 0.5 mM functionalised surfaces was 313 ng/cm2, sequential
functionaliation with 0.5 mM QAS was able to reduce BSA adsorption to 122 ng/cm2
for the S0.5Q0.5 system. This result emphasises the affinity of the QAS to bind to the
SiNP surface despite being partially functionalised and demonstrates the capacity
for dual-functionalised surfaces to present increased levels of fouling resistance.
Further increases in SB binding with increasing functionalisation concentration led
to improved protein resistance, with the lowest protein adsorption observed on the
S10Q10 system.
Figure 5.10: Example QCM-D f and D shifts for S1Q1 (a) and S1Q10 (b) SiNP
coating functionalisations (5th overtone shown). R denotes rinsing periods.
The total relative mass (%) of SB and QAS bound to the SiNP coatings are
presented in Table A.6. Evidently, functionalising surfaces first with QAS resulted
in a higher proportion of surface binding, while modification with SB first offered
a wider range of ratios between the two chemistries. Overall, this result highlights
the ease with which dual-functionalised surfaces can be prepared and their protein
resistant properties tuned through sequential exposure to SB and QAS chemistries.
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Figure 5.11: Mass modelled from the 3rd, 5th, and 7th overtone shifts for dual-
functionalisation of SiNP coatings with SB (1st) and QAS (2nd), and resultant
protein adsorption. Error bars represent SD of the mean (n=3).
5.3.4 Bacterial Assays
Based on the results of QCM dual-functionalised SiNP coatings, several coatings were
selected to assess their antibacterial properties. The following surface modifications
and their approximate chemical ratios (QAS:SB) were chosen: Q1S1 (95:5), Q10S10
(75:25), S1Q1 (60:40), and S10Q10 (15:85). Comparison coatings of individually
functionalised SB (S10) and QAS (Q10) surfaces were prepared under standard pH
9.5 conditions. Additionally, the pH dependent protein adsorption properties of
QAS modified particle coatings led us to examine pH 3.5 modified QAS surfaces
with neutral rinsing (Q10*) and pH 9.5 rinsing (Q10**). The contact angles of the
prepared surfaces were measured and all were found to be appreciably hydrophilic
with measured water contact angles < 18° (Table A.7).
Coatings were exposed to E. coli for a period of 4 h, after which time surfaces
were gently rinsed to remove any loosely adhered bacteria. To establish if the
prepared surfaces presented antibacterial properties through cationic effect, the
adhered bacteria were exposed to nucleic acid stains so that live and dead cells could
be identified by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 5.12). Control (unmodified) SiNP
coatings were found to have a moderate number of cells adhered to their surface
with an equal ratio of live to dead cells (Figure 5.13). Surfaces functionalised with
QAS (Q10) saw small reductions in adhered bacteria with decreases of 22 and 50%
for live and dead cells, respectively. In comparison, SB (S10) functionalised surfaces
generated slightly larger reductions in adhered bacteria compared to the control
surface, with live and dead cell counts reduced by 80 and 60%, respectively. All
surfaces presenting dual chemistries elicited dramatic reductions in the number of
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adhered cells. Notably, the numbers of dead bacteria on all dual-functionalised
surfaces were significantly less than the SiNP control coating (one-way ANOVA, p <
0.05).
Figure 5.12: Representative fluorescence microscopy images of live (green) and
dead (red) E. coli adhered to control (SiNP), dual-functionalised SB/QAS SiNP
coatings, and individually functionalised SB and QAS SiNP coatings. Scale bars
are 20 µm.
Surfaces modified at 10 mM solution concentrations provided superior resistance
to adhesion than those surfaces modified at 1 mM due to increased surface func-
tionalisation driven by higher solution concentrations. Of the 1 mM functionalised
coatings, Q1S1 experienced a higher degree of bacterial attachment compared to
S1Q1, mostly likely due to the lower proportion of SB chemistry present (as demon-
strated by the QCM adsorption study). Regardless, all dual-functionalised surfaces
produced comparable or improved resistance to bacterial adhesion compared to S10
and Q10 on their own. In particular, the dual-functionalised surfaces prepared at




Figure 5.13: Cell counts of live and dead bacteria (E. coli) adhered to function-
alised SiNP coatings. Error bars represent SD of the mean (n=3).
In the case of the pH 9.5 modified QAS surface (Q10), a small reduction in both
live and dead cells was observed compared to the SiNP control. This result was
attributed to the zwitterionic character of the surface, which was earlier postu-
lated to be responsible for this surfaces surprising resistance to protein adsorption.
Functionalisation of the surface under pH 3.5 conditions (Q10*) was anticipated to
promote a bactericidal response at the coating interface due to reduced zwitterionic
character (protonation of surface siloxide groups would result in an overall increase
in cationic surface charge). Instead, an increase in the overall number of adhered
bacteria was observed. It would appear that the increase in cationic surface charge
also increased electrostatic interactions with the negatively charged bacterial cells
but that surface charge density was not sufficient to elicit a dramatic bactericidal
effect. Similar findings have been reported in a previous study, where surfaces grafted
with cationic chemistries needed to exceed a charge-density threshold in order to
promote bactericidal activity.[126] Consistent with protein adsorption experiments,
QAS surfaces functionalised at pH 3.5 and rinsed at pH 9.5 (Q10**) demonstrated a
comparable level of bacterial adhesion to surfaces modified under pH 9.5 condition.
Based on both protein adsorption and bacterial adhesion results, it can be concluded
that the underlying surface charge of the SiNP coating plays a vital role in antifouling
activity. The adsorption of proteins to QAS modified coatings could be tuned
through altering the surface charge of the particle layer to promote or suppress
overall zwitterionic character. In a similar way, differences in bacterial adhesion
were observed for samples modified under identical conditions (Q10* & Q10**) but
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subjected to different rinsing treatments. What was surprising was the improved
resistance to protein binding and bacterial adhesion that was presented by the
dual-modified surfaces. Nanoparticle surfaces modified with zwitterionic SB alone
were found to promote antifouling activity but when paired with QAS produced
exceptional fouling resistance. Due to the fundamental limitation of self-assembled
monolayers to functionalise all available silanol/siloxide groups on the SiNP surface,
it would be anticipated that the charge at the SiNP coating interface would be made
up of contributions from both the SB chemistry and unreacted negatively charged
siloxide groups. These surface charges were thought to be balanced out by addition
of the QAS chemistry to provide a more equal coupling of positive and negative
charges (Figure 5.14). This result was consistent with a study reported by Guo et
al. where zwitterionic (SBMA) and quaternary ammonium (METAC) chemistries
copolymerised from silicon wafers where found to have improved resistance to protein
adsorption and bacterial adhesion when the surface charge was tuned to zero.[226] In
this way, the interfacial charge presented at the interface is made up of the sum of the
individually charged components and thus helps to fulfill the criteria of hydrophilic
antifouling materials.[188–191]
Figure 5.14: Schematic of a dual-functionalised SiNP surface illustrating contri-
butions to surface charge from SB (+/-), QAS (+), and siloxide groups (-) at the
coating interface, where charge separation between cationic and anionic groups is




This work sought to combine the antifouling properties of zwitterionic chemistries
with the bactericidal properties presented by quaternary ammonium chemistries
to provide a simple way of modifying surfaces through the application of silica
nanoparticles. Instead, what was observed was the ability of the underlying surface
charge to play a role in the overall fouling resistant properties of the modified
surfaces. Here we have demonstrated that QAS functionalised surfaces may enhance
or reduce protein adsorption and bacterial adhesion depending on the pH conditions
of functionalisation and rinsing treatments. Reaction of QAS to SiNP dispersions
did not offer the same control over particle properties and antifouling behaviour,
indicating fundamental differences in chemistry organisation between surface and
solution based particle modification. Pairing both QAS and zwitterionic SB to
SiNP coatings could be conducted in a simple manner, with the ratios of chemistries
controlled through functionalisation concentration and order of reaction to the
surfaces. All combinations were found to reduce protein adsorption compared to
unfunctionalised SiNP coatings, with higher ratios of SB generating the largest
reductions in protein binding. Similarly, the largest reductions in bacterial adhesion
were achieved by dual-functionalised SiNP coatings. The ease of coating preparation
and the tunability of surface properties of functionalised SiNPs indicates the potential





The work presented in this thesis has detailed the development and optimisation of
hydrophilic antifouling coatings using simple materials and scalable methods. Silica
nanoparticles were employed as a platform material for the fabrication of antifouling
coatings through their functionalisation with short chain hydrophilic chemistries.
Coatings of particles could be easily prepared via a simple spin-coating technique,
with coating roughness controlled through the deposition of silica nanoparticles
of different size. The ability to tune coating roughness at the nanoscale could be
utilised in targeted antifouling applications, where surface roughness can be tailored
to minimise adhesion of target fouling species.
Simple zwitterionic and quaternary ammonium silane chemistries were able to be
grafted to silica nanoparticles either before or after their deposition onto surfaces.
Quartz crystal microgravimetry was employed as a tool to monitor and optimise
reactions to nanoparticle coatings, and to further our understanding of protein
interactions with the prepared surfaces. Functionalisation pH and silane concentration
were found to control the degree of particle or surface functionalisation and play a
role in chemistry organisation through the promotion of self-assembly or oligomeric
type attachment mechanisms.
Coatings of zwitterion functionalised SiNPs, prepared from functionalised disper-
sions and surface modified films, were able to drastically improve resistance to protein
adsorption, bacterial adhesion, and to some extent, fungal spore adhesion. These
results indicate the potential for functionalised nanosilicas to be utilised as surface
coatings for biofouling protection across a range of applications. Additionally, the
nanoscaled topography introduced through the use of differently sized nanoparticles
could provide another mechanism for targeted antifouling applications.
The preparation of SiNPs surfaces presenting both quaternary ammonium and zwit-
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terionic chemistries did not generate the anticipated dual antimicrobial-antifouling
effect, but instead provided evidence of underlying surface charge playing a role in
antifouling activity. Quaternary ammonium modified SiNP coatings demonstrated
surprising resistance to protein binding on their own and greatly enhanced resistance
to bacterial adhesion when coupled with zwitterionic chemistries.
The promising antifouling properties of these materials, the simplicity of their
preparation, and their high degree of processability could lead to their application in
an industrial setting. Despite spin-coating being employed to prepare the coatings in
this study, preliminary work has been conducted using spray-coating as an alternative
technique to deposit SiNPs onto surfaces. Initial experiments using spray-coating as
the method of coating application have generated uniform coatings with hydrophilic
and antifouling properties.
In addition to the work presented in previous Chapters, several other studies were
conducted during the completion of this thesis that have not been reported due
to the preliminary nature of the findings. One such study investigated the protein
resistant behaviours of amphiphilic SiNP coatings presenting a combination of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic chemistries. It was anticipated that coatings presenting
distinct hydrophilic/hydrophobic phases would disrupt the adhesion mechanism
of biomacromolecules and reduce fouling. Surfaces were prepared by depositing
coatings of commercially available SiNPs functionalised with a hydrophilic ligand
(glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane) and back-filling the surface with a short chain
fluorinated silane. Changes to the surface hydrophobicity and protein resistance
of the coatings were highly dependent on the initial density of hydrophilic ligands
prior to back-filling. Interestingly, increasing hydrophobic content did not improve
the coatings antifouling performance and instead appeared to disrupt the inherent
protein resistance of the underlying hydrophilic SiNP coating. Future work into
the optimisation and characterisation of these amphiphilic systems would provide
insight into the organisation and ratio of separated phases required to disrupt
biomacromolecule adhesion mechanisms and impart antifouling properties.
The Chapters presented in this thesis have primarily concentrated on the devel-
opment of simple and scalable low fouling hydrophilic coatings, however, there are
many opportunities for future research to expand this body of work. Particularly,
future efforts could be focused on the refinement of functionalisation techniques,
determining optimal coating thickness, and optimising coating deposition to ensure
minimal wastage and lower coating formulation costs. Given more time and access
to equipment, it would have been beneficial to conduct more sophisticated character-
isation of the functionalised SiNP coatings. Techniques such as x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy or time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry could have been
employed to confirm the mechanism of CB attachment proposed in Chapter 3 and
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to confirm the chemical ratios of SB and QAS binding to the mass ratios obtained
from QCM-D measurements presented in Chapter 5. Additionally, measurement
of the surface zeta potential of functionalised coatings using electrokinetic analysis
could have provided confirmation of the coating surface charge and contributed to
the rationalisation of protein resistant behaviour.
Given the antifouling characteristics of these materials are proposed to arise from
the hydrophilic properties presented at the coating interface, future work could be
directed into investigating surface water structuring, utilising techniques such as
frequency modulation atomic force microscopy which could provide further insight
into the presence and extent of hydration layer water structuring at the interface.
Furthermore, the interactions of microorganisms and their adhesion strength to the
coatings could be quantified using force-curve measurements.
This thesis focused on the reaction of a limited number of chemistries to SiNPs
to generate hydrophilic low fouling surface coatings. Further work could consider
exploring a wider range of chemistries, investigating zwitterionic chemistries with
different chain lengths, and combining different chemistries to achieve the desired
surface properties. Assessment of antifouling properties could be expanded to include
a wider range of proteins and adhesive organisms, with a focus on those likely to
be encountered in specific coating applications. Test surfaces could also be exposed
to multiple fouling species simultaneously to simulate more realistic environmental
conditions. Having established the fouling resistance of these materials in the
laboratory, it would be necessary to ensure that these chemistries and coatings are
robust enough to withstand the environmental conditions that they may be subjected
to when employed in real world applications.
To conclude, the work presented in this thesis has sought to further our un-
derstanding of hydrophilic zwitterionic, and quaternary ammonium modified silica
nanoparticle coatings towards the development of platform antifouling materials. The
outstanding antifouling performance demonstrated by these materials and their ease
of fabrication make them a promising alternative to current commercial antifouling
coating systems and could potentially lead to their utilisation as broad-spectrum
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Figure A.1: Image of an uncoated gold QCM sensor (left) and a SiNP coated
gold QCM sensor (right) prepared via spin coating.
Figure A.2: FTIR transmission spectra of unfunctionalised SiNP (A), SiNP+SB
(B), and SB (C).
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Figure A.3: AFM scan (5 µm x 5 µm) of a SiNP+SB (pH 9.5) particle coating.
Figure A.4: SEM image of SiNP+SB (pH 3.5) coating showing the presence of
aggregates. Scale bar is 1 µm.
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Table A.1: Sessile water contact angles made on coatings prepared from 4 wt%
SiNP dispersions. Unfunctionalised SiNP coatings present contact angles of 9.5 ±
0.3°.
Contact Angle (°)
Coating pH 3.5 pH 7.0 pH 9.5
SiNP - 1 mM SB 6.1 ± 0.4 5.6 ± 0.5 5.4 ± 0.4
SiNP - 10 mM SB 5.9 ± 0.5 5.6 ± 0.7 5.9 ± 0.4
SiNP+SB 3.6 ± 0.3 4.8 ± 0.7 5.3 ± 0.2
Table A.2: Hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) and polydispersity index (PDI) of
SiNPs after functionalisation with SB at various pH conditions.
Z-Ave (d.nm) PDI
SiNP Control 18.29 0.20
SiNP+SB (pH 3.5) 147.93 0.51
SiNP+SB (pH 7.0) 24.93 0.46
SiNP+SB (pH 9.5) 30.10 0.49
Table A.3: Degree of surface functionalisation as determined by TGA analysis.
Mass loss (%) µmol/m2 silanol/nm2
SiNP+SB (pH 3.5) 4.54 0.78 0.47
SiNP+SB (pH 7.0) 6.92 1.22 0.73
SiNP+SB (pH 9.5) 6.11 1.06 0.64
Figure A.5: SEM image of a spin-coated SiNP film functionalised at pH 9.5
with 10 mM CB. Scale bar is 100 nm.
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Figure A.6: Representative images of water contact angles made with the surface
of SiNP coatings functionalised with 10 mM CB at pH 3.5 (a), 7.0 (b), and 9.5
(c). Insets: Average contact angles measured on the prepared surfaces (± SD).
Figure A.7: Representative images of water contact angles made with the surface
of SiNP coatings functionalised with 1 mM CB at pH 3.5 (a), 7.0 (b), and 9.5 (c).
Insets: Average contact angles measured on the prepared surfaces (± SD).
Figure A.8: FTIR transmission spectra of unfunctionalised SiNP (A), SiNP+CB
(B), and CB (C).
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Figure A.9: Image of SiNP dispersions demonstrating the increase in solution
opacity with increasing particle size.
Figure A.10: Weight loss (%) of SB modified SiNPs of different sizes as measured
by TGA.




Figure A.12: ZP measurements performed on SiNP+SB dispersions between
pH 3.0 and 11.0.
Figure A.13: Representative AFM scan (2 µm × 2 µm) of a SiO2 QCM sensor.
Figure A.14: Comparison QCM-D f /D shifts for BSA adsorption onto a SiO2
QCM sensor and SiNP (12nm) coating.
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Figure A.15: Example QCM-D f and D responses for a SiNP coating function-
alised with 10 mM QAS at pH 9.5, successionally rinsed with pH 7.0 and pH 3.5
aqueous solutions (5th overtone shown).
Figure A.16: Example QCM-D f and D responses for a SiNP coating function-
alised with 10 mM QAS at pH 3.5, successionally rinsed with pH 7.0 and pH 9.5
aqueous solutions (5th overtone shown).
Figure A.17: Comparison QCM-D f and D shifts for BSA adsorption onto
SiNP+QAS and SiNP coatings (5th overtone shown).
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Figure A.18: Example QCM-D f and D shifts for Q0.5S0.5 SiNP coating func-
tionalisation (5th overtone shown). R denotes rinsing periods.
Figure A.19: Example QCM-D f and D shifts for Q10S10 SiNP coating func-
tionalisation (5th overtone shown). R denotes rinsing periods.
Figure A.20: Example QCM-D f and D shifts for S0.5Q0.5 SiNP coating func-
tionalisation (5th overtone shown). R denotes rinsing periods.
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Figure A.21: Example QCM-D f and D shifts for S10Q10 SiNP coating func-
tionalisation (5th overtone shown). R denotes rinsing periods.
Table A.4: Average static water contact angles measured onto QAS modified
SiNP coatings, functionalised with 10 mM QAS solutions under different pH
conditions (± SD).
pH Contact Angle (°)
3.5 16.4 ± 2.3
7.0 14.5 ± 3.4
9.5 12.0 ± 3.0
Table A.5: Average static water contact angles measured onto QAS modified
SiNP coatings, functionalised at pH 9.5 under different concentration conditions
(± SD).
Concentration Contact Angle (°)
0.5 mM 12.1 ± 5.9
1.0 mM 14.1 ± 5.4
10 mM 15.3 ± 3.9
Table A.6: Ratio of QAS to SB on SiNP functionalised surfaces. Functionalisation
conditions are denoted by (AxBy), where A is the 1
st and B is the 2nd solution
exposed to the SiNP coatings, and x and y denote the concentrations of A and B
in mM, respectively.
Q0.5S0.5 Q1S1 Q1S10 Q10S10 S0.5Q0.5 S1Q1 S1Q10 S10Q10
QAS 94% 95% 63% 75% 68% 61% 45% 14%
SB 6% 5% 37% 25% 32% 39% 55% 86%
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Table A.7: Average static water contact angles measured onto dual-functionalised
SiNP coatings prepared for bacterial adhesion assays. Functionalisation conditions
are denoted by (AxBy), where A is the 1
st and B is the 2nd solution exposed to
the SiNP coatings, and x and y denote the concentrations of A and B in mM,
respectively.
Control S1Q1 S10Q10 Q1S1 Q10S10 S10 Q10 Q10
∗ Q10
∗∗
CA (°) 15.4 17.0 17.9 15.9 13.0 10.9 17.8 14.6 14.4
SD 1.8 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.2 2.5 1.4 0.3 0.8
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